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Recommended for the "MELODY RANGER"

THE NEW LE TRANSFORMER
WITHTHE HIGH PERMEABILITY

KMETALCORE
have

evolved an interesting, inexpensive

transformer, the " Di -Feed." This model
follows the famous series of nickel alloy core
transformers, the " Hypermu," " Hypermite," and
" Parafeed."

The design of the "Di -Feed" is based on
further metallurgical research in nickel

alloys resulting in "K" metal, which is used
for the core. This remarkable alloy enables
the primary winding to carry direct current
up to 4 milliamperes without saturation with
a no load inductance of approximately 30
henries. The overall curve is excellent
due to the special method of winding, as
employed in the famous "Hypermu," which

reduces the leakance to an absolute minimum. A section of the winding is shown

in the illustration.

The "Di -Feed" is equally suitable for parallel -feed if this
method be preferred. It is a small transformer fitted in a
beautiful bakelite case and is exactly right for modern compact
set building.
"Di -Feed" is without doubt a fine job, the accuracy of assembly and neat finish are fully up to the high standard

introduced by R.I. in their first transformer in 1922 and the
famous R.I. models that have followed.

Illustration showing "K" METAL CORE and
method of winding as employed in the "Hypermu"

R.I. "DI -FEED" L.F.
INTERVALVE TRANSFORMER
List No. DY33. Primary D.C. Resistance,

78o ohms. Secondary D.C. resistance, 3,700
ohms.
Primary Inductance, 3o henries.
Ratio r/31, orx/4 1/Z (auto connected).
Size 2,/, x i5/8 x 2,0c, ins. high. , ,

A leaflet with diagrams
gives fullest information

to constructors and is

enclosed in each carton.
Free copies are obtainable from your dealer
or direct from R.I.

/SW
.

The A dvt. of Radio Instruments Ltd. Cr oy don, Sur rey.

'Phone :Thornton

eath 3211.

You will Help Yourself and Help Us by Mentioning " A.W." to Advertisers
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man this day . . . o "
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MAKE MONEY by MAKING
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!Wireless Batteriest

IF you are a wide awake man, eager to make MORE
MONEY, anxious to make ends meet and to enjoy
more comforts ; if you have had a " cut " in salary,

are on " short time " and want to make up the

deficiency-HERE IS THE FINEST OPPORTUNITY
IN THE WORLD ! Millions of people are regularly
wanting millions of wireless batteries. YOU can

1933
you can expect
H T BATTERY

MAKE them in your spare time, according to our
patented simplified process and improved formula.
SELL them when you like and where you like- and
build up a spare time business in a BIG INDUSTRY
which is increasing by leaps and bounds !

MILLIONS OF
BATTERIES!!

NIre0 I

to do its duty
evety day
. . . and besides giving you efficient service
and giving your -Set greater and more lasting
power, the Lion H.T. Battery COSTS LESS !

It is made in one of the largest factories in
Great Britain devoted exclusively to battery
manufacture. It is made by men who know
what you want and who know how to produce

TEN

it at the price you want to pay.

FOURTEEN

It is the

battery with the lowest internal resistance.

LOOK AT THE PRICES!
60v. H.T. 4/6 e 100v. H.T. 7/9v. G.B. 10d"
41v. Pocket Lamp Battery 41d.

120v. H.T. 9/-

IN EVERY

One Man

BRITISH

HOMES
ARE WITHOUT

ELECTRICITYw hich means that ycur market
Co nsrsts of 5, 7ths

of the whole

pop Alation or

because YOU will be able to supply

Full details HOW TO START are
FREE and the coupon below will

them with BETTER Batteries at a

No previous knowledge of wireless
or electricity is needed. No expensive plant or large capital outlay.
You can start with just small,
simple tools and hand
presses. So simple is the
work that the children
can help you !
Ensure for Yourself
Prosperous New
Year!
Make pounds in your
a

YOUR DEALER CAN SUPPLY
Advt. of VINCES DRY BATTERIES LTD., LION WORKS,
GARFORD STREET, LONDON, E.14.
1.?

n

Telephone : EAST 1902

Profits up to £300 a year per licence !
e GUARANTEE you a weekly
PROFIT provided your output
reaches the required and easily
attainable standard of efficiency.
All instructions are ABSOLUTELY

are proficient.
No drudgery, millions of customers
waiting add a

LOWER Price. This means regular
sales and ever increasing purchasers.

BRITISH MADE

in Spare Time

rere is the chance of a lifetime!

6.000.000
POTENTIAL /
CUSTOMERS.'

Sold under
Limited Licence

Earned 1960

spare time week in and
week out throughout, the

the year-here's your

FREE and are continued until you

GUARANTEED PROFIT

bring them to you. Write AT ONCE
-without delay-and snap up the
opportunity you have so long been
aw aiti lg.

f0

tfir
To

The England

g
Ltd.,
-Richards Co.,
Norfolk.

Please

cl

me
as

lulls2r4.:rvi

Pare

at
detaill6r6enlY
Testimonye.ri enclose

r"1Sir'1"
Make Money

eotai.aytintc,17;:!_s:iionrg

name,

:sh°1edeltYjapc491"1 cpin

Opportunity !

of "Amateur Wireless " to Advertisem will Ericure Prompt Azterk.!ion

this coupon
33.
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A POWER BATTERY ENTHUSIAST
12/20/32.

Purchased"X Wish
battery

to inform

ngust
Auiemens

you that
7 Type
X
2st.2932.
100 volt

This batery
day
has
a 3 Valveratout 5 to been used
reading
et) and
6 hours
over
80 volts. it is
a day
still
X recommend
a/2
my friends
your
accepted
and
batteries
my advice those that
me and
to
have
say that
have
use
to other
in fUturesince thanked
make:'
they
will

every
(on

This testimonial
demonstrates

the

extraordinary service which can be

obtained from a
"FULL 0' POWER"

Battery. Naturally
the actual length

C.

of service depends

on the individual
requirements of
Radio Sets, but we
are confident no

other battery will
give you as good
service,
SIZE V.7

100 VOLTS POWER
In these times a

Power Battery

is
real economy.
Three times the
service at less than

double the cost of
a popular type bat-

tery, and you get
more volume and
purer tone.

PRICE 200
V.8. 120 volts. 24/

FULL OVOW R
APPLY TO YOUR

DEALER FOR
LEAFLET 667
giving particu.
laps and prices
of all types, or

RADIO BATTERIES
ARE DEFINITELY THE BATTERIES TO USE WITH YOUR SET

direct from us at
address

below.

4th/to/SIEMENS ELECTRIC LAMPS AND SUPPLIES LIMITED.38/39. Upper Thames Street, London. E.C.4.

You will Help Yourself and Help Us by Mentioning "A.W." to Advertisers
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DO I'OU

WANT..

RUN

YOUR
4

arglirMall.111MEMIIMINEMMEM

CONTENTS
RADIO POWER UNITS-and how
to build thorn.
NOTES ON A.C. POWER UNITS.
OPERATING RECEIVERS ON D.C.
MAINS.

ABOUT T C . C . ELECTROLYTIC
CONDENSERS.

Do you want an A.C. Mains Receiver that will give
you full and lasting quality for years without renewal
of the rectifier? A set that will give you endless

pleasure with the minimum of worry? Or do you
want the expense of periodically replacing the
rectifier; breakdowns; repair bills; transit costs; or

SET
ornANYsEr

off the
ELECTRIC
LIGHT
In the new T.C.C. Book, "The Design
Construction of Radio Power
Units," complete details are given how
to construct four really efficient A.C.

ELIMINATION OF INTERFERENCE.

and

FOUR T.C.C. POWER UNITS (A.C.)

Power Units with one or other of

with full constructional details.
ROTATING
CULATOR.

RESISTANCE

CAL-

which you can once and for all dispense

with costly and inefficient batteriesyou can supply your Set continuously
with adequate power. This book also
tells how to eliminate interference. For
D.C. users there is also valuable data on

D.C. apparatus. And there is also a

practical Rotary Resistance Calculator.
Ask your dealer for a copy to -day.

differences with the maker or retailer?
Buy a Westinghouse -equipped set and get better and

more reliable reception, with a dead -silent background, now and for years to come.
If you are not yet acquainted with the advantages of

Metal Rectification write for a copy of the " All -

Metal Way, 1933."

CONDENSERS
ASK YOUR DEALER
If you have any difficulty in obtain-

ing a copy of this book, fill in the

WESTINGHOUSE

coupon and post to us with six
penny stamps. We will send you a
copy by return.

COUPON
Valet Farm Road, N. Atkin, Landon, U7.3.
To Publicity Dept., The Telegraph Condentet Co
Please tend re, a copy of your took, " TO. Design and ionttructiore of Radio POUT/ Units;' for rhith I
etch, six peony stamps to rover cost ant postage.

METAL RECTIFIERS

NAME.
ADDRESS

A.W. 28/1/33
:4208

The Westinghouse Brake & Sayby Signal Co. Ltd.

82, YORK RD., KING'S CROSS, LONDON, N.1
Mention of " Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention
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the "MELODY
RANGER" is no
better than its
valves

The " Melody Ranger," sensational as it is acknowledged to be,
is, like every other set, ' no better than its valves.' In fact, the

more advanced the design and the more outstanding the performance of any receiver, the more essential it is to ensure that
the valves fulfil its most exacting demands consistently and
efficiently.

Marconi valves, bearing the most famous name in
radio, are renowned for dependably high efficiency and
extreme economy in working. Fit a Marconi valve team in
your " Melody Ranger " and you will secure unequalled range
and tone, coupled with the absolute reliability and economy
which only Marconi valves can provide.
THE CORRECT MARCONI VALVE TEAM IS :-

High Frequency Marconi VS2 (met) 1616
Detector

Marconi HLzio

7!-

L.F.

Marconi HI -no

71 -

Power

Marconi LP2

819

MARCONI VALVES
are chosen by the B.B.C., Imperial Airways,
Trinity House lightships and Beacon Stations,
Metropolitan Police, Imperial and International
Communications, large liners, etc., etc., for their
dependable efficiency.

To Ensure Speedy Delivery, Mention "A.W." to Advertisers
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The
Sun
never
sets

THE band-pass " Radiopak " sim-

"VICTOR" P.M.

Moving Coil Reproducer
with 6 ratio
Ferranti
Transformer

Though the climatic conditions of
Iceland are not so vastly different
from those obtaining in Northern
Europe, its remoteness from manufacturing centres demands consistency of
performance in imported articles, and

it is noteworthy that we have been
favoured with orders from the Icelan-

dic Broadcasting Corporation-proof
positive of the enduring reliability of
R. & A. Reproducers.
Ask your Dealer to demonstrate.
Prices range from 15/- to 7o/-.

011

plifies set construction as well as
No development in modern component design is so important as this to the amateur constructor. Revolutionary in conception and design, neat,
it simplifies selectivity.

compact, and robust, above all the

Radiopak " is efficient:

There is no alternative to the " Radiopak."
Consisting of screened coils, with provision for reaction,
ganged condenser with drive, combined volume control,
and on -off power switch, mounted neatly on a metal chassis,

the " Radiopak " needs only the addition of valves, low frequency circuit, loud -speaker, and batteries or mains unit
to form a complete receiver.

Because the coils and condenser are matched with the
highest possible degree of accuracy before leaving our

factory, all ganging difficulty is eliminated, and each unit
is supplied with a tuning scale calibrated in wavelengths
Width along front of baseboard, 9i in.
6 in.
Depth
61 in.
Height
Supplied with full-size fixing template.
STANDARD TYPE 535A
fitted with o,000 -ohms
potentiometer
..
6d. each
Extra Knob

S3 0 0

REPRODUCERS &

AMPLIFIERS, LTD.,
WOLVERHAMPTON.

THE BRITISH RADIOPHONE LTD.

REPRODUCE R.5

ALDWYCH HOUSE, ALDWYCH, W.C.2
Telephone HOLBORN 6744

To Ensure Speedy Delivery, Mention " A.W." to Advertisers
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Ring out the old :

ring in

the new

Triumph of plate -less accumulators
Nuisance of frequent re -charging overcome at last
THE familiar glass -box accumulator is a thing of the past. The new accumulator
is a handsome cylinder (covered in bakelite) giving twice the ampere -hour capacity.
Thus, though no bigger than your 4.0 amp. -hour accumulator and costing little more,
it needs charging only half as often. It is also much more durable.
This revolution is owed to the work of John Fuller,
Faraday's collaborator and a founder of the battery industry-work that his son and grandson perfected. The
negative electrode, a pasted lead cylinder, itself acts as the
battery container-a central core forms the positive. With
no " grids " to interfere, you get complete effect throughout the active paste. Brings your wireless up to datethe saving on re -charging alone would repay you !

1. Negative electrode

is

itself the battery's container- nearly all weight
is thus active material.

2. Circular, gridless for-

BLOCK
plate -less accumulators

THE NEW
ACCUMULATOR

mation gives uninterrupted action throughout the
paste.

3. Total result-Twice the
amp. hour capacity per lb.
weight.

80AHmRs11/6

TEL. GRA : 3346.

BLOCK BATTERIES LTD, ABBEY ROAD, BARKING, ESSEX.

4. No sulphation ; Won't
run down when inactive,
No grid buckling; Extraordinarily long life I. Al.
most unbreakable.
TAS,Bb.15

You will Help Yourself and Help Us By Mentioning "A.W." to Advertisers
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THE KIT THE AUTHOR USED!
THE NO SUBSTITUTE KIT
COMPLETE DOWN TO THE LAST SCREW

BEWARE

COSTS YOU

OF

NOT

A

PENNY MORE

SUBSTITUTE
SAFE
KITS BE
BUY BY POST

FROM
PETO-SCOTT

The PILOT AUTHOR KIT is an EXACT

DOMINATING
FEATURES

...

Complete down to the last screw and
piece of wire.
Panels and Terminal Strips ready drilled to specification.
Chosen and first specified by the
Technical Editor and actually as used
by the Author in each case.
Officially approved by an established
technical authority you can trust implicitly.
Enables Author's sets to be duplicated
in every respect.
Backed by Peto Scott with 13 years'
Radio experience and a world-wide
reputation.

...
VITAL TO
100% SUCCESS

DUPLICATE of the " Melody Ranger," SEEN,

TESTED and ACCLAIMED by our TRADE

FRIENDS' letters in "AMATEUR WIRELESS," January 14, 1933. READ THESE
EXTRACTS:
G. P. Kendall (of READY RADIO,

Donald P. Marcus (of DIRECT

is ade-

RADIO) says : " Your new ' Melody
Ranger' will be the outstanding set
for 1933."

Ltd.), says : " Selectivity

quate, range and sensitivity are quite
outstanding. Altogether, a very fine
broadcast receiver."

J. H. Reyner, B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E.,
J. Godchaux Abrahams, says : says : " The achievement of the
" In presenting such a receiver . . you
have, at least, anticipated 1934."
.

A.W.' Technical Staff

.

.

.

is a

veritable triumph."

Why run the risk of departing from the Author?

BUILD YOUR "MELODY RANGER" WITH A

PILOT AUTHOR KIT
TIME HAS PROVED "THE AUTHOR KNOWS BEST!"
Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention
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OVER 150 STATIONS
AUTHOR KIT

says Mr. S. Rutherford Wilkins with his

Ai You can only

-

274

iLEET

W duplicate Mr. S.

REE.IIIPEE

60044111.y
AIEUI YIRELESS
ISO. CICELL..,
RANGER REACHING
C-0-D

or attest

Rutherf ord

-114

ANTICIPATEi140-10

ITID NISG

STATIONS ALREADY
DIFFICULT
DESPITE
0 PH
RESULTS SCOTLAND
GL
RECEIVE
PITTSBURG

Wilkins'

-

results

with a PILOT

AUTHOR KIT.
There is no substitute

MELODY RANGER
DELIVERED

PILOT AUTHOR KIT

Carriage Paid
CASH or C.O.D.

EXACT TO SPECIFICATION
Complete with wiring -diagrams and operating instructions
THESE ARE THE PARTS THE AUTHOR USED

"MELODY RANGER"

...............5

Peto-Scott aluminium panel, 181u. by 7 in.,
male drilled
1

Pets -Scott

baseboard .18 in. by 10 in.

0
6

1

Pete Stott screening foil, 18 in. by 19 in.
9
1 Peto-Scott aluminium screen, 91 in. by 43 in.,
ready drilled
...
2 0
1 Bulgin 50,000 -ohms potentiometer, type VC36
with insulating washers ...
4 0
1 type K.6 knob for volume control
...
42 Limn Universal 4 -range coils, complete with
two couplers and extension rod
...
1 10
2 Tolson 1-mfd. fixed condensers
1 Dubilier 1-mfd. fixed condenser, type 9200 ...

4
2
11

2 J.B. .0005-mfd. variable condensers, type JL6
1 Ready Radio .0003-mfd. variable condenser,
type Micadi
2 Ready Radio complete extension equipments
and mounting brackets ...
1 Ready Radio .0003-mfd. variable condenser,

1 Wearite 11.F. choke, type 11.Y.0

1

1

1

4
2

.000 mfd

2

5 Graham Farish ehmites (1,000 ohms, 30,000

ohms, 40,000 ohms, 1 megohm and 4 megohms)

7

1 Lissen .00017-mfd. pre-set condenser ...
2 Peto-Scott panel brackets

2

2 Belling Lee type H terminals, marked ...
11 Belling Lee Midget marked wander plugs ...

11

2 in. by 2 in., ready drilled
2
2 TeIsen terminal blocks ...
2 Pete -Scott coil tap plug mounts, with screws and
ebonite distance pieces ...
6 Yards thin flex, connecting wire, screws, etc....
Copy "Amateur Wireless" (January 28th issue)
Gratis
KIT "A" CASH OR C.O.D.

Blueprint and Copy
Amateur Wireless

-

KIT ,,A9, Author Kit comprising EASIW AY

,all FIRST SPECIFIED 12 MONTHLY
components including READY PRICED PAYMENTS

Engine turned Aluminium Panel as listed
OF
but leas valves and cabinet.
CASH or C.O.D. 66:6:0
4 Mallard Valves as specified £1 : 19 : 3

KIT "B"

EASIWAY
NO DEPOSIT. Strict
Privacy. No third
party collections. We
deal with you direCt

less cabinet, CASH or C.O.D.
Carriage Paid.

valves and Pato-Scott American
type oak cabinet with lift -up lid.
CASH or C.O.D. Carriage Paid.

or 12 monthly payments of 1.5:3

or 12 monthly payments of 16/6

£8 5 3

All orders over 10/ -

sent carriage paid

£9 0 0

1-1)11:0r7111.1:61:70711At71 EER75TR
Comprises

2

UCTA KFFI

18 -in. by 7 -in. Aluminium Panel, ready drilled; 18 -in. by
10 -in. Baseboard; 18 -in by 10 -in Screening Foil; 91 -in. by 6 -in. Aluminium Screen, ready drilled; 2 Panel Brackets; 2 -in. by 2 -in. Ebonite
Strip, ready drilled; 2 Coil Tap Plug Mounts
and 11 'ire, Flex, Screws, etc., for panel and
baseboard assembly of the
Melody Ranger "
as specified by the Author. In sealed carton,
:

CASH or C.O.D.

POST CHARGES PAID

PETO-SCOTT CO., LTD.. 77 City Road, London, E.C.I.

West End Showrooms : 62 High Holborn, London, W.C.2.

1

KIT " A "
KIT "C" As
complete with

As KIT "A" but with valves'

1

1 Ready Radio L.F. transformer, 8-1 ...8
2 Belling Lee spade terminals, marked
1 Peto-Scott Red Triangle ebonite terminal strip,

with FREE Full

With lift -up lid.

CASH

.

1 Graham Farish vertical mounting resistance
...
holder
1 Bulgin Junior 3 -point switch, 8.39 ..

Mrs.

carriage paid

3

10

6

1 Slektun Standard H.P. choke ...
1 Igranic short-wave H.F. choke ._
3 Lissen fixed condensers, .0001 mfd., .002 mfd.,

Oak
Figured Hand Polished
American Type Cabinet. Soundly
ronstructed of the very best seater

All orders over 10/C.O.D. charges and

2

type S.G. short-wave
1 Ready Radio low -loss four -pin valve holder,
type short-wave baseboard
...
2 Ready Radio Standard four -pin valve holders

CABI NET MODEL CASH or 1.0.1),

C.O.D.

3

type Micalog
._
2 Igranic Indigraph slow-motion dials, type VINIL
1 Ready Radio low -loss screen -grid valve holder,

PET 0 -SC OTT

16

Telephone : Clerkenwell 9406/7 I
Telephone Holborn 3248

Dear Sirs, Please send me CASH/C.O.D./11.P

1

or which I enclose

3

a

d CASH/H.P. Depoilt.

; NAME
116

6

0

ADDRESS

A . W. 28/1/3 3i

ANY ITEM SUPPLIED SEPARATELY-ORDERS OVER 1 0 /- SENT C O.D. CARMAGE AND POST CHARGES PAID

Don't Forget to Say That You Saw it in "A.W.
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The ORIGINAL DESIGNER Test Reports,

Yhe AW MELODY RANGER

RESULTS OBTAINABLE

WITH ZALMA KIT Build your " A.W. Melody Ranger " with a Zalma Kit. Then you
will be sure of getting full Melody Ranger results-see Mr. Ruther-

ford Wilkins' Test Report. And then, too, you v ill save money
and be sure of prompt delivery-the Zalma Kit complete is obtainable from your Radio Dealer.

Includes every part required to build
the set, complete except valves,
batteries and accumulator.
13/- depositinont
®fa and
ly payments
PRICE
of 9/ As Kit " A " but including also four
Lissen Valves-Metallised Screen -

KIT 'A`

CASH

KIT' B'

ASH

pc cc
pc uu.

Grid S.G.215, Detector H.L.2, first

low -frequency L.2, and Power Valve
P.220.
15/- deposit

pa ig 9 '"

PRICE al

U I

u

AILIM
To LISSEN LIMITED, "Zalma Dept. 1,"
Worple Road, Isleworth, Middlesex.
Please send me FREE your 1/- Zalma Blueprint of the " A.W. Melody Ranger."

RTED.,

12 month -

ly payments
of 11/9

Your

Radio

Dealer Can

supply
you
Zalma
with

Kits on these

Deferred
Terms.

Name
Address

'MADE BY LISSEN LTD.
WORPLE RP ISLEWORTH, MIDDLESEX.

113
No. 555.
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BRITAIN'S LEADING RADIO WEEKLY
EDITOR

FOR CONSTRUCTOR, LISTENER d EXPERIMENTER

BERNARD E.JONES.,ECHAPCAL
ED/roR :
H.REYNER . B.Sc.. A M.I.E.E.

RESEARCH CONSULTANT:

W. JAMES.

VERSATILITY I

Henry's Many R6les

THERE are some versatile artists at BroadTHIS week we present the sensational new
casting House ! Leslie Bridgewater, . for
receiver, the "Melody Ranger." Last
week we told you of the extensive nation-wide example, not only conducts a Quintet, but is
tour which has been conducted with this set a composer and pianist of merit and is able to
to prove it worthy of the introduction made play every instrument in a modern orchestra.
this week. The "Melody Ranger" has been Peggy Cochrane made her broadcasting debut
tried in every listening region over the country, as a concert violinist, but now often takes part
and this week in a special bumper number it in cabaret as violinist, pianist and singer.
is presented in a fashion which marks a new Henry Hall conducts the B.B.C. Dance
Orchestra, composes, makes special scores of
step forward in radio journalism.

dance tunes for his combination of instruments and plays the piano, to say nothing.of
the administrative work which he performs

THE BLUEPRINT
STITCHED into every copy of this week's every day before entering on his musical tasks.
issue, so that it cannot fall out and get
JACK AGAIN
lost, is a full-size blueprint, printed in
natural blue colour on white paper, which will

Once a Month-

make child's play of the construction of the

1NOTHER broadcast by Jack Payne e. ith
" Melody Ranger." A full-size diagram is also
-A hisBand takes place in the Natibrial progiven of all the wires used in this set. Three
pages of large photographs show the step-by- gramme for Febrfiary 13. These old friends of,
step constructional features in building the broadcasting are giving performances before
Set. You simply can't go wrong in building the microphone .at the rate of one a month to
enable them to keg) in touch with the listening
the "Melody Ranger."
public who now have the opportunity of seeing

FOR BEGINNERS

them in the flesh as well as hearing them by
wireless.

H.CORBISHLEY.

f
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IT'S HERE
Enter the " Melody Ranger "

ASSISTANT EDITOR:
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Also in this IssueFEATURES YOU SHOULD
NOT MISS
All Over the World with the
" Melody Ranger "
Practical Radio Dodges
Switching off from Another
Room.

What Will Happen at Lucerne?
SPECIAL
8 -PAGE
SUPPLEMENT
FOR
BEGIN NERS-

" WIRELESS MADE EASY "GIVEN FREE WITH EVERY
COPY
THE NEW VIENNA

To Push out 120 kilowatts !
THE Austrian Radio Show which closed
recently featured a scale model of the

new. Vienna station which will be working in a
couple of months' time with 120 kilowatts.

The new station is actually at Bisamberg,

A Special Supplement

which is ten miles out of Vienna. By a strange
coincidence, this new rzo-kilowatt broadcaster will come on the ether within a few days

ALTHOUGH a large section of this week's
issue is devoted to our sensational new

receiver, beginners in radio are not overlooked. The " Wireless for Beginners" sup-

of the U.I.R. wavelength meeting at Lucerne !

plement this week is a special eight -page feature given as a free supplement in addition to
every copy of " A.W.
What with the free
full-size blueprint, the special beginner's sup-

NOISY TRAFFIC SIGNALS

SOME listeners have complained recently of
interference with radio reception caused

plement and wiring guide for te "Melody
Ranger," this is definitely a "gift" issue of
" A."(:?V." Next week's issue also will be a

by automatic traffic lights. We now hear

bumper number, full of good things and excellent value for the usual price of 3d.

municipal authorities, when inviting tenders
for traffic signals, have stipulated that they
must not be " noisy " in a radio sense. One
large firm of traffic signal manufacturers uses

THE WAVELENGTH MUDDLE

capacity (which charges through a variable

that one or two of the large county and

the charging time of a fixed condenser of large

resistance in series) to give the time signal for

Getting Ready for Lucerne
ETHER congestion is getting worse and
,jam you need a good set like the " Melody
Ranger" to pick out stations clear of inter-

ference.

changing the lights. Noise is generally caused by

arcing contacts in other types of traffic signal.

AMERICAN - NEWSPAPER " STARS "

Experts, including representatives

from the B.B.C., are getting plans ready fOr
the next meeting of the International Broadcasting Union of Lucerne, when some new
scheme will be formed to cut down station
jamming. An authoritative article this week
tells you what the experts will be up against
at Lucerne.

Relayed From Columbia
"HELLO, Fleet Street " is the title of a
programme which is to come from
America at the end of this month. The
.

The Free State Election : Mr. W. T. Cos grave addresses a large meeting by radio -type
pubic address equipment at Kells, Co. Meath

programme will originate in one of the
studios of the Columbia
New York

Broadcasting System, who are presenting it

BUILD OUR STARTLING NEW SET-THE "MELODY RANGER"
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NEw s &. 040581p. OF THE WEEK
" ATALANTA " IN AFRICA
FEW weeks ago in " A.W." a special
photograph was published of the huge
broadcast under the title of " America's
Grub Street Speaks." The participants in the new "Atalanta " plane which is used by
as a final summing-up in a series of roundtable discussions which they have recently

discussion will include Mr. Richard Roy Smith,

a New York publisher of note, on the subject

-Continued

latest success at the Adelphi Theatre. And

A

now Wireless Magazine has paid him the com-

Imperial Airways for the Cairo to Cape Town
Air Service. This aerial giant has now

a really de -luxe four-valver with two screen -grid

pliment of naming its star February receiver
the "Words and Music " Radiogram. This is
stages for battery operation, which has picked

IT'S NEW-IT'S DIFFERE NT-IT'S GUARANTEED
This issue is full of helpful features which will enable you

itself is something
of wiring. The " Melody Ranger
entirely new in receiver design, and the way in which
we present the constructional features this week marks

step-by-step fashion with large photographs showing
all the constructional details. A Full-size Blueprint is
stitched into every copy of this issue, while a full-size
drawing of all the wires used in the set makes child's play

a new note in radio journalism for the instructions are the
most concise it is possible to give. You won't be disappointed with the " Melody Ranger "-it's new-it's

to build "A.W.'s " sensational new set, the " Melody
Ranger." In three illustrated pages the set is described
in

of
"

English and American Publishing; Mr.

George Jean Nathan, editor, author and critic,
on International Relationships among Authors;
Mr. Ernest Boyd, the author, on International
Criticism; and Mr. Theodore Dreiser on World
Affairs and Literature.

different, it's guaranteed

arrived in Africa and some interesting radio
tests have been carried out during the trip by
the Marconi engineers. The transmitter can
go down to 4o metres, and some fine shortwave results have been obtained. For one
thing, signals were heard over one thousand
miles away from the plane.

WHAT ABOUT YOUR POEM ?

UNIQUE ROYAL RECORD
THE B.B.C. is constantly searching for new
ALTHOUGH millions of people throughout
talent in music-singing, playing or comthe Empire heard the broadcast by His
posing, in play -writing, in vaudeville and in
all other branches of entertainment which can Majesty The King to his people on Christmas
be transmitted successfully by means of the Day, there must be many thousands who were
microphone. The B.B.C.'s latest invitation unable to listen -in to His Majesty's message.
is extended to poets I It wants the late five- It is therefore particularly interesting to know
minute readings at the end of each night's that H.M.V. have received permission from
programme from the studio to be representa- The King to issue a record of his speech. This
tive of the loveliest poetry not only of the past was recorded on Christmas Day through a
but of the present, and it invites every private telephone wire. The utmost secrecy
listener to submit by February 28 poems from was preserved until the finished record had
which a selection will be made. Those been heard personally and approved by The
selected will be read at the microphone during King. He has now given his permission for
the late readings in the month of April. Mr. the record to be placed on Sale for the benefit
Walter de la Mare and Mr. Eddie Marsh, editor of the British " Wireless for the Blind " Fund.
of the volumes of " Georgian Poetry," will act All profits from the sale of this record, Which
as judges of the poetry submitted, and has a special number, R.B.S.4359, will be
probably also Mr. T. S. Eliot. No restriction devoted to this worthy charity.
is set upon the theme, but no poem should be

greater in length than can be read in five " WORDS AND ' MUSIC " OF THE
Any one listener should not send
more than three poems, and they should be
minutes.

ETHER
NOEL COWARD is one of the most ver-

up seventy-five stations, including some
American medium wavers. It is fully described

in a special i6 -page supplement which includes
a half -scale blueprint.

PROGRESS AT DROITWICH

THINGS are moving rapidly in connection
with Droitwich.
The engineers have
removed their testing gear from the proposed
Wichbold site and the contract has been placed
with Marconi's for the actual transmitter. It
is now being built at Chelmsford and will be
taken en bloc to the new site. Events have
moved so rapidly that the legal arrangements

for the Droitwich site have not yet actually
been signed, sealed and settled. So the engi-

neers had started building a transmitter for
which there is, as yet, no definite site ! This
isn't as illogical as it seems, for the tests have

shown that the '130 -kilowatt outfit, at the

least, is necessary, and even if there should be a
last-minute hitch (extremely unlikely) in

getting the desired spot at Droitwich, they,
know that some other site within a mile or
so will be chosen.

GIANT VALVES
INCIDENTALLY, in connection with the
new Droitwich transmitter, the power is so

great that special new valves have been

satile men connected with the theatre designed and will be used for the first time by
addressed to the B.B.C. marked " Poetry " on
to -day; " Words and MliSiC " is the title of his the B.B.C. They are " hefty" enough to need
the envelope.
a separate dynamo for the filament of each
separate transmitting valve. They are, in fact,
the biggest metal and glass valves yet made,
and can handle 500 kilowatts.
BUDDING VAUDEVILLE STARS
THERE have been no developments in the
vaudeville star quarrel between the B.B.C.
and vested interests since the last announcement in " A.W." on this topic. But, unfortunately for the B.B.C., hundreds of enthu-

siastic amateurs are taking "pity" on the

corporation and are offering their services for
vaudeville hours. Letters -from these keen but
misguided folk show, in many cases, that they
are not only not of professional status, but they
haven't the vaguest idea of what the B.B.C.
means. Clever vaudeville people have always

been wanted by the B.B.C., but new talent
seems hard to find. The dispute with the G.T.C.

is not going to make any difference to the
strict rules regarding auditions for the pro-

gramme staff is not yet hard up for talent. So
it says
VAUDEVILLE REHEARSALS

ABOUT fifty people are given auditions
every week for possible inclusion in
vaudeville programmes. The percentage of
failures is still high. "Programmes" reckon
Scme well-known broadcasting personalities discuss their scripts in one of the studio
lounges curing a rehearsal interval. Included in this group are Margaretta Scott, Martita
Hunt, Ralph Richardson and Herman Grisewood

that they are lucky if they find one new
possible vaudeville artiste out of the fifty tried
in the two sessions every week.
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WHAT WILL HAPPEN AT LUCERNE

?

European broadcasting experts are to meet at Lucerne in
May to discuss the Prague Protocol. The wavelength
changes made at the Madrid conference will have to be

(7

considered,

as

explained in

this

interesting

article by

Our B.B.C. Correspondent
A 600 -page to 1,875 metres, which is of chief interest.
book had been prepared The long -wave band from 1,25o metres up

information.

to 1,875 metres, has been -allotted
allotted exclusand the broadcasting offi- ively to broadcasting, with the exception
cials of European coun- of certain naval, military and police forces.
for the Madrid Conference,

tries knew at an early

stage in the Conference More Stations
EVERYBODY is complaining of ether proceedings roughly what changes there
It is impossible to give here a full
congestion.
were in the broadcasting bands.
account of the wavelength re -allocations
Not only are ordinary listeners troubled
What happens at Lucerne in May as that particular section of the Madrid
by excessive heterodyning, bad even for depends, of course, largely on the Madrid Convention takes up nearly ten closel3
the time of year, but broadcasting authori- Conference results. As the Convention typewritten sheets. Although it is not
ties themselves are finding that there is findings were signed by representatives of Madrid's business actually to allocate -Um
little space within the existing wavebands some seventy nations, it may be taken waves to definite stations, but only to
for the new transmitters which keep for granted that the findings really do show for what purpose each waveband
springing up.
represent the wishes of the nations con- may be used, the Conference experts
Until the U.I.R. meets again, nothing cerned. Incidentally, Russia was repre- nevertheless have given many helpful '
can be done.
sented at Madrid.
footnotes showing how the wavelengths
All listeners are waiting for the experts
can be used by various services.
to decide something, but the latest decision is Ultra Short Waves
At Lucerne, therefore, the U.I.R. will
that the U.I.R, will meet at Lucerne in May.

Leaving it Late

Below 200 metres there are few changes not have to guess. They will follow largely
interest to European broadcasting on what has happened at Madrid.
Under the Prague Plan, the only
officials, but in view of the big interest
of

Therefore until this new conference has
short-wave broadcasting, you should countries having long wavelengths were
taken place, we cannot hope for any in
note that a broadcasting band round about Finland, France, Germany, Great Britain,
important reshuffling of wavelengths or at
European Broadcasters

BRUSSELS, No. 2
338.2 metres (887 kilocycles), 15 kilowatts.

220 miles from London. Programme in
Flemish. Main programme starts at noon.
Usual call is " Hier Brussel," the announce-

Holland, Poland and Sweden. Even the
s metres has been chosen.
There is . no change in the normal number of transmitters has increased since

broadcasting band between 200 and 55o the total (Russia excepted) of 213 in the
metres, but the definite wavelength of spring of 1931.
220 metres, which is allotted

to certain small boats for
shipping communication, is
controlled. It is now stated
that spark transmissions

cannot be. made between
6 p.m. and 11 p.m., so this
may cut out some of the

Morse you hear low down on
the dial.
The Madrid experts have -

left it to the International

13roadea§ting Union to place a

ments being in Flemish only. The opening
call is followed by the initials of the
association giving the sponsored concerts.

broadcasting

station

bet-Ween 545 and 555 metres.
This station will be chOsen

as regards its power and

position, so
that- it Won't interfere with
least no change of lasting importance. the commercial stations 'on
Any change which a country may make in the 582i -681 -Metre baod.
At Madrid they discnssed
its own transmitters' wavelengths in the
meantime will have to be submitted to the possibility of extending
the medium -wave band
the experts at Lucerne.
The International Broadcasting Union aboVe 546'metres, but as
had to wait until the Madrid Conference this would mean shifting
was over before it knew what wavelengths the International 600 -metre
were free for broadcasting, but even that S.O.S. band, it is hardly
cannot be held as a reasonable excuse for likely that anything would
delaying the production of a new scheme be done.
There are certain alterato cope with the vitally necessary wavelength reshuffles. The Madrid Conference tions in the waveband from
opened on September 3 and was over by 652' to 1,053 metres to allow
December 9. During the following weeks of an extension of the broad" A.W." and a number of other British cast band above 1,053
papers published information relating to metres, but it is the band
geographical

nouveeoaD000ma mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm up000neamommoaavennumas...

the Conference, so it cannot be thought above this, known as the

that there was any " hold-up " on the Regional band and going up

A typical scene in Lucerne where, in two months' time, the
U.I.R. experts will meet to forma new wavelength scheme
as a successor to the Prague Plan. The frequency allocations
made at Madrid will be taken into account and the experts will
try to cut down station jamming

=Lew WireIT
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SWITCHING OFF
FROM

ANOTHER ROOM
How to Make a Remote -controlled
Relay-By B. S. ROGERS
It is most important that the mercury
cups should be made out of solid metal,
brass rod
contact piece c will 3/8 -inch holes drilled in
then rise out of the being very satisfactory. It is useless to
ebonite strip A to fall,
and the U-shaped

J
G
The relay is made from odds and ends, and the construction

H
Fig. 1

is very simple

IT is often very convenient to be able to

switch off one's wireless set from a
room other than that in which the set
For instance, a loudspeaker extension may have been fitted
to a bedroom. It is sometimes very
itself is situated.

pleasant to listen to the wireless when one
is in bed, but not so pleasant to have to go
downstairs to switch off. The following
remote -controlled relay, which

can be

made very cheaply from odds and ends,

has been found to work most satisfactorily.
The ebonite strip A (Fig. I) is pivoted
about a spindle B, and has attached to the

right hand end of it a U-shaped piece of
copper wire c, the two ends of which dip
into two mercury cups D D. The ebonite

strip is so pivoted that the left-hand end
is heavier than the right-hand, and therefore the left-hand end will tend always to
fall. The strip is normally held in the

mercury in the cups.

by putting in a_ screw.

The soft iron armature should be as

light as possible so that it can easily be attracted by the electro-magnet. The

Fig. 2. This is

the scheme of
connections for
switching off
from another
room,
using

the relay

portion underneath the lip
PUSH BUTTON

from the swinging armature when the

latter hangs normally. The two ends of
the electro-magnet winding are connected
to terminals P and B+ respectively, and
the two mercury cups- are connected to
n+ and L.T.+ respectively.

The relay is connected to the set and

battery as shown in Fig. 2.

It will be seen

that the mercury cups are in the positive
lead from the battery to the set.

A bell push, which may be placed in any
room desired, is connected between the

L.T.- terminal on the set and terminal P
on the relay. When contact is made at
the push button, current flows from the
battery through the winding of the electro-

magnet, the core G of which becomes

magnetised and attracts the armature. E,
allowing the left-hand end of the
thus

DO YOU KNOW
THAT in a moving -coil speaker, perma-

nent or energised, rattle may be due to
lowering of the magnetic field or to the
moving coil chattering against the pole
pieces ?

THAT in a band-pass set the aerial

series condenser makes a big difference to

must be

chamfered so as to allow the ebonite strip
to be pulled back into position.
The spindles may be of 6B.A. rod screwed

to take nuts as shown. It is important
that the ebonite strip and the armature

described

should swing very freely, and it is advisable,

therefore, that large clearances should be

allowed when drilling the holes for the

horizontal position by the lip of a soft iron
armature E, which swings easily about the
spindle F.
A small electro-mag-net is placed so that

the soft -iron core G is about * in. away

attempt to make a cup by soldering a piece

The L.T. supply to of brass to one end of a piece of tube, as
the set is thus bro- mercury eats away solder.
ken. On releasing the
The ebonite strip should be about 2 in.
push button the al -Mature will return to long and 1/, in. wide and 1/4 in. thick, the
the vertical position. It is necessary only hole for the spindle being iis in. diameter
momentarily to push the button to operate and drilled about a third of the way from
the right-hand end of the strip. If it is
the relay.
A thread x is attached to the left - found that the left-hand end of the strip
is not sufficiently heavy to fall auto-6
matically when the armature is attracted
L.T. onSet
LT. BATTERY
to the electro magnet it may be weighted
+

spindles.

The electro-magnet may be an old bell

magnet; if this is not available a satisfactory one may be made by using about

_

in. of I/2 -in. diameter soft -iron rod for

the core, and by soldering brass feet )J at
hand end of the ebonite strip, and each end, as shown in the diagram. The
by pulling up this thread the strip is brass and iron may be insulated by cardagain made to rest on the lip of the board flanges and insulating tape. The
armature, thus resetting the relay.
bobbin thus made should be wound with
The L.T. switch on the set itself is, of 24S W.G. enamelled wire, the outside
course, retained, and is used for normally diameter of the wound bobbin being about
switching on and off the L.T. supply.
in. The current taken by a coil of these
(Of course, when using the switch on the dimensions will be less than .5 ampere,
set the ebonite strip of the relay must be when using a 2 -volt battery. The current,
in the horizontal position.
of course, flows through the coil only when
As regards the general layout of the the push button is pressed. If it is found
relay, the sketch is self-explanatory, but that the armature adheres to the core, due
one or two hints may be given on the to any residual magnetism in the latter, a
details of construction.
thin piece of paper pasted over the end of
The U-shaped copper wire may be the core will prevent this.
attached to the ebonite strip by soldering.
The object of the woodscrew L shown
it to the end of a screw which has previously underneath the ebonite strip is to limit the
been screwed through the ebonite.
distance of travel of the strip when it falls.
the ganging ? As the capacity of this con-

denser is varied, the ganging between the
sections is upset, for the aerial total
capacity is changed. Watch this point

when tuning, as you may find that the
series condenser doesn't have its usual
effect of varying the selectivity.
THAT a good value, with most band-pass
coils, for a band-pass coupling condenser

in a link circuit is .05 microfarad ? The

shunt resistance can generally be of about
1,000 ohms.
THAT in some super-hets, provided with

a separate oscillator, there is an H.T.
tapping to this stage, separate from the
other H.T. feeds in the set ? If, on tuning,

you find that the super -het gives rise to
too many harmonics, you will generally

find that the cause is too high an H.T.
voltage on the oscillator valve anode.
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A GOOD SHOW

LONDON 'S DECIBELS
HE Western Electric Company has
just been carrying out a series of
tests of London's noises. Sound -

ID you listen to the broadcast of
" Tit -Bits of the Past ? " I hope
that you did, for it was a first-rate

show. It consisted of Blattner phone reproductions of the original broadcasts of important programmes, national
happenings, and running commentaries on
big sporting events of the past year or two.
An exchange of programmes between
ourselves and the United States, the Boat

level,

system the modulation is married to the

carrier at a stage where the latter is of very
small power. The modulated carrier then
undergoes the amplification which brings

as you probably know, is it up to the power output rating of the

measured nowadays in decibels, the bel station. The new 5XX is being designed
being so named in honour of the. inventor of as a ioo-kilowatt station, but I expect
the telephone, though no one seems to that it is so arranged that an increase to
know why an "1" should have been lopped much greater power can take place if and

off in the process. The general results of when required.
Or Ji
the tests show that London is considerably
Race, the Derby in 1931 and 1932, the less noisy than New York, though it cannot SERVING THE WHOLE COUNTRY
breaking of the speedboat record on Loch be called exactly a quiet city. For instance
HE existing station, with its mere
Lomond, the Schneider Trophy, and the a lion roaring registers 85 decibels at a

King's Christmas greeting to the. Empire
were some of the outstanding items. It is
a splendid idea to keep " canned " records
of the past and to weld them into a pro-

gramme of this kind. I hope that the
B.B.C. will make an annual feature of it,

and I would suggest that either Old Year's
Day or New Year's Day would be the most
appropriate occasion.
.50 J'P

THE BLATTNERPHONE
1-1 E Blattnerphone has become a very
important part of broadcasting

3o kilowatts, is pretty well heard
distance of 18 ft. and an L.C.C. tramcar
all over our islands, and it is conscores no less than 87. Hence, it is
expected that an efficient
interesting to read that the noise of Fleet modernfidently
transmitter with nearly four times
Street, where the newspapers come from, is the power
bring the whole of Great
of the same intensity as that of the snarl of Britain intowill
the
new 5XX's service area.
Trafala Bengal tiger at a range of 15 ft.
Power
for
power,
service area of a
gar Square, though you might not have long -wave station is,the
of course, very much
thought it, is a good deal quieter, reaching greater than that of one
using the medium
only the 65 decibels of a barking dog. -and particularly the shorter
mediumSome time ago similar tests were made at waves and with ioo kilowatts enormous
the Capetown Zoo. I will merely state ranges are obtainable. Most of this country,
without any comment that cold, unyielding for instance, would be pretty well within
scientific methods discovered that the sound the service area of the 120 -kilowatt Warsaw
level of a cage full of jackals in full cry if it were not for the interference caused by
was exactly the same as that of women's the Eiffel Tower.

equipment nowadays, for it is with
its assistance that it becomes pos- voices in conversation.
../ta
sible to transmit the Empire programmes
THE NEW 5XX
at five different times during the twentyONTRACTS for the new 5XX are
four hours. It is also used for repeating
being placed and the work will go
from medium -wave stations in this country
forward with a .will. But let me
items, or even complete programmes, that

have gone so well that the " fan mails "

from listeners demands an encore. Some
readers will know all about it, but to others
it may still be something of a mystery.
In the- Blattnerphone a thin steel tape is

____
say right away that any who put
their trust in statements, such as I have
seen, that the new station will be heard
testing this ,summer are doomed to disL

appointment. It most certainly won't,
drawn between the pole pieces of the for the building of a wireless station is not

CLOSING DOWN?
HERE are rumours, by the way, that
the Eiffel Tower is shortly to close
down as a programme=transmitting
station and to confine itself solely
to time signals, weather forecasts, shipping
warnings, and so on. If so, it will probably
relinquish its present wavelength of 1,445.7
metres and adopt one outside the limits of
the long waveband. I shouldn't be surprised if it went up to something between
2,600 and 2,80o metres, where it used to
work when it was the one and only regular
broadcasting station in the whole of
Europe. Except for sentimental reasons,
there is nothing to be said for retaining the
Eiffel Tower as an entertainment station,
and its closing down would help not a little
to clear up the overcrowding on the long
waveband.

magnets, being wound from a reel on one the kind of thing that you can do in five
side ,to a second reel on the other. Being minutes. The old Daventry has given fine
made of steel, the tape is permanently - service, but the plant there is a long way
magnetised, the intensity of the magnetising out of date. It uses, for instance, the old
in any particular spot corresponding to the system of high -power modulation in which
magnitude of the speech currents through the audio frequencies are not superimposed
on the carrier until the latter has undergone
the electro-magnets.
amplification. In all modern stations
.1', 4,
low -power modulation is employed, owing
A MAGNETIC RECORD
to its many advantages. Under this
can imagine the Blattnerphone
tape upon which an item has been
recorded as consisting of millions of PERSONALITIES IN THE WEEK'S PROGRAMME
minute magnets of varying strength.
Between them they form a magnetic copy
of whatever has been recorded. To "play"

the tape a device corresponding to the
pick-up is employed. It is, in fact, very
similar to the pick-up, except that it has

no needle. The tape is passed between the
poles of its electro-magnets and the recording process is exactly reversed. The varia-

tions in the magnetic intensity in different
parts of the tape set up fluctuating currents
in the windings of the magnets and these
are passed on to the grid of an amplifying
valve. The basic idea is simplicity itself

and it is just in making practical use of
simple ideas that real inventive genius lies.
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(continued)

which we shall probably see on the market the very small self -capacity. This capacity
NE of the drawbacks of the pick-up before many months are passed in this is comparable with the grid to filament
is that, besides passing on impulses country. It consisted of two diodes and capacity of the triode, and therefore made a
t___to the grid of the valve to which it is a triode on a common cathode. The sort of capacity potentiometer. The result
connected, it will insist upon playing diodes are used for detecting and also for was that only a small fraction of the proper
records all on its own by means of vibrations automatic volume control, but since the voltage was being applied to the triode, and
of its armature ; worst of all, its little voice sensitivity of a diode is so poor, an amplifier when I replaced the defective choke with a
is often badly cracked. Radio -grams are is used to step the signal strength up prior proper one everything in the garden became
-or, at all events, should be-provided to applying it to the last valve. The diode very much more rosy. The most remarkable
with soundproof lids which completely itself is a very simple combination and can thing about the whole circuit was that the
drown the song, but a difficulty sometimes quite easily be incorporated in the same quality was extraordinarily good, and it
arises when the pick-up is fitted to the bulb as the amplifying valve, making a very was this very fact which mislead me for
some time.
tone -arm of an ordinary gramophone. compact and handy tube.
As I was saying, I was experimenting
Some of these have no lids at all; some have
410.114
lids that will close-though not on top of with this tube and could not understand
SIGNALLING ON MICRO- WAVES
pick-up leads. The last case is the easiest why the signal strength which I obtained
to deal with ;.a small hole for the leads should was so very weak in comparison with my
H E Air Ministry has _installed
be drilled in the lid. In the other two expectations. I had, checked over the
a short-wave station operating on
cases there are only two cures that I know. characteristics of the amplifying portions
a wavelength of 1.5 centimetres,
One of these is to put the gramophone into and knew, within limits, what output I L___ or roughly six inches, between
the
On
actual
trial
to
get.
expected
a tightly closed box during the playing of
Lympne and the St. Engle v er t aerorecords; the other is to have the gramo- results were very much below this, and I drome a few miles south of Calais,
phone, the pick-up, and the wireless set in could not understand what was happening. which shows that micro -waves are now a
one room and to take the extension leads
thoroughly practical proposition and notJP or
of the loud -speaker to another. Can't
as so many people imagine-a sort of
-AND
THE
REASON
some inventor turn out a quiet pick-up ?
laboratory plaything for experimenters.
WAS
actually
applying
an
input
There should be a big market for it.
The new equipment,- which is to be used
ro
volts
signal
of
something
like
JP.500
announcing the arrival and departure
and I expected that this would very for
aeroplanes making the cross -channel
B.B.C. RECEPTION IN GERMANY
comfortably overload the output of
will also be linked up with teleFRIEND in Berlin has recently valve which I was using. In fact, it only trip,
so that the messages can be
made some most interesting mea- gave me about 2 volts output, and there printers;
if necessary-a wise precaution
surement on the strength of the was clearly something hopelessly wrong. printed
British transmitters as received I checked over the amplification of the with operators speaking different lanthere The best is North National, on triode portion and found it was quite in guages. Tele-typewriters, by the way,
which his valve voltmeter registered 2.5. order, and it was only by going piece by are already widely used in America for disOn Scottish National, which he receives piece over the whole circuit that I located tributing weather reports simultaneously
quite free from any sound of the relay the snag. When I did so I said several to a number of airports, because for this
stations on the same wavelength, he had a quite unprintable words and replaced the kind of service speed and accuracy are of
the first importance. The micro -wave
reading of just under 1 volt. London faulty component.
is, a six-inch rod located at the focus
National gives him 0.4 volt. London
For this was what it was, a faulty H.F. aerial
Regional is swamped by Muhlacker. He choke. The voltage developed in the diode of a ro-foot reflector, which concentrates
radiation into a narrow " pencil"
tells me that, apart from the locals, his circuit is passed on to the amplifying the
most powerful reception is from Prague, portion of the valve through an H.F. choke directed towards the distant receiver.
Stockholm, Budapest, and Vienna.
and condenser filter in order to keep high Incidentally,* this should help to reduce
due to the long -wave traffic
frequency out of the L.F. stages. This interference
.916.50
signals from Croydon and Lympne, which
particular
choke
was
broken,
so
that
there
NEARLY A MILLION A YEAR
was no circuit through it; but it was, is pretty heavy at times.
RIO, dear reader, that is not the salary nevertheless, passing on the signal through
.5001's
I draw for writing "On Your
Wavelength !" It is the number of
SERVING THE EMPIRE
new wireless licences-a little short
RADIO -GRAM SWITCH
T is a very difficult business to find a
of 950,000, to be more accurate-that were
P OSIT1 0 N
means of providing an Empire sertaken out in 1932. Every year, just before
vice which will enable dwellers in
While it is convenient to have the radiothe Wireless Exhibition, somebody comes
gram switch on the front of the panel, it is
h e Dominions and Colonies to
along to prove that not much business can
often inadvisable to mount it there as it
receive the London programmes at reasonbe done, since we must have reached the
may complicate the wiring. In a normal
able times. When, for instance, the London
saturation point in wireless sets. And in
evening programme starts at 7 p.m. by our
the following twelve months about - a
time, an Australian early bird would be just
million new ones are taken out, and so it
getting out of bed, whilst a Canadian would
goes on. The figures for December, 1932,
just have finished his lunch, and a dweller
alone reached -140,000. Personally, I
in India would be enjoying his first beauty
think that we are a long way off the
sleep. What actually happens is that the
saturation point, for every year the possible
Main evening programme, and running
market for wireless sets is increased, either
commentaries upon any important events,
by the lowering of the initial cost or by
sporting or otherwise, are relayed at
GRAMO -RADIO
reducing running expenses through higher

THE SONG OF THE PICK-UP

4",M

A SNAG!!CAME across a silly little snag the
other day which may be interesting.

--

,

I

five different times during each twenty-four
hours. In this way, those who live in almost

SWITCH

valve efficiency.

was trying a special form of

detector -amplifier tube of the sort

any part of our great Empire are able

set the radio -gram switch wiring is in the
detector circuit and the switch should be
kept close to the detector holder, as shown
here. The switch is seen mounted at the
back of the set on a separate terminal strip
near the detector holder
1411111

.01161. RRRRR MAMMA

to receive the programmes during two hours
lying between 6 p.m. and midnight by local
time. It is a wonderful scheme and its

success is sure to be very great.
THERMION.
_

a
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KU RANGER
Here are two versions of the
" Melody Ranger."
On the
left

is

a

handsome

Ca mco

Embassy cabinet, making the

set a consolette, with self&nitained moving -coil loud-

speaker and all the batteries

fitted into the top section above

the set.

On the right is the

standard table cabinet made for
the " Melody Ranger " by Direct

With this cabinet the
turned -metal panel of the set
Radio.

is exposed

IN the following pages we introduce you to our latest and, in many re-

spects; our greatest set-The " Melody Ranger " four-valver.
Designed to cover ultra -short, short, medium and long waves

by the simple turn of a switch, the "Melody Ranger" is the
first home -constructor's set of its type ever produced.
Viewed simply as a broadcast set, the " Melody Ranger" would be
outstanding, for its many circuit refinements, butviewed as the first

screen -grid all -waver without coil changing, it is a truly remark-

able development.

As we clearly show in the many illustrated articles in this issue,
of this unique four -valuer is extremely simple.

the assembly

The wonderful results do not depend on expert knowledge on
your part.
Advanced amateur and wireless beginner alike can tackle the
construction'of the "Melody Ranger" with every confidence that the
results of the designer's nation-wide tour will be repeated.

We supply you in the following pages with a wealth of constructional and technical details of the "Melody Ranger." Read
ST ITCHED

first how to use the blueprint, as explained at the bottom of this

page. Then turn over to the blueprint itself.
We tell you some of the stations you can get on this set, show you
how the set looks when viewed by an artist, Show you how the circuit

diagram is interpreted in terms of carefully selected components,
and lead you on in gentle stages to an understanding of the various

circuit refinements.
We include a three -page step-by-step guide to the construction of
the "Melody Ranger," adding some constructional wrinkles that the
handyman will appreciate.

Then in the centre pages you can read the coherent story of the
"Melody Ranger," its design conception, its circuit and its wonderfully simple though eminently practical interpretation.
We have gone to all this trouble with the pleasureable knowledge

that we are helping you to build the most remarkable home

constructor's set ever offered to wireless amateurs. We
are enthusiastic about the "Melody Ranger." We know you will be
too, when you have built it. Get on with the job-and the best of luck !

of our two pages

into

the pages of this
issue you will find a
full-size blueprint of

the " Melody
Ranger." This is an

invaluable guide to
the simple building of
the new set.
It provides you with

a full-size plan view

OW To USE
THE BILUIPRINT

print is what you
would see looking straight down on the origi- need for this part, the inclusion of which is
nal set, that is, the" flat" view of the baseboard rendered impossible owing to the discrepancy
between the size of the panel and the width
and the "edgewise" view of the panel.

necessarily their
Do not go by the
lengths of the wires

shown by the print.
There is a separate wire measure on page 164,
which should be utilised in conjunction with
the print. The lengths there given
are the actual sizes required provided
they are placed in the same positions
as shown in 'the blueprint.

Cross off the wires you see in the
wire measure as you actually make
them in your set in accordance with
the point-to-point connections indicated by the blueprint.
Follow the Sequence

the exact positions they occupy in
the original set. The simplest way
to use the blueprint for the constructional process is to square up the lefthand edge of the print with the baseboard and then you can prick through
with a bradawl or other sharp pointed
instrument.
The marks made through the print
on to the baseboard will then enable
you to locate the components in your
actual set. You will have the assurance that everything is exactly
according to specification.

You must follow the wiring se-

quence indicated by the numbers on

the blueprint or you will get the
various leads rather badly mixed up.

From the blueprint you will see
that the position on the baseboard

of the metal screen is clearly shown.
There is an important point to note:
before fixing down the coils on each
side of the screen you should put the

The only part of the baseboard

that is not shown is the extreme
right-hand end (looking from the
back of the set) but as this has only
a panel bracket, which is mounted
just the same way as the bracket at
the left-hand end, there is no real

great aid. The print
shows the point -top oint connections.
It shows, that is,
the electrical paths
of the wires but not
physical paths.,

of the completed job.
\Vhat you see on this

As this is a full-size plan of the layout it can be used as a template when
you are laying out the components on
the baseboard. The actual parts
specified are all carefully pictured in

In the wiring process the blueprint is,
of course, a very

coil -switch coupler through the vert-

The wire you should use for the " Melody Ranger " and
the method of making the loops

ical screen's hole. Then you will be
able to link up with the coils quite
easily. After that the coils can bo
secured as indicated by the blue print,

A FULL-SIZE BLUEPRINT OF THE "MELODY RANGER" IS GIVEN OVERLEAF
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Wire No. 49.-First take it round the high -tension -

foil.

the resistance will not short on to the foil.

No. 46 goes, and then bent up at right angles to the baseboard,

Wire No. 36.-If the sleeving of, this wire is taken under
the soldering tag . of the L.F. valve holder to which wire

shaped before being fixed finally to the tapping blocks of the
tuning coils.
The resistances held by the wiring must be kept clear of the
metal foil of the baseboard. -

The pairs of wires No. 6 and 7, and 17 and 18 must be

three-point switch.

negative terminal and then on round the fixing bush of the

THE NUMBERS ON THESE WIRES CORRESPOND WITH THOSE ON THE BLUEPRINT

shaping the ends of the wires. The U-shaped wires are fixed

U-shaped Loops.-Wires No. 2, 5, 43, 46, 47, 48 and 5o
are not fully looped, as- the connections are made by U -

sleeving lengths vary according to the size of the loops to be
made-roughly between % in. and r in.
All the wire shown outside the sleeving forms the actual
loop-there is no spare wire.

Round Loops.-The wire ends extending beyond the

ABOVE we show all the wires needed for the wiring up of
the components of the "Melody Ranger." In addition,
you will see that the exact lengths of sleeving for these wires
are also given.
The wire to use is No. 20 round -tinned -copper, and with
this use i-millimetre insulated sleeving.

.

=p.1....

diagrams

size

these
actual -

direct
from

your
wires

Measure

--=37 =mismovenewalow

29

=110, 01= 26

20
22
24

12

4

7

3

RANGER"
WIRES (ACTUAL SIZE) for the "MELODY
by the baseboard screws between the components and the

/01/=~1Manie 49 =....rasssimamiess

Immennemen*

27
28

21
3

4

4==sammm
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ALL OVER THE WORLD WITH THE

i

"MELODY RANGER"!
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SHIP -TO -SHORE
I

/
I

I

the famous short -waver
(above), is one of the many you will
get on the short-wave section of the
" Melody Ranger." Even ship -to Beelitz,

BELOW 100 METRES

There's no limit to the distancegetting of the " Melody Ranger."
Bangkok, Siam (above), is one of
the DX stations you'll be able to

shore telephony can be heard. The
cabin of a radio -telephone liner is
shown on the right

" bag," while California (below) isn't

out of your reach

I

I

i
I

I

i

I

i
I
I

i
111

I

I
I
I
I

PLUGGING IN TO THE WORLD !
I

THE " MELODY RANGER " IS A
MELODY SET WITH AN AMAZING

RANGE - AND EASY TO TUNE!

I
I

II

At the heart of the long-distance
radio telephone, to Paris, Mexico and
New York ! You can cover the dis-

tance with the " Melody Ranger "

If you want selectivity, you'll find the
" Melody Ranger " will separate Miihlacker (above) from London. And for
distance, it'll get Schenectady (below)

I
I

I
I

/

I
I

THE SET THAT DOES MORE THAN OTHERS

gr
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THE MELODY -RANGIER'
!l.'11LANCE

IT'S NEW -IT'S DIFFERENT
'A.W.'s" new receiver is shown here pictorially, and the salient features can be
seen.

In

spite of its amazing performance, the construction is simple.

Reference to the panel below will show the components required.

THE COMPONENTS YOU WILL NEED TO BUILD THE " MELODY RANGER"
CHOKES, HIGH -FREQUENCY
1-41.F. choke (Wearite type H.F.O., Lewcos, or
Ready Radio).

1-H.F. choke (Slektun standard, Lissen astatic,
Lewcos, Ready Radio, Goltone, Varley, Climax,
R.I., Wearite).

1-Short-wave H.F. choke (Igranic type CHORT,
Wearite, Goltone, Slektun).

COILS
Two special coils complete with
extension rods (Lissen).

o couplers and

CONDENSERS, FIXED
1-.0001-mfd. fixed condenser (Lissen, Dubilier,
Telsen, T.C.C., Graham Farish, Goltone).
1-.002-mfd. fixed condenser (Lissen, Dubilier,
Telsen, T.C.C., Graham Parish, Goltone).
1-.006-mfd. fixed condenser (Lissen, Dubilier,
Telsen, T.C.C., Graham Parish, Goltone).
2 -1 -sold. fixed condensers (Telsen, Dubilier, Lissen,
T.C.C., Goltone, Igraine).
1-1-mfd. fixed condenser (Dubilicr type 0200,
Telsen, T.C.C., Igranic).

CONDENSERS, VARIABLE
2-.0005-mfd. tuning condensers (J.B. type JL6,

Polar No. 3 with phosphor -bronze balls, Utility).
1--.0003-mfd. series aerial condenser (Ready Radio,
special low minimum type Micadi).
1-.0003-mfd. reaction condenser (Ready Radio
type Micalog).
1 ---.00017-mfd. preset condenser (Lissen, Ready
Radio, Sovereign, Goltone).
DIALS

2-Slow motion (Igranic Incligraph type VINIL,
Utility type WI81).
HOLDERS, RESISTANCE
1 --Vertical mounting holder (Graham Parish).

HOLDERS, VALVE
1-Low-loss screen -grid valve holder (Ready, Radio
type SG short-wave).
1-Low-loss four -pin valve holder (Ready Radio
type short-wave baseboard).
2-Four-pin valve holders (Ready Radio standard).

II-Wander plugs, marked
H.T.+2, H.T.+3,

II.T.

G.B.

H.T.

G.B.-4,

G.B.-2, G.B.-3, two plain (Belling -Lee Midget,
Clix, Eelex, Goltone, Gripso).

2-Spade terminals, marked L.T.-4, L.T.-- (Belling -Lee, Clix, Eelex, Goltone, (iripso).

2-Terminal blocks (Telsen, Listen).

PANEL AND BASEBOARD
Aluminium:panel, drilled to specifieation, ,18l ins.
x 7 ins, (Peto Scott or Ready Radio).
Baseboard covered with foil 18 ins. x 10 ins. (Peto
Scott or Ready Radio).

TRANSFORMER

RESISTANCES, FIXED

VOLUME CONTROL
50,000 -ohm potentiometer, with insulating washers
(Bulgin type VC36, Watmel type TI, Varley,

Aluminium screen, drilled to specification, 9l-2 ins.
x flins. (Peto Scott or Ready Radio).

1-1,000, one 3(1000, one 40,000, one Linegohm, one
4-megolim, fixed resistances (Graham Parish type
Ohmite, Erie, Dubilier, Goltone, Claude Lyons).

SUNDRIES
Pair of panel brackets (Peto Scott, Bulgin, Burton).
Complete extension equipment and mounting brackets (Ready Radio).
6 yards thin flex (Lewcoflex, Goltone).
Connecting wire and sleeving (Lewcos).
Piece of ebonite 2 ins. x 2 ins. (Berial).
2-Coil tap mounts complete (Pero' Scott, Bulgin), or
four .8 in. sockets (Belling &. Lee) ; piece of
ebonite 2 ins.
14 in) (Becol).
knob foi volume control (Bulgin type K6).

SWITCH
1-Three-point switch (Bulgin Junior, W.B., Ready
Radio, Telsen, Goltone).

TERMINALS AND PLUGS
2-Terminals, marked Aerial, Earth (Bethel
'type R, Clix, Fetes, Bulgin).

Radio,
1-Lose-frequency
(Ready
Lissca,
Telsen, Multitone, Varley, Bulgin, R.I. Dl-fecd,
Slektun).

Lewcos, Ready Radio; Sovereign).

ACCESSORIES FOR TABLE MODEL
2 -volt accumulator (Lissen, Exide, Folic). "Block",
C.A.V.).
16 -volt grid -bias

battery (Listen, Ever Ready,
Drydex, C.A.V., Pertrix).
120 -volt H.T. battery (Lissen, Ever Ready, Drydex,
C.A.V., Pertrix).
Loud -speaker, (W.B. type P114 cabinet model,
Rola type 1-17)1-'51, Atlas, R. & A., Celestion, Epoch).

Cabinet (Direct Radio, Peto Scott).

Valves (pM12V; two PM2DX, 1Al2A Mullard).
Mains unit (Regentone type W.I.C., Atlas, Ekco).

ALTERNATIVE ACCESSORIES FOR CONSOLE
MODEL
:Cabinet (Cameo " Embassy," Myers -Hunt " Whitehall de Luxe", Peto Scott).
Loud -speaker (W.B. type 1'M1 chassis model, Rola
type Ii5PM1., Atlas, R. & A., Cel,tion, EpoA).

THE SET THAT WILL DO MORE THAN OTHERS
=1.115,=1=5....11.1.{..

Details of a Mains -driven Model of the "Melody Ranger" will be published shortly
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Mr.Wilkins made sure of Better Radio

157 Stations logged

ranging from 2,000

on wavelengths

to 13 metres.
FOR MS EXPERIMENTAL SET AND HIS
TESTS OVER THE WHOLE COUNTRY,
3III,

'WILKINS USED MULLARD MASTER
VALVES

Mullard

THE *MASTER.- VALVE
Advt.

The

Mullard

Wireless

Service

Co.,

Ltd.,

Mullard House, Charing Cross Road,

London, W .0 .2.
Arks

Please Mention "A.W." When Corresponding with Advertisers

mate"
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BY YOUR FIRESIDE ...TRAVEL EUROPE
WITH THE DE LUXE RADIO FOUR

...

Wide range
Moving -coil Speaker

Yes, the concert -halls of Europe as if
you were in them. The Paris Opera as
a Paris audience hears it. That, and no

Tone-" true-to-life"

less, is the meaning of " true-to-life "
tone. The De Luxe Radio Four will

All -electric

give you other things, of course. It will

Simple to control

give you all the stations in its wide range.

It will give them simply, surely, immediately. It will give you volume enough
for your largest room. It will let you
reduce that mass of sound to a whisper

Sockets for gramophone pick-up

Cabinet-special

selected walnut

-control it smoothly as well as completely-reduce its strength without
reducing its richness. It will feed addi-

IP

tional loud -speakers or connect with
your gramophone pick-up. But . . .

Price 17 guineas -

or by hire purcha-e

this above all ... it will give you realism
of tone ... because it is by " His Master's
Voice."

.

BUT IF YOU TRAVEL

.

lir

Superhet Selectivity

THEN

THE SUPERHET PORTABLE SIX

Great sensitivity

Low battery

For here you have a " His Master's
Voice " receiver you can take anywhere. And you have an event in radio.

Local -distance switch

For "His Master's Voice" have succeeded

consumption152

Easy to carry

Ai

Entirely selfSE
contained

Figured walnut

cabinetom

Price 17 guineas -or by hire purchase

in bringing superhet circuit~ modern
selectivity at its very keenest into the
compass of a portable. The result is a
self-contained, easily carried receiver,

which stands out, even among far larger
receivers, because of its power to isolate
a difficult station. A six -valve receiver
with an amazingly wide range. Childishly simple to control. With single -

knob tuning. With low battery consumption. And-really pleasant to look

. Remember that this is a superhet
portable ; that Captain Robinson, wire-

at

!

less

critic of the 6' Observer," has

described it as " the finest portable on
the market " ; and that your dealer will
let you hear it without any obligation.

"His
Master's
Voice"
"True to Life"
RADIO & RADIOGRAMS

The Gramophone Co.,

Prices do not apply in I.F.S.

London, W.1.

Tc Ensure Speedy Delivery, Mention " A.W." to Advertisers
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THE CIRCUIT & COMPONENTS
for the

" MELODY RANGER"
A complete list of the components
required to build the " Melody
Ranger " is given on page 132
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THE SET THAT DOES MORE THAN OTHERS!
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Quite apart from the outstanding circuit development of the four -range tuning coils

in the "Melody Ranger," this new set embodies numerous circuit points of outstanding interest which are described below
STARTING at the aerial end of the to be applied to the control grid. This is

circuit we have first of all to consider done in this set by means of a potentiothe method of coupling the aerial lead to meter connected across the grid -bias battery (2).

The grid return connection that would
normally go to the low-tension negative is
now connected to the slider of the potentiometer. To ensure a low -impedance
path for the high -frequency current a
i-microfarad fixed condenser of the non inductive type is inserted between the
slider and the low-tension negative.
While on the subject of the grid -bias for
the variable -mu valve, we should mention

that the filament switch has to be of the
three-point type, so that when _the lowtension is switched off, so also- is -the grid -

bias supply from the potentiometer winding.

Fig. 2. Volume is controlled by varying the

Further evidence of the special nature
negative grid bias of the variable -mu valve
of this set's circuit is shown by the use of
by means of a potentiometer across the
two high -frequency chokes in series in the
grid -bias battery
circuit of the screen -grid yalve.
the tuning circuit. Two possible variations anode
One is for the short waves and the other quency choke, and thus ensures good reacare provided. There is the -usual pre-set for the medium and long, the appropriate tion contrcl on the short-wave ranges (5).
type of condenser giving a wide range of choke working according to the waveOn the other side of the choke there is
coupling capacity due to its exceptionally. length actually in use (3).
another
resistance, of 40,000 ohms, this
low minimum. There is also an alternative
Between the screen -grid valve and the being the anode resistance for the resistcoil tapping. This is essential for a set detector is a variable coupling condenser ance -capacity coupling between the deteccovering such a wide wavelength range as with a maximum capacity of .000i 7 micro - tor and the first low -frequency valve.
the " Melody Ranger."
enables the selectivity to be
The resistance -capacity system of coupOn the two short wavelength ranges it farad. This
to suit the particular conditions ling is not so widely used in these days of
is probable that the direct grid connection: adjusted
at any ,given time (4).
single low -frequency stages, so some readers
of the coil will be wanted but for the, prevailing
Here again, as in the
medium and long waves additional selec- aerial
circuit, there are
tivity can easily be obtained by tapping two connections
for the
Fig. 1. Aerial coupling is varied by a pre-set
condenser connected to alternative tappings
on the aerial tuning coil

.

down 'the aerial connection ( ).
grid -coil, one a
As the first valve of the set is a variable- detectorgrid
connection
nm type of screen -grid, negative bias has direct
and the other to a tap

on the coil. For the
short waves the direct
connection is wanted
and for the medium and

LONG -WAVE
HF
CHOKES

$

WAVE

SL.VALVE.

Fig. 3. To provide for efficient reaction on all
wavelengths, there is a short-wave choke in
series with a long -wave choke in the anode
circuit of the screen -grid valve

long waves you have
the choice of either a
direct connection or of

a more selective connection to the tapping.

The detector valve,

Fig. 4. The selectivity of the intervalve coupling is controllable by
means of the pre -set -type coupling condenser between the anode
of the screen -grid valve and the tuned -grid circuit of the detector
valve

which is coupled to the
screen -grid valve by an
improved system of
tuned grid has a specially -designed anode may not be aware of the need for a very
circuit arrangement to cope with the all - careful choice of component values.
For a given anode resistance value there
wave nature of the tuning range.
It will be seen that in series with the is an optimum value of coupling condenser
normal high -frequency choke, needed for and grid leak. The values of .0o6 micro the reaction control, there is a L000- ohm farad and r megohm must be adhered to
resistance on the anode side. This resist- if good quality of reproduction is to be
ance takes the place of, and acts in much obtained.
the same way as, a short --wave high fre(Continued cn page 158)
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144S BATTERIES
THE EVER READY Co. (GREAT BRITAIN) LTD., HERCULES PLACE, HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.7

Please Mention !! A.W." When Corresponding with Advertisers
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COMPLETE NEW RANGE OF VARLEY
DP36. QUIESCENT PUSH-PULL

INPUT TRANSFORMER
Ratio

9/1

825 ohms.
Primary D.C. Resistance
9300 ohms.
Total Sec. D.C. Resistance
30 henries with no D.C.
Prim. Inductance
27
2 M.A.

4 M.A.'

22

17:6

PRICE, including Royalty

QUIESCENT
DP37. QUIESCENT PUSH-PULL

OUTPUT TRANSCHOKE
Ratios

Primary D.C. Resistance
Sec. D.C. Resistance 13/1)
Sec. D.C.Resistance 142/11
Primary Inductance
13
henries with D.C. current

3/1 and 42/1
460 ohms..
130 ohms.

'8 ohms.

leach half)
of

26 M.A.

18/6

PRICE, including Royalty

PUSH-PULL COMPONENTS
Radio's newest need . . . . Varley's latest achievement.
A range of Quiescent Push -Pull Components designed and
manufactured by a pioneer firm, famous for over 30 years
for the quality of their electrical coil -windings.
You are adapting your existing battery set ?
the Wireless World " Quiescent Push -Pull Two

Or building

In either
case can you do better than choose Varley ? Varley Quiescent

Push -Pull Components are made in a wide range to suit
an Input Transformer, ratio 9/1,
your every need
and three different Output Transchokes to give you
accurate matching.
Each Varley Output Transchoke is suitable for either high
or low impedance speakers, thus avoiding the losses of an
additional matching transformer and its expense-a double
Get all the advantages of this revolutionary
economy.
Push -Pull system ; use Varley the quality products at a
,

.

.

3/1 and 50/1

Ratios

Primary D C. Resistance
Sec. D.C. Resistance 13/1)

400 ohms.
130 ohms.

'9 ohms..

Sec. D.C. Resistance 150/11

Primary Inductance
8
henries with D.C.

leach half)
current

of

26

M.A.

166

PRICE, including Royalty

.

reasonable price.

DP39. QUIESCENT PUSH-PULL

OUTPUT TRANSCHOKE
3/1 and 75/1

Ratios

Primary D.C. Resistance
Sec. D.C. Resistance 13/11
Sec. D.C. Resistance 175/11
Primary Inductance
8
henries with D.C. current

PRICE, including Royalty

arle

Proix:s.:

DP38. QUIESCENT PUSH-PULL
OUTPUT TRANSCHOKE

400 ohms.
13) ohms.
'64 ohms.

leach half)
of

26

M.A.

16/6

OLIVER PELL CONTROL LTD.

Advertisement of Oliver Pell

Control

Ltd

KrngsAay Hcuse, 103, Kingsway, London, W.0 2.

Telephone

Ho'born 5303
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A Simple Constructional Guide to Building " A.W."'s Sensational New Receiver
STEP 1.-The first step is to mount the panel on the baseboard.
Panel

fixed

This assumes you have bought the panel already drilled.
Otherwise this drilling must be done as shown by the diagram.
The foil is tacked to the baseboard with gimp pins spaced every
2 ins. After fitting the panel to the baseboard you can fit the
panel brackets for additional support. Then mount the two
variable tuning condensers.

to

baseboard, with

variable condenSU'S in co3ition

A PRECAUTION TO BE OBSERVED.-In the production of such a large
illustration as our Full-size Double -page Blueprint, it sometimes happens
that contraction takes place in the course of the many processes involved.
Why we mention this is because the position of the spindles of the aerial
and reaction condensers, if these are laid out according to a blueprint which
suffers from slight contraction, may not coincide with the drillings of the
panel.

Before screwing down these condensers on to the baseboard, you should
lay the drilled panel on the blueprint and make certain that the lines marking
the centres of the extension spindles coincide with the appropriate holes in
the panel.

STEP

STEP 2.-Cutting
away

the

foil.

switch. There is a
wire to be fitted at

Mark out the small
square on baseboard

this stage round the

as shown by the print,

three-point
switch
bush between the panel

and with a chisel or
screwdriver indent the

and the first fixing
screw and going to

foil so that the unwanted piece can be
prised off. This cutting away is essential

one

contact

of the

switch. This prevents
noises due to the
high -resistance con-

to insulate the bracket
of the aerial -coupling

condenser from the
earthed metal. Follow the blueprint for
the exact size.
How the foil is cut away

3.-T h e

three-point

How to fit the three-point switch with
earth wire attached

tact that would otherwise be formed between bush and spindle. Essential to make
this contact the 'negative
high - tension.

4.-Fitting the small panel condensers. The aerial coupling condenser is first screwed to its bracket and the
STEP
bracket then fitted to the baseboard where the foil has been cut
away. Place insulating coupler on the spindle of the condenser.

Then push extension rod through the panel hole and join up
with the coupler. The reaction condenser is similarly fitted, but
here the bracket is connected intentionally to the foil. Clean this

Fit
bracket before fixing, in order to ensure a good contact.
extension coupler as for aerial condenser. Mount the vertical
screen, as shown by print, about in. from the panel to prevent
noises on short waves.

We have now assembled the metal chassis

forming the basis of the design. This consists of the metal
panel mounted at right angles to the metal foil baseboard, With
the metal screen mounted at right angles to the panel and baseboard, thus forming two distinct sections for the screening of the
two tuned circuits.

EASY TO BUILD, EASY TO WORK-AND EFFICIENT

Screen, small variable condensers and
three-point switch
mounted

JANUARY 28, 1933
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STEP-BY-STEP BUILDING THE "MELODY RANGER" (Continued)
STEP 6.-Insulating
control.

STEP 5.-Mounting the S.G.-valve
holder. Get the valve

volume

First put

insulated washer over
spindle. Insert the

in the centre of the

spindle in the

screen hole and insert
in holder. Manoeuvre
until correct position
is found. See print.
Before screwing down
the

the

hole.

spindle.
Place another insulatover
ing
washer
spindle and screw up.
Insulating washers
Centre

coils, make sure

the

provided with collars
to prevent the spindle
touching the panel
are supplied complete

switch coupler is in
centre of hole provided

in the screen.

with the volume control

Fitting volume control

M --punting screen -grid valve -holder

STEP 7.-Plan of baseboard. The components now mounted are
the coils, the aerial and reaction condensers, the tuning condensers,
the screen -grid holder, and vertical screen ; and now the three valve
holders. See print for exact positions. Note the special low -loss valve
holder for the efficient operation of the detector on the short waves.
Note also that variable condensers are mounted slantwise to facilitate
wiring of fixed plates. When fixing the two coils, place on one switch
spindle the metal coupler. Place one coil on the baseboard and manipulate this coil so'that the coupler comes half -way through the screen.
Now place the other coil in the other section of the baseboard and slide
into position so that the switch spindle fits into the coupler.

Showing relative positions of coils and valve -holders

STEP 8.-Adding Fixed Condensers. As print shows, the fixed
0 condensers are mounted in convenient positions. Mount the pre-set
condenser for inter -valve coupling, de -coupling condenser near panel
for variable -mu bias, screen -grid de -coupling condenser near S.G.
beside power
holder, low frequency de -coupling condenser valve holder, grid condenser near coil, and R.C. condenser, flat, and the
smell bypass condenser near the panel.
,

The positions of the fixed condensers

STEP 9.-Completion of Fixing.

To finish the component

fixing you have still to mount the three high frequency chokes,

the- low frequency transformer, and the terminal blocks. The
aerial and earth block is at the right-hand side, the pick-up at
nearly the centre, and the loud -speaker block on the left. Before
attempting to start the wiring, put S.G. valve in its holder to see
that the bulb does not foul the components, which may have been
slightly inaccurately fitted. Behind the high frequency choke used

in the screen -grid anode circuit can be seen the tapping block
Co m2letion of mounting
the components

associated with the inter -valve tuning coil. This is fitted by a
screw going through a hole between the two sockets through the
supporting bush into the baseboard.
(Continued on rage 145)

A GREAT ADVANCE IN RECEIVER DESIGN
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again!
Type JL6.

5/6
4 -inch dial

1/6 extra

When you are buying the components for your " Melody Ranger,"
remember this: the tuning condensers used by " Amateur Wireless "
themselves for the original model of this sensational receiver were J.B.
type JL6. Build your " Melody Ranger " exactly as the original. Then
you are certain of world-wide reception as good as the original's in all

parts of the country.

Make certain of fullest success --follow the

specification and use J.B.

ITHE PRECISION CONDENSER
Specified in the "Melody Ranger"
Advertisement of Jackson Bros. (London) Ltd., 72, St. Thomas' St., London, S.E.1.
Mention or

'Phone : Hop

Amateur Wireless " w Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention

1837.
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"The tests I hare completed

"I whole hearhol y ',commend the Melody
Ranger to alt seriously interested in Foreign
rogransmes, and particularly to my Colonial

with this

receiver during a tour of the country confirms
my opinion that the "Melody Ranger" sets an

friends for reception of the B.B.C. Empire
breadeasts. Its extraordinary efficiency on
all wavebands is ail the more remarkable
considering the low cost and simplicity of

entirely new standard in hone constructor
receivers for 1933."

S. RUTHERFORD WILKINS,
Designer of the

DONALD P. MARCUS,
Managing Director, Direct Radio, Ltd.

construction.

"Melody Ranger."

a gp_eAgoitaequllActitrza ta.yov.,
1 pair R.R. "Mel- £ a. d.
Ranger"
coils with coup...
ling links
1 aluminiumpanel
ody

1

18in. x 71n. drilled
1 piece of foil,
181n. x 101n.

.0003-mfd.sperkil
low minimum
series
Micadi
aerial condenser
Radio
1 Ready

0

thermium resistance
1 Ready Radio

10

2

0

thermium resistance
1 Ready Radio 1-

10

3

0

5

8

2

9

11

0

3

0

I Wearite

...
A.F.

Wa ve H.F. Choke
.0001-

1 T.C.0

mfd. fixed condenser ...

6

1

6

10

0

1

0

11 Belling -Lee Mid-

3

1

0

6

6

4

0

2

0

1

3

You want the best Kit

at once.
Complete Kit Prices on opposite page
We hold huge stocks
for
immediate delivery

6
6

2 Ready Radio

...
2 Belling -Lee ter-

Choke, Type

1 Ready
Radio
"MelodyRanger"
H.F. Choke ...
1 'genie Short-

1

ReadyRadio Melody Range' Coils are manufactured under licence and by arrangemeni with Mrsve.L1,scri

with mounting

2

blocks

1

satisfaction free of charge.

6

1 Ready Radio
L.F.transformer 3-1 8

6

valve-

chase completed until we have made your
"Melody Ranger" operate to your absolute

10

Radio

complete extension equipments

motion dials ...
Radio
1 Ready
Short-wave S.G.
valve -holder ...
1 Ready
Radio
S.W. valveholder
2 Ready
Radio

10

.00017-mfd. pre-

set condenser ...
'Pair
panel
brackets
...

minals, type 'R,'
...
A and E..

get wander plugs

Direct Radio Kit is your guarantee for wide -world

reception. Build the "Melody Ranger" with a Direct Radio Kit
and if you find the slightest cause for

complaint, we will not consider the pur-

meg. thermium
...
resistance
1 Ready Radio 4meg. thermium
...
resistance

1 Vertical -mounting resistance holder
1 Ready Radio 3 ...
pt. switch

"IT'S GUARANTEED" by "Amateur Wireless,"
and the

30, 000 -ohm

1 Ready

3

holt& rs...

10

40,000 -ohm

.0003-mfd. mica -

4 -pi Ti

0

2

log condenser ...
2 Igraine
Indi-

graph slow-

1,000 -ohm tiler. inium resistance
Radio
1 Ready

entoosana

I

6

variable conden-

sers, Type J.L.6
Radio
1 Ready

2

0

t entiomete r,

1 Dubilier 1-mfd.
fixed condenser,
...
Type 9200
2 J.B. .0005-mfd.

£ s.

3

x 61n. drilled

Lewcos new type
wire wound ...
1-mfd.
2 T.C.C.
fixed condensers

fixed condenser
1 Ready
Rad;o

10

I aluminium screen

to specification
150,000 -ohm po-

1 T.C.C..006-mfd.

0
5

1

2 Spade terminals

10
2

2
4 Sockets
1 Piece ebonite,3in. x 2in. 2
2 Belling -Lee terminal blocks with
1 10
terminals

6 Yards flexscrews, wire, etc.

7

4 Valves to speci-

fication, PM12V,
PM2DX, PM2DX,
PM2A
.. 2

1 Direct
Radio
special "Melody
Ranker" cal+inQt

2

3

15

0

'WISE SPENDING

159 BORO HIGH ST

-

DISCRIMINATING

You will Help Yourself and Hely Us by Mentioning

A. W." to Advertisers

S
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KIT No. I (sit
KIT
No. 2 KIT No. 3
h.aloes less
(with valves and cabinet)
valves

and cabinet)

cabinet)

£5 IS
or 12

monthly payments of
1i-

£7 17 3

£8 12 3

or 12 monthly payment, of
15-

or 12 monthly psis nu m, of
16,6

NOTE THE OUTSTANDING FEATURES
" THE GREATEST OF ALI, ' MELODY RANGER ' KITS "
(Technical Editor)

Study carefully the specification-only first-class components includel,
made bv,first-class manufacturers-the result : first-class performance
._

on all wavebands.

1. Coils and -short-wave accessories made by the firm reeogniSed in the, Trade as the experts
in short-wave component manufacture.

2. T.G.C. and Dubilier fixed condensers-chosen for reliability.
3. J.B. short-wave condensers-the only condenser: which will.

Overseas Customers

tune down to 13 metres.

4. Wearite long -wave H.F: choke gives amazing efficiency.
5. Igranic slow -motion - dials and short-wave H.F. choke-short-wave components di, luxe.
6. Mulford valves will treble all your signals.
I

I
I
I

.

..

SIEMENS 120 -volt H.T. Battery, standard capacity
SIEMENS 120 -volt H.T. Battery, power capacity
..
OLDHAM type 9.50 L.T. Accumulators
..
..

..

..
..

..
....

..
..

..
..

.. Li
.. 1

4

0

11

6

1

0

SIEMENS 9 -volt G.B... Battery.........1
0
..
..
..
..
BLOCK L.T. Accumulators, 80 ampere hours capacity
OLDHAM 120 -volt Wet H.T. Aceumlators. (Or 12 monthly payments of 7/6) ..
..
..
ATLAS A.C.244 H.T. Eliminators
..
..
..
..
..
.*.
' ..' - .. '
ATLAS D.C. 15/25 H.T. Eliminators for D.C. mains
ATLAS A.K. 260 H.T. Eliminators, with trickle charger. (Or 12 monthly payments of 818)..
ATLAS A.C. 300 H.T. Eliminators, with trickle charger and grid -bias tappings. (Or 12 monthly
.

4

4 10 0

CELESTIOM PPM Sounder Permanent Magnet Moving -soil Speaker, with input transformer 1 7
W.B. PM4 Permanent Magnet Moving -coil Speaker, with input transformer
..
..
.. 2 2
EPOCH Twentieth Century Permanent -magnet Moving -coil Speaker, with input transformer 1 15
BLIIESPOT 99PM Permanent Moving -coil Speaker, with input transformer
..
..
.. 2 19
W.B. PA12 Permanent Magnet Moving -coil Speaker, with input transformer. (Or 12 monthly

..
..
..
..
..
..
..
R. & A. Victor Permanent -magnet Moving -coil Speaker, with input transformer. (Or 10
monthly payments of BI-)
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
...
I
I
I
1

R. & A. "Bantam" Permanent -magnet Moving -coil Speaker, with input transformer..
R. & A. "Challenger" Permanent -magnet Moving -roil Speaker, wills input transforms,

EXTRA SPECIAL

..

4

5

1

7

.. 1 15

Two Matched CELESTION PPM Sounder Speakers. Mounted on New Type double packed
non -resonant baffleboard. This arrangement eliminates booming, chattering, and directional effects and gives wonderfully lifelike reproduction. Suitable for any battery or
mama -driven receiver. (Or 10 monthly payments of 8;
PHU° Set Tester De -lure Model
..
..
..
..
..
..

to the kits specified on this page we are

featuring a- special Overseas Kit consisting
of all necessary components as listed, Valves,
Table -model cabinet with Bluespot 66R

2 19 6

SPECIAL

I

Direct, Radio are making special arrangements for the dispatch of "Melody Ranger"
kits to any part of the world. In addition

13 8

-Loudspeaker Unit in special Colonial Cabinet,

6

Batteries, Aerial and Earth, in fact every-

0
0

thing necessary for a complete B.B.C.
Empire Broadcast Receiving station for
£15. Cable code word to order complete

6

0
6
0

outfit : " Meloranger."

All goods expertly packed for export and

insured.

0.) ..........8 17

TERMS.-Cash with order or alternatively
depogit one-third total cost with order, balance payable on ,delivery. Postage or
freight, and Insurance extra at cost.

New
R.I. Quiescent Push Pull ..Transformer
..........38122
New R.I. Quiescent Variable Ratio Output Choke ..
..
..
BOWYER
LOWE
AED
Mark ..III Plck-up
..........1 103
Volume Control ..
..
..
..
..
..
2

.

I

1

COLLARO Double. Spring Grams MotorAutomatic.Stop ..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
COLLAR() A.C. Induction Gramo Motor
.
COLLARO Complete A.C. Gramo playing Unit with Induction Motor, Pick-up, and Volume
Control
..
(Or 12 monthly payments of 7/6.)
"159'[ Type Radiogram Cabin, i in )), dna..
..
..
..
..
..
..
.. '

..

........ .. ..

1 13
2 10
4

0

3 10

- - -...1.

BUT if you prefer a manufacturer's Cartoned. Kit buy a Ready Radio "Melody

e

Ranger" Kit
officially approved by the designer S. Rutherford Wilkins
fully guaranteed. Price £5 12 6 or on Easy Terms, 12 monthly
World Tested
payments of 11/3 e Now in stock awaiting your order. Use Coupon below.
I

CASH, C.O.D., AND EASY PAYMENT

I

To : Direct Radio, Ltd., 159 Borough High Street, London, S.E.1.

ORDER FOR M
I

Please dispatch to me at once the following goods

(a) I enclose

for which (b)I will pay on delivery
(c) I enclose first payment of

Cross out line)>c
nit applicable

NA ME

ADDRESS
A.W. 28/1/33

BUILDERS INSIST ON DIRECT RADIO SPECIFICATIONS
Advertisers Appreciate Mention of "A.W." with Your Order

I
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IN THE MELODY RANGER
SHORT WAVE H.F. CHOKE
Specially developed for efficient operation on
wavelengths of the order of 10 to 80 mitres.
Smooth reaction control is obtained over the
Price 2/-.

entire range specified.

" I NDIGRAPH " VERNIER KNOB AND
DIAL

Smooth in action and entirely free from backlash.
Greatly simplifies tuning and calibration. Window
permits names of stations and wavelengths to be
recorded. May be illuminated from behind.

Standard type giving reduction ratio of approx.
10 : I. Price 5/, Also other models.

S. Rutherford Wilkins who specifies the above components
for the A.W. " Melody Ranger," is yet another famous set

designer who pays tribute to the quality and reliability of
Igranic Radio components.

Last year saw the introduction of a complete new Igranic
range, which is proving increasingly popular with the experts.
The home constructor, to obtain components of the highest
quality and performance, can do no better than follow the
example of the experts and specify Igranic.
Write to -day for fully illustrated Catalogue No. D. 182.

IGRANIC ELECTRIC

CO.,

LTD.,

149, Queen Victoria Street, E.C.4.

IGRANIC COMPONENTS WILL
BE THE MAKING OF YOUR SET
Don't Forget to Say That You Saw it in ff

CV S-58.
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STEP-BY-STEP BUILDING THE "MELODY RANG ER"
STEP io.-Wiring

(Conptaingueed14fccom)1

the

earth connections. Note

how the fixing screws are
used to ensure this contact.

First make a loop in the
wire, take out the . screw

fixing .the component, slip
wire betWeen the component

and the baseboard, then the
screw ,will go through the

loop and so hold the wire
in position in contact with
the

foil.

Note

detector

valve holder fixing of lowtension negative
earthed foil.

wire

STEP IL-Fixing

to

the

tapping block. First
cut the lengths of sleeving
and wire. Then make the
wire loops. Fix wires to
the sockets under nuts and
bend

in

them

the

right

directions.
Making earth connection

Fixing tapping block

On left -set
wired without resist-

on
right wired
with resistances,

ances in
position

STEP 12.-Here is the set wired up with the exception of the

STEP r3.-Here you see the positions of the fixed resistances,

resistances and the battery leads. Note that even at this advanced
stage in the wiring everything is very, neat, and there is an absence
of complication. The short wiring is essential for good results
on the short waves.

which complete the main part of the wiring. With the exception of the, R.C. anode resistance, all the resistances are held in
position by their wiring leads.

tween the terminal blocks of the
loud -speaker and pick-up. Note

STEP i4.-Completed Set. The
flexes for the battery connections complete the wiring. Three
groups are arranged for neatness.

that the wave -change switch is

extended through the side of the
cabinet, so the extension rod has
to be removed from the switch
coupler before the set is finally

The first comprises H.T.-, H.T.
+2, H.T +3, and H.T. +4. The
second L.T.-F and L.T.-. The
, G.B.-1, and G.B.
third

put into

the cabinet, then this

-2,

,rod

leads. The three gioups emerge
from their component fixings be-

of the wiring.

Then the H.T.-FI and
G.B.---3 are made as separate

is fitted to the coupler by
pushing through the hole already
made. Note the neat appearance

The completed "Melody Ranger "
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IT'S NEW
COVERS

IT'S DIFFERENT
IT'S GUARANTEED
fact; that- the volume Can be con-

trolled without any trace of dis-

tortion when the output of powerful

signals is reduced.
The second valve is the detector. Into

this circuit is introduced reaction for
additional amplification. . The third

valve is a resistance -capacity -coupled 4
low -frequency amplifier. The fourth
valve is the power output stage, transformer coupled to the preceding ampli-

DESIGNED

fier valve.

So in brief we have a straightforward
sequence of valves, with an admirable
S. RUTHER- control of high -frequency amplification
BY

and a great reserve of low -frequency

amplification.

FORD

Into each of the four valve circuits
we have introduced all the latest
circuit ideas that we consider really
do effect improvement in reception.

WILKINS

dreamed
of simplicity. In

spite of its
ambitious perfor-

and certainly no less simple to
_operate.
The "Melody Ranger" literally
" putS a girdle round the earth."

the inter -valve coilconsists of self-con-

See how simple the " Melody

WE are happy in describing this new set
to you because we know it

ly simple to build

It culls melodies from the five continents

is one of the finest propositions ever offered to

with all the simplicity of tuning in the
local station. We would stress these
two outstanding features of the set-the
phenomenal wavelength range and the

We are confident that you

To get down to brass tacks, the " Melody

the home constructor. simplicity of operating the controls.
will obtain a remarkable

range of stations, not only
on .the medium- and,: long
wavebands, on which nor-_
mal broadcasting is conbut on ,those
ducted,

fascinating short-wave
bands below ioo metres.
FOUR WAVEBANDS

WITH THE

TURN OF A SWITCH
Here, for the first time in

.\ ireless history, is a set,
aptly nanied the "Melody
Ranger," covering short,
medium and long wave-

bands with hitherto un-

design, cover four distinct wavebands
by the single turn of a switch.

The first tuning circuit is, of course, for
the aerial and the second is for the inter valve coupling between the screen -grid
valve and the detector. Separate tuning

mance, the "Melody
Ranger" is extreme-

Ranger " is to build

Over and above allsuch minor circuit details we ,have the tuning coils, which, for
the first time in home -constructor set

controls are provided for these two circuits.

Each coil-that is the aerial coil and

tained four -wave units, with all the switch
wiring done internally. From your point
of view they are as simple to build into the
set as one -waveband coils.

the two coil switches are " ganged," which

Ranger" is a four-valver. The first valve
is a high -frequency amIt is a screen plifier.
grid. More than
it is a variable -mu.

that-

A WONDERFUL CIRCUIT

for the control of the amplification. We
get this through a potentiometer connected
across the grid -bias battery.
As the
winding takes an appreciable current from

the battery, it is essential to arrange to

cut the "pot" out of circuit when the set is
switched off.

tested the receiver firstly in the

"1

early evening and later between half past nine and half -past ten, and I was
surprised to find that my total number

of stations was over 110, ninety of these
being definitely identified. Eleven of
these were on long waves, ten on short
waves, the remainder being on medium
waves ... even with an aerial around the

picture rail

stations

as

I

was able to hear such

Prangins

(Geneva),

six

Atlantic 'phone stations, as well as

other Continental shortwave stations."
numerous

A. R. T.

Bristol Road, Birmingham.
This is done with a three-point switch,

arranged in such a way that when the

low-tension is cut out, so is the bias battery.
The tuning condenser across the aerial tuning coil has its circuit completed through
a i-microfarad fixed condenser, in order to
prevent the shorting of the grid -bias
battery.
The aerial circuit is otherwise quite

standard, but note that in addition to a

'directly to the grid or to a tap,on the coil:
Now for the coupling arrangement
between the variable -run valve and the
detector valve. Look at the anode circuit
of the variable -mu. There are two high frequency chokes in series. The short-wave

This means

that the am-

plification

before detection is fully

choke is near the anode and the, long -wave
1, -Choke between this and the high-tension
supply.

cen-

tral. Itin

,

WAVEBANDS

long -wave

I3

TO

2,000 METRES
choke's

self -capacity

would

by-pass the extremely high frequencies of
short-wave signals. The short-wave choke
prevents this.
Now look at the coupling. You see it is
'

Let us briefly run through the complete
circuit (see page 135) as this gives a good
idea of the great care that has been taken
in the "Melody Ranger's" design.
About the variable -mu. This needs
negative bias applied to the control grid

on the coil-that is, it may be connected

WITHOUT
DISTORTION

means,

coil

switches at once,

pre-set type of aerial -coupling condenser
the aerial -tuning selectivity is further
governed by the position of the aerial lead

VOLUME
CONTROL

under

To simplify the operation still further,

means that one knob works :both

4

.

On the short-wave tuning of the set the

a form of parallel -feed, with the tuned
circuit going across the grid and filament of

the detector. Note that the coupling
condenser between the anode of the
variable -mu and the grid of the
detector valve is variable. This is
an important feature, as it enables
the selectivity of the whole set to
be varied in a remarkable way,
Like the aerial -tuning circuit,

the grid tuning of the detector
has alternative coil tappings, either
direct to the grid or, for greater
selectivity, to a coil tap.

SINGLE REACTION
ON ALL
FOUR BANDS
Reaction is applied

to this grid tuning
in the usual way,
with a. reaction

4RANGE

WAVE CHANGE

SwiTal

condenser in series

with the reaction

winding of the
inter -valve coil.
Note that the

moving vanes of
the Condenser are
earthed to pre-

SELECT-

IVITY

CONTROL

VOLUMEl':
CONTROL I

REACTION
CONTROL

vent hand -

capacity - most
important on the

Control is very simple, all four wavebands being ccva,:c1 by the turn
of a switch

short waves.

At every stage in the

design of this set we have

had to think of the all wave requirements of
the tuning. Thus
you see the values

of the grid leak
and condenser
are dif-

ferent
fro
usual.
We have

a low
capacity

for the

grid con-

dense r,

namely

Here is another view: again
rose the simple construction

BUILD THE SET THAT WILL DO MORE THAN OTHERS
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The second valve is the detector. Into

this circuit is introduced reaction for
additional amplification. . The third

valve is a resistance -capacity -coupled 4
low -frequency amplifier. The fourth
valve is the power output stage, transformer coupled to the preceding ampli-

DESIGNED

fier valve.

So in brief we have a straightforward
sequence of valves, with an admirable
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BY

and a great reserve of low -frequency
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Into each of the four valve circuits
we have introduced all the latest
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The first tuning circuit is, of course, for
the aerial and the second is for the inter valve coupling between the screen -grid
valve and the detector. Separate tuning

mance, the "Melody
Ranger" is extreme-

Ranger " is to build

Over and above allsuch minor circuit details we ,have the tuning coils, which, for
the first time in home -constructor set

controls are provided for these two circuits.

Each coil-that is the aerial coil and

tained four -wave units, with all the switch
wiring done internally. From your point
of view they are as simple to build into the
set as one -waveband coils.

the two coil switches are " ganged," which

Ranger" is a four-valver. The first valve
is a high -frequency amIt is a screen plifier.
grid. More than
it is a variable -mu.

that-

A WONDERFUL CIRCUIT

for the control of the amplification. We
get this through a potentiometer connected
across the grid -bias battery.
As the
winding takes an appreciable current from

the battery, it is essential to arrange to

cut the "pot" out of circuit when the set is
switched off.

tested the receiver firstly in the

"1

early evening and later between half past nine and half -past ten, and I was
surprised to find that my total number

of stations was over 110, ninety of these
being definitely identified. Eleven of
these were on long waves, ten on short
waves, the remainder being on medium
waves ... even with an aerial around the

picture rail

stations

as

I

was able to hear such

Prangins

(Geneva),

six

Atlantic 'phone stations, as well as

other Continental shortwave stations."
numerous

A. R. T.

Bristol Road, Birmingham.
This is done with a three-point switch,

arranged in such a way that when the

low-tension is cut out, so is the bias battery.
The tuning condenser across the aerial tuning coil has its circuit completed through
a i-microfarad fixed condenser, in order to
prevent the shorting of the grid -bias
battery.
The aerial circuit is otherwise quite

standard, but note that in addition to a

'directly to the grid or to a tap,on the coil:
Now for the coupling arrangement
between the variable -run valve and the
detector valve. Look at the anode circuit
of the variable -mu. There are two high frequency chokes in series. The short-wave

This means

that the am-

plification

before detection is fully

choke is near the anode and the, long -wave
1, -Choke between this and the high-tension
supply.
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I3

TO
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choke's

self -capacity

would

by-pass the extremely high frequencies of
short-wave signals. The short-wave choke
prevents this.
Now look at the coupling. You see it is
'

Let us briefly run through the complete
circuit (see page 135) as this gives a good
idea of the great care that has been taken
in the "Melody Ranger's" design.
About the variable -mu. This needs
negative bias applied to the control grid

on the coil-that is, it may be connected

WITHOUT
DISTORTION

means,

coil

switches at once,

pre-set type of aerial -coupling condenser
the aerial -tuning selectivity is further
governed by the position of the aerial lead
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CONTROL

under

To simplify the operation still further,

means that one knob works :both
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On the short-wave tuning of the set the

a form of parallel -feed, with the tuned
circuit going across the grid and filament of

the detector. Note that the coupling
condenser between the anode of the
variable -mu and the grid of the
detector valve is variable. This is
an important feature, as it enables
the selectivity of the whole set to
be varied in a remarkable way,
Like the aerial -tuning circuit,

the grid tuning of the detector
has alternative coil tappings, either
direct to the grid or, for greater
selectivity, to a coil tap.
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ON ALL
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At every stage in the
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had to think of the all wave requirements of
the tuning. Thus
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We have
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dense r,
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THE "MELODY RANGER

(Continued)

HEAR THE WHOLE WORLD WITH THE
" MELODY 'RANGER'
coupled to the next valve, we or it can be housed in a handsome
have a 4o,000 -ohm resistance in' consolette type cabinet, with the con-

'series with the long -wave clioke trols projecting through ,the wooden
"-and the high-tension- supply. front, with metal panel at the back.

The coupling condenser has a

capacity of .006 microfarad and

this with the i-megohm leak
gives ps good quality. -

THE WIRING GUIDE
The wiring up of this "Melody Ranger"
is greatly simplified by our full-size blue -

The third valve is coupled to
the power valve by the normal
transformer method, but note
that the primary circuit has full

decoupling in the forth

of a

EBONITE

11x'2

346.?

resistance and a
1-microfarad condenser,
This third valve of the

3o,000 -ohm

sequence has another function,
which is to amplify the output
SELECTIVITY

from a gramophone pick-up.

short waves.
Again demonstrating the all -wave nature
of this "Melody Ranger" set is the unusual -

This is quite 'simply Connected
across the it-megohm leak in
The high
the grid circuit.
resistance of this leak does not
appreciably affect the action of the Pick-up
or of a 50,000 -ohm potentiometer volume
control connected across the pick-up.
With the pick-up interposed at this point
in the circuit we get the full low -frequency
amplification of the last two valves which,
with most pick-ups, should be more ;than
enough to load the output valve.

detector. You know, of course, that in this

A SIMPLE LAYOUT

CONTROL

Here is the consolette model of the " Melody Ranger"
with the controls indicated

and a fairly high grid leak value, namely 4 megohms. While the
microfarad,

value of the leak does not appear to affect
the quality on the medium waves, it has a
marked effect on the amplification on the

arrangement of the anode circuit of the

SOCKETS
EBONITE TUBE
Details -of coil -tipping blocks

print, which for this set is still further

augmented with a complete table of wire
measures.

Each wire in the blueprint is numbered,
as is usual in' all our blueprints. Corresponding numbers will be found for the
lengths of wire.

You will see that in addition to the wire

So much for the circuit of the "Melody lengths the amount of sleeving for each
circuit we have two currents, the high frequency we wish to by-pass to earth or Ranger.- The layout of this circuit has lead is also indicated, as well as the
through the reaction condenser, and the been made as simple as possible. method of looping the bare wire ends
low frequencies of the speech and music - Bearing in mind the all -wave nature of the projecting from each end of the sleeving.
we wish to amplify in the low -frequency tuning, a. truly remarkably simple layout
WIRING
has been achieved. In brief, we haven metal
stages.
chassis, made up of a metal panel, which
The wiring of the set is dope entirely by
PROVISION FOR PICK-UP
you can buy already drilled to take the Means of covered lengths of tinned -copper
Remember that we are dealing with very panel controls, mounted at right angles wire secured under the terminals of the
high frequencies on the short waves. The to a baseboard covered with metal foil. components. If you cross off each wire
There is a small vertical screen mounted length as you actually makeiit in the set
ordinary F. choke that works so admirably
on the medium and long 'waves in acting on the baseboard between the two tuning according to the blueprint there will be no
as a barrier to the high -frequency current, circuits. Through this screen, projects the chance of missing any lead.
is not so good at stopping the short waves.
We have to use' another method of preventing the high -frequency getting beyond the

Here is a dimensioned diagram of the panel for use if this is not
obtained ready drilled

The screen is of the size shown above and drilled as indicated

anode. We use, in fact, a 1,mo-ohm resist- coil -changing switch rod and the screen When the set is wired up the question
ance, which provides us with a smooth grid valve.
of valves and voltages will have to be
and effective control of the reaction In another part of this issue we give full settled. For the "Melody Ranger" we
The completed recommend a PMI2V variable -mu screen even on the shortest of the short waves constructional details.
chassis can be placed in either a simple grid, a PM2DX for the detector, a similar
we are dealing W1th.
As the detector is resistance -capacity table cabinet with external accessories,
(Continued on page 158)
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The BATTERIES For the

MELODY RANGER
LISSEN COILS, LISSEN

BATTERIES, LISSEN
ACCUMULATOR, LISSEN

FIXED CONDENSERS,
LISSEN
PRE -SET
CONDENSER

ARE

ti.S.igN
BATTERIES

Mr. Rutherford Wilkins used Lissen Batteries in his original
"Melody Ranger." That is why Lissen Batteries are

mentioned first in the specificatidn!

Mr. Rutherford Wilkins used a Lissen Accumulator

and a Lissen Grid -bias Battery, too-and you will

see that they are first choice for the published
circuit!

Mr. Wilkins also used Lissen Fixed Condensers and

a Lissen Pre -Set Condenser-Lissen first choice
again in the specification!
Never was specification more critical. These Lissen

Batteries were chosen for their smooth and

steady current. These Lissen Fixed Condensers

used by Mr. Wilkins because of their exact
values. Stick to Lissen for your " Melody
Ranger " parts if you want the results
Mr. Rutherford Wilkins gets.

CHOSE AND USED

2 -volt

Lissen

Accumulator

THE PARTS SHOWN
BELOW IN HIS OWN

4/6
(120-volt

Lissen

MELODY RANGER
Lissen

4 -Wave

Range Coils

Each 15/ -

Fixed

Lissen

Condensers

Each
Lissen

6d.

Pre -Set. sit,/

Condenser 2/-

9 -volt

Lissen

G.B. Battery

1/-

LISSEN LIMITED

::

WORPLE ROAD

::

ISLEWORTH

::

You will Help Yourself and Help Us by Mentioning " A.W." to Advertisers

MIDDLESEX

emateur Wtrele.,$)
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UNWISE BROADCASTING
IDO not remember hearing a more fascinating drama than F. J. King -Bull's

I hasten to add that they must not do it
again just yet; they must do something

adaptatiod of the story by H. G. Wells
called The Country of the Blind. That

fresh.

play completely held me. I felt I must

listen to the end. My wife complained
half -way that she did not like it, but I

noticed that when I pretended to-be willing to switch it off she protested. She, caused by a little comedy. It appears

No repeats

Rupert Hazell and Elsie Day were better
than I have ever heard them. Miss Day's
echo song was most attractive.

I make a rule of not reading radio

like myself, felt constrained to listen.
that the two sisters had returned again criticisms in the evening papers of a
It was amazingly original and it seemed and again to bow their acknowledgments show (already broadcast) to which I am
very natural. All we were expected to to the shouts of the Promsters. As the going to listen at its second performance.
accept or take for granted was what the noise died down Sir Henry thought it was The other night I glanced at a criticism
narrators, Harman Grisewood and Lilian time to go and bring on Miss Jo Vincent, over my neighbour's shoulder in the tube
Harrison told us. Personally I found it who was to sing . the next item. As he -a fatal thing to do. It was to the effect
easy to accept the fact that this people approached the curtains, the applause that : "The Old Pavoli" Was mainly noise.

had originally suffered from a disease broke- out afresh and the two violinists In addition to this, two people asked me
which- rendered all their children sightless. re -appeared. Encountering Sir Henry, if I had heard it. They told me the same
Once having accepted that, I found it they seized hold of him and dragged him thing. Perhaps that was why I did not
easy to understand how difficult it would back to bow with' them. That :caused the find it too noisy, though I must say I
be for a visitor to their country to make shriek you heard.
have never heard an old-time audience at
them understand what the power of sight
a musical -hall make quite such a din.
meant, especially as for some generations
Roy Henderson sang the aria, "With
Some of the turns were very true to
not a single person in that country had ninth shall I be shaking " in a truly mirth- life. I thought Vesta Tilley, George Robey,
been able to see. The visitor, falling in ful manner, bringing out all the fun Bach Lot -tie Collins, and Marie Lloyd wer
love with a maiden of that land, was put _into the song. All the same, I wish cleverly impersonated. How easily we
expected to have his eyes remo'ed (as the he had sting it to the other translation were entertained in those days ! I can
Elders considered they were hampering "How jovial is my laughter." Much well remember hearing "Break the news
his reasoning powers) or he had better nicer. Also the long syllables come on to Mother" being sung with half the
escape. Escape probably meant death on the ah in laughter, instead of the a in audience weeping and enjoying it. I think
the mountains, but he chose it.
shaking. A hint for bit for next time.
Mr. Lance Sieveking is to be congratulated
Yes; it was all very convincing-too
on his presentation of the show. In fact,
convincing by half. I stared into the fire
to borrow Ashley Sterne's remark, he should
It
is
some
time
since
I
heard
Those
Four
(having turned the light out) and echoed Chaps. VerY good they were, too. The be promoted to the full rank of Sieveking !
the hero's thanks for the blessedness of football commentary was quite amusing
sight. Then it suddenly occurred to me
The final Prom of this short season was
that I had, heard Henry Ainley (I,think it
a cheerful affair. The Promsters were in
was he, but no matter) appeal for money
good form. They yelled at everything
PROGRAMME POINTERS
for wireless sets-for the Blind. The
and everybody. No doubt you heard them
thought struck me hard. This play would
Five minutes past nine on a Sunday evening
at the conclusion for at least ten minutes.
be torture to a blind person.
has, for a long period, been a time when one
Yet, I am told, long alter the B.B.C. cut
can
safely
switch
on
and
be
sure
of
a
good
Those of you who heard Wren may
us. off, they sang "For he's a jolly good
contrast
of
programme.
If
you
have
inclined
remember a stuttering retainer in the
fellow." It was only when Sir Henry
towards
light
fare
there
has
generally
been
retinue of Charles II. He actually existed,
beckoned to the band to disperse and the
Albert
Sandler,
or
Tom
Jones,
or
someone
as a matter of fact, so I wrote him a part.
lights were lowered that the Promsters
equally entertaining. These broadcasts have
Only for two minutes, did he play-but I
remembered they had homes.
undoubtedly been very popular. If, however,
had a deeply resentful letter from a stamyour taste has gone deeper you have generally
merer ! That taught me a lesson. Well,
had the choice of a good symphony concert in
Did you like the Kodaly suite? You
I only hope The Country of the Blind has
which somebody has played a concerto, or
ought to see that erformed ! They import
not upset too many people. . I think it
else there has been chamber music and an
all sorts of stfeb
.oking instruments.
attractive vocalist: It is not with any
rather unwise broadcasting.
Part of it alwa
e of the openintention of finding fault on the least provoca.
.
ing._ to "Melisande
e Wood "-only
tion that I complain of a recent Sunday
The Bach Prom was an enormous sucmore so.
evening's broadcasting which did not altercess. Bach is the most popular composer
I think Florence Easton was unwise to
nate in this satisfactory manner. Albert
in England to -day. It was all good, but
Sandler occupied one side of the programme,
sing " One Fine Day " in Italian. Why ?
while the other was devoted to guitar solos
I confess to being quite carried away by
The translation, for once in a way, is
and duets. However well these were played
the playing of Adila Fachiri and Jelly
excellent. Everyone knows it in English
-they were admirably played, as it happened
d'Aranyi in the concerto for two violins
and, for a Saturday night Prom, I think
-I think the serious music -lovers were "done
and orchestra. -How the Promsters yelled !
(By the way, pronounce her Yell,' and not

like the wobbly stuff you eat in the summer-or is it winter ?)
That terrific shout and laughter, about
three minutes after they had finished, was

out" of their usual entertainment. On any
other night . of the week such alternating
might have passed, but not on a Sunday night.

One side should be "dead serious" and the
other distinctly light.

to sing it in Italian was-well, they all
do it ! Miss Easton sang an English
ballad as her first encore, then -resorted

to Gelman lieder for her second. Not too
wise of her, surely ?
WHITAKER-WILSON.
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THE SECRET OF THE
MELODY RANGER REVEALED

HF AMPLIFICATION ON
ALL WAVELENGTHS FOR

THE FIRST TIME

NEW DISCOVERY IN
YOUR DEALER CAN SUPPLY

COIL DESIGN BY
LISSEN MAKESIMAL
ALL -WAVE RECEPTION

POSSIBLE
Mr. Rutherford

Wilkins

designs his

'Melody

Ranger",
around this
new component!

4 WAVE -RANGE COIL
Advertisers Appreciate Mention of f` A.W." with Your Order
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MAKING EARTH
CONNECTIONS
T N most sets it is necessary to

I make some kind

earth

of

connection to metal strip or foil
on the baseboard. The general

practice is to take a short wire
from the terminal of the com-

ponent to be earthed and to clamp
this between the underside of the
component and the metal covered baseboarfl. To make a

firm connection, twist the wire

one of the mounting
screws. Then, as the component

around

IMPROVING PANEL
BRACKETS

bracket along a little, the Ushaped holes enabling this to be

ANCHORING THE LEADS
DON'T have too many loose

panel brackets if the pair you are

DRILLING TERMINAL

should be anchored where possible.

IF you drill your own terminal

to mount small parts, such as

IT is a good plan to make Ushaped holes at the ends of

using are not already so con=
structed. This enables you to
mount the brackets very accurate-

ly in position and to ensure that

they are pressed firmly up against
panel and baseboard when mount-

BLOCKS

I blocks, make sure that you

do not get the screw holes too
near to the lower edge. They
should be arranged so that the

NUT

sure that there is a positive connection to the metal.

BOLT

PANEL
- SLOTTED HOLE.-::

STRIP

BRACKET LOOP

used. If there is any inaccuracy

A

grid leaks, in holders, but to wire
them direct between various
Even these short
terminals.

SCREW HOLES
IN EBONITE

COPIPOMEN1

_METAL- COVERED BASEBOARD

It is often found convenient not

ing the two at right angles. The
tip is of particular value when a
metal panel or baseboard is

is clamped down, you will be

Iti WIRE

leads in the set. Even flexes

done.

in the drilling you can correct
for this simply by sliding the

screws come more or less in the
centre of the plywood when the
terminal block is screwed to the
baseboard. If the holes are too
low or too high they will perhaps

cause the plywood to be split

connecting wires shquld be anchored. You may find that it is
possible to do this in many ways,

as shown by the accompanying
sketch. Here a .condenser of the
double -mounting type is used,

and so there are two free hole-.

when the screws are inserted.

(Continued on page 154)

LEONCOMPONENTS

NECESSARY

Specified for the

BEST POSSIBLE

FOR

RESULTS

I

"MELODY RANGER"
SLEKTUN
SLEKTUN SUPER
L.F. TRANSFORMER
The Transformer von
need for best Possible
results. Specified by
leading

all

set

signers as the

definestobtainable.

Rncom-

mended for the
'"Melody Ranger?'
Ratios
2

3
4
5

:
:

1,

1,
1,

:L

6
GUARANTEED 3 YEARS

H.F. CHOKE

Specially recommended for its

exceptionally high inductance
combined with low self capacity.

bolo
avj, ,* b

A perfect H.F. Choke that is
entirely free from dead spots
and chokes efficiently from 30
to 2,500 metres. Its extremely
low D.C. resist an c e effectively
prevents voltage

drop when used
in

the

anode

circuit of a valve.

You will always get better results with
Slektun Components. They are recommended for their quality by all leading
experts. Ask your dealer specifically for
Slektun. In case of difficulty, write for
complete list.

SLEKTUN PRODUCTS LTD., 21 Douglas St., Westminster, S.W.I.
'Phone: Victoria 3406

t 17{.`Y

'--thoke
`:0-2503
ETRES
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"SKYSCRAPER" RADIO
YOU BUILD IT YOURSELF FROMAToZ
yov.:sAyE...-poutiD4you:,GET-r'RETTEtRADio
This new Lissen " SKYSCRAPER " Kit Set is the only one on the market that you can build
yourself employing a Metallised Screened Grid Valve, High Mu Detector, and Economy
Power Pentode. Around these three valves Lissen have designed a home constructor's kit
the equal of which there has never been before. Why be satisfied with whispering foreign
stations when you can BUILD WITH YOUR OWN HANDS this Lissen " SKYSCRAPER '
that will bring in loudly and clearly distant stations in a profusion that will add largely to
your enjoyment of radio ?

CONSTRUCTIONAL CHART FREE

Lissen have published a 1/- Constructional Chart,
giving the most detailed instructions ever printed
for the building of a wireless set. You can't go
wrong-every part, every wire, every
terminal is identified by photographs.
Everybody, without any technical knowledge or
skill, can safely and with COMPLETE CERTAINTY
OF SUCCESS undertake to build this most modert

of radio receivers from the instructions given and
the parts Lissen have supplied. You can get the
Lissen " Skyscraper Chart FREE from any radio
dealer, or by
posting the COUPON below
direct to factory.

GREAT LISSEN

CHART

FREE

TELLS EXACTLY

WHAT TO DO WITH

EVERY SINGLE

NUT 8 SCREW

YOURS FOR ONLY

8'6 DOWN

To -day you can buy the LISSEN " SKY-

SCRAPER " KIT on Gradual Payment
Terms. " Skyscraper " Chassis Kit,
complete with Valves. CASH PRICE
89/6. Or 8/6 down and twelve monthly
payments of 7/6.
" Skyscraper. " Kit complete with

Walnut Cabinet and in-built Loudspeaker as illus ated, £6 5s. Cash.
d twelve monthly
Or .11/6 down
payments of I

POST
COUPON

BELOW

COUPON
To

LISSEN,

Ltd.,

Dept.

A.W.34, Worple Road, Isle worth, Middlesex.
Please send me FREE copy of
your 1/- "Skyscraper" Chart

OFID "Z
46,0000
KIT
Name
Address

COMPLETE 1N CABINET

gag

WITH LOUDSPEAKER -411

Advertisers Appreciate Mention of `-` A.W." with Your Order

orweaNi
raimails7/1016

Ornately WIreiez!,

RADIO DODGES FOR THE
' MELODY RANGER'"
(Continued from page 152)

in the mounting feet, the condenser being mounted upright.
The wire connected to the free
end of the leak in contact with
this condenser can be looped

baseboard, the point is of particular importance, however. If

the wire opens away from the
terminal as the head is screwed
down, it may easily make acci-

through the free hole. This keeps
it in place.

dental contact with the metal foil

and a short circuit-perhaps a
dangerous one-will result.
MOUNTING CONNECTING
STRIPS

METAL SCREEN EDGES

IF you are cutting your own

vertical screen from alumi-

nium foil, you will find that it is
rather difficult to prevent the
formation of a sharp edge if the
foil is cut with scissors. A sharp
edge is apt to be dangerous
along the top of a screen, for if
the hands are inserted into the set

always likely to happen if the
wire is not put on the terminal

formance, it is advisable to do this
dusting job periodically.

this is an advantage.

CALIBRATING A PRE-SET

such as the "Melody Ranger,"
SECURING SCREENS

IN most

sets vertical

metal

screens are attached to the

baseboard, but are not fixed in any

This can easily be done with a

sets you may like to make a neater

job of the construction by fixing
the screen also to the panel front.

small bracket-a Meccano bracket
for instance-one side of which is
bolted to the panel and the other
to the vertical screen. The bolt of
this bracket on the panel front can
be hidden by some other panel mounted component.

SHORT-WAVE NOISES
ON

generally use the end of an insu-

lated wanderplug as a "foot."
The sketch shows how this is
done. The mounting screw passes
through the ebonite strip and

through the centre of the wander plug top. In this way the socket

A

wire ,should always be looped in
an anti -clockwise direction, so
that it will tend to tighten as the
terminal head is screwed down.
"When baseboard components are

mounted so that their terminals

the short waves even a

small amount of dust in the
moving parts of a set will cause
scratching noises. It is of the
utmost importance to keep shortwave and triple -wave sets absolutely free from dust between the
condenser vanes and at the several

other points where it collects.

A small feather or a pipe cleaner

comes in handy and in a set such

IT'S NEW - IT'S DIFFERENT
IT'S GUARANTEED

-

rat,x)tifiv-it

THERE' is no need to guess at

the setting of a pre-set condenser as a small paper dial can

easily be fixed under the clamping

nut. A white dot should be put

on the knob to give some idea of
the condenser setting. Often one
has to alter the value of a pre-set

condenser when changing over
from local to distant reception.
SEVERAL WIRES ON
ONE TERMINAL
TF

two

or three

leads

are

I. clamped under one terminal
it is sometimes worth clamping
Small nuts
them separately.
should be used to clamp the
intermediate wires, the terminal
head itself being used to secure
the main lead or the flexible one,
if there is one in the group.

PROTECTING FLEX LEADS

WHEN thin battery flexes are
passed through holes in
metal screens there is the chance

that the insulation may become
frayed and a " shcrt" may result.
As it is not convenient to have
very heavy wire for long battery

flexes, the best thing is to provide
additional protection for the

wires, at the point Where they
pass through the screen. Slip a

"THE MELODY RANGER"

are very near to a metal -covered

7/

as the " Melody Ranger," which
has an excellent short-wave,per-

In metal-coveied baseboard sets,

you can

usually the case,

adjustment one may catch on
the sharp edge and do damage.
You will find it a good plan to

bend over the edge of the foil in
U -fashion, thus ensuring that the
sharp edge is out of the way.
CLAMPING UNDER
TERMINALS
TN the ordinary way it doesn't
matter very much if the wire
spreads a little when the terminal
head is clamped down. This is

from the baseboard and the shanks
of the connections will not touch.

way to the panel. In metal panel

mounted parallel with the baseboard and not at right angles, as
is

strip is stood off a. little distance

WHEN small socket or terminal strips have to be

cabinet to make some circuit

shank in the right direction.

JANUARY 28, 1933
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length of systoflex over each

battery lead so that this

will

protect the battery wires against
the sharp edges of the hole.

HERE'S The WEARITE

F

is IM

0

'14111PF

-nothing else will do for your

'MELODY RANGER'
THE Wearite H.F. Choke is the result of much patient
research. It is designed and built to cover from 10-2,000
metres without resonance peaks. Because of this, because of
the name behind it, the designer of the "Melody Ranger" uses
exclusively the H.F.O.

High frequency

instability was the greatest difficulty to be
The designer of the "Melody Ranger" tested and
tested, and only the Wearite H.F.O. pro
efficient.
Don't
jeopardise the quality and performan
pur set, play for
o
overcome.

This

0100'

WEARITE BOOK No.
A.I. WILL HELP YOU
SEND FOR IT TODAY
BEFORE you start "shopping" for your

"Melody Ranger", or for any set, have
this booklet, the A.I. beside you. Resistances, chokes, volume controls, mains
transformers, switches, etc., they are all

the, e-illustrated with full data-get your
L3,, now.

-

safety, use the designer's choice,

the Wearite H.F.O.

616

EAR 11*

Reg. Trade Mark

WRIGHT & WEAIRE Limited,
740, HIGH ROAD, TOTTE N HAM, N.I 7.

Telephone: TOTTENHAM 3847/8/9
26(.1
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EADY
APPROVED AN GUARANTEED

MELODY RANGER KITS
MR. G. P. KENDALL, B.Sc., says : " The performance of the ' Melody Ranger' is astounding."

Build your " Melody Ranger " with a Ready Radio Approved and Guaranteed Kit. You can
be sure of getting first-class results, because :-Ready Radio are the largest Distributors and
Manufacturers of Kits in the World ; Ready Radio are recognised by Trade and Public as the
Distributors for " Amateur Wireless " and all Press Sets ; every Ready Radio Kit is absolutel y
complete. You get everything you need ; Ready Radio's huge factory and organisation are
specially equipped for testing all components, and only those which pass a high standard are used.
All testing is under the personal supervision of Mr. G. P. Kendall, B.Sc.

READY RADIO APPROVED AND

GUARANTEED MELODY RANGER KIT
Complete Kit of tested and matched components.

Insist on Ready

Everything you

Radio Kit !

need to build the " Melody Ranger," including panel, ready cut

All genuine Ready Radio

and drilled, baseboard, all screws and wire. Jiffilinx for wiringthe handiest form of connection ever invented. Together with

MELODY RANGER"
Kits are packed in this
attractive carton with
Look
dust -proof cover.
for it in your dealer's

full instructions and full-sized official blueprint.

ES

. 12 .

6

window.

Or by 12 monthly payments of I Is. 3d.

Handsome Walnut Consolette Cabinet £2: 2 :0
Handsome Walnut Consolette Cabinet,
with Celestion Moving -coil Loud -speaker £3 : 3 : 0
Obtainable from all leading radio dealers throughout the country.

Your

Safeguard - Registered

Users'

Scheme.

By sending us the card enclosed with every Ready Radio Kit, you will
be entered as a Ready Radio Registered User. You will then be entitled
to the Ready Radio Complete Service. Mr. Kendall will, from time
to time, send you notice of any new developments, and you will be able
to write to him on any technical question and benefit by his exceptional
knowledge and experience. Only purchasers of Ready Radio Kits are
entitled to this unique service.

See also pages 156 and 157

READY RADIO MELODY RANGER KITS
Guaranteed by

Approved by

S. RUTHERFORD WILKINS
Thank you for the opportunity of testing out the Ready

G. P. KENDALL, B.SC.
Ready Radio

Melody Ranger " Kits contain only

Radio Kit of my latest all -wave set, the Melody Ranger."
I am glad to be able to pronounce it perfectly satisfactory.

components tested and passed in the Ready Radio
laboratories under my personal supervision.
Every kit is thus guaranteed to give the astounding
results obtained by the designer.
G. P. KENDALL, B.Sc., Chief Engineer, Ready Radio.

READY RADIO LTD., EASTNOR HOUSE, BLACKHEATH, S.E .3.

'Phone : Lee Green 5678.

The results on all wavelengths were quite up to the
standard, and 1 am sure that everybody who builds the
set from your kit will have complete satisfaction.
S. RUTHERFORD WILKINS.
1

Don't Forget to Mention " A.W." to Advertisers

'Grams :

P.eadirad, Blackvil."

mattur Wirer
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ED

F

MELODY RANGER
The Ready Radio Components shown

here are specified for the " Melody
Mr. S. Rutherford Wilkins
has entrusted the most vital components in his wonderful receiver to Ready
Radio-for our great experience in all wave reception makes us pre-eminent
in the design of all -wave components.
Ranger."

L.F, Transformer

Micalog Condenser

Don't be put off with inferior substitutes'
-insist upon Ready Radio Components
and you will get designer's results.
Short-wave Valveholder

S.G. Short-wave
Valveholder

Micadi Condenser

Ready Radio Micalog .0003 Condenser 3/6
Ready Radio L.F. Transformer Ratio 3:i 8/6
Ready Radio Series Aerial Micadi
Condenser (Special low minimum) 3/ Ready Radio Short-wave Valveholder I /3
Ready Radio S. G. Short-wave Valve holder 1 /6
Ready Radio Standard Valveholder - 6d.

Ready Radio Short - wave Extension
Equipment (Set of two),L , -

Standard
Valveholder

2/ -

Obtainable from all ireci&ng radio
dealers throughout the country.
Short-wave Extension Equipment

See also page 155,,

READY RADIO COMPONENTS -MADE
Announcement of READY RADIO, LTD,, EASTNOR HOUSE, BLACKHEATH, S,E.3.

'Phone : Lee Green 5678

Don't Forget to Say That You .Saw it in " A. W."

'C,ra,ns

Readir:1, Blackvil, London

JANUARY 28, 1933
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twateur Wireho

0/if

Specially made for the

"MELODY RANGER"
Our great experience in all -wave radio

enables us to offer the finest coils for
the " Melody Ranger." If you insist
upon Ready Radio Coils you are assured

of the best possible reception.
Their

importance cannot be overemphasised. The purchase of inferior

coils can easily mean that you will miss

many stations which would otherwise
come in at full strength.
The coils cover a wave -range from 12
to- z,000 metres, and the special form of
non -corrodible cont acts make the switching absolutely foolproof and certain.

Every Ready Radio Coil is

efficient

on all wavebands and is manufactured,

tested and passed under the personal
supervision of Mr. G. P. Kendall, B.Sc.
Obtainable ffui all leading radio dealers
throughout the country.

SEE ALSO PAGE

complete with full instructions

BY THE ALL -WAVE EXPERTS
READY RADIO LTD., EASTNOR HOUSE, BLACKHEATH, S.E.3.
You

'Phone : Lee Green 5678.

'Grams : "Readirad, Blackvil."

will Help Yourself and Help Us by Mentioning " A.W." to Advertisers
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Remember that inside the set there are ceding three valves. No special output
The circuit is employed, as most speakers now
other semi -variable adjustments.
most important is perhaps the tapping on incorporate some form of transformer.

" THE MELODY RANGER "
(Continued from page 148)

valve type for the first low -frequency the grid circuits of the first two valves.

Analysed in brief, then, the circuit of

For the short-wave ranges use the direct the." Melody Ranger" consists of a fourstage and a PM2A for the power output.
With these valves the voltages required grid connections and for the medium and
for the high tension and grid bias will be long waves try both direct and tapped
connections. Again, there is the pre-set
as follows
1, 6o to 8o volts ; H.T.+ 2, roo to coupling condenser between the first two
Ito volts; H.T.+ 3, 70 to ioo volts, and valves. For normal requirements use the
maximum coupling.
H.T.-1- 4, 120 volts.

Next week we shall go very fully into
For grid bias : G.B.-r, 11/2 to 3 volts;
G.B.-2, 41j2 to 6 volts, and G.B.-3 the operation of the "Melody Ranger."
Meanwhile, those of you who assemble the

(for variable -mu), 16 volts.

set will be able to gain some idea of the

WAVEBAND SWITCHING

truly remarkable performance that
obtained on all wavelength

The operation of the "Melody Ranger" can be
will be more fully explained in subsequent ranges.
articles, but for the present it is important

to know which wavelength ranges are

covered by the four coil -switch positions.

Looking at the set from the side of the

DET 1.002
i'l fel
I

" THE MELODY RANGER'
CIRCUIT MADE EASY "

cabinet where the switch knob is located,
(Continued from page 136)
and turning in a clockwise direction, that is
The transformer coupling between the
from left to right, the first position gives a
wavelength range of 12 to 38 metres, the first low -frequency amplifying valve and
second from 22 to 90 metres, the third the power output valve is fully de -coupled
from 800 to 1,900 metres, and the fourth with a 30,000 -ohm resistance (note the low
value to ensure maximum high tension on
from 190 to 555 metres.
It will thus be seen that you go from the anode) and a r-microfarad condenser.
The power output valve is of the three ultra -short to short, then to long and
electrode type, capable of handling the
finally to medium wavelengths.
The knobs on the front of the set are large grid -swings developed by the pre soon understood. From left to right we
have aerial -coupling control (for selec"THE MELODY RANGER"
tivity), aerial tuning, volume control (for
THE SET FOR YOU-IT GETS
the variable -mu), reaction control, inter -

valve tuning and finally on -off switch
control.

MORE THAN THE OTHERS

ka.
G.13 -

Fig. 5. A 1,000 -chin fixed resistance acts as
a short-wave choke in series With the
normal high -frequency choke in the anode
circuit of the detector. Note the .002-mfd.

by-pass condenser connected between the
high -frequency choke and low tension

valve sequence, with variable -mu screen grid, detector, resistance -capacity coupled
low -frequency amplifier and transformer coupled power output.
Around this simple sequence of valves
we have built up a_ set that literally bristles
with all the latest circuit improvements.

"GOLTONE" COMPONENTS AGAIN RECOMMENDED
THE "MELODY RANGER"

"GOLTONE"
COMPRESSION
TYPE CONDENSER

Panel or Baseboard Mounting as recommended

for the " Amateur Wireless " " MELODY RANGER."
A unique feature is that this Condenser can be
mounted on the panel and adjusted from outside the
set as with the ordinary controls. Type "1" If- each

FREE

" COLTON E "
SHORT-WAVE
H.F. CHOKE
Highly

recommended

for

1933 48 PAGE

FULLY ILLUSTRATED

RADIO CATALOGUE
the

" Amateur Wireless " " MELODY RANGER," and by the

Technical Press. Valve -holder or

baseboard mounting, R3/26
2/6 each

NOW ISSUED

GOLTONE Components are obtainable
from all First -Class Radio Stores-Refuse

substitutes-If any difficulty write direct.

a0101510116

Kindly mention "AMATEUR WIRELESS" when applying for Catalogue.

PENDLETON.

,,,Ir,S4..MILSIERIZI

JANUARY 28, 1933
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Graham Faris!, sags :

MY NEW 01111ITES ARE

BETTER THAN EVER
because I have been able to make an
improvement which makes all the

I keep pace with Time
and embody in my components all
difference.

that is newest and best. I have called

in all the old pattern and have substituted this latest model OHMITE.
It is now the very finest resistance
that money can buy.

BITTER THAN WIRE WOIMID
The popular and efficient resistances for all general purposes,
All values 300 ohms to 5 megohms.
*1/6d. each.

ILEAC 111-1

Good as the Ohmite has

always been the new im-

The " Melody Ranger" requires-

proved type is even better.

one

It carries more current with a

generous margin of safety,
and simply does not break
and

absolutely

Fitted

with terminals, which obviate
ell as, the'
special holders
ng.
disadvantage

Fit the new OH
and for all time

once

...

30.000
1 meg

4 rneg

Safe Maximum Current Carrying
Capacity of Ohmites "

than wire woo.nd, it is unsilent in operation.

one

1,000

40,000
one ...

together with one vertical mounting holder.

down. Non -inductive, better
breakable

...
...

100'F. Temperature rise.
Ohms
100,000
80,000
60,000
50,000
40,000
30,000
20,000

...
...
...

Milliamps
3.5
4.24
5.
5.5
6.
6.75
...

...

8.

Ohms
Mil hemp s
12.
10,000
20.25
5,000
24.
4,000
3,000
29.
2,000
-35.
40.
1,000
Other values pro rata.

HEAVY DUTY TYPE APPROXIMATELY DOUBLE

C12AII--1,4811 FAMISH
comuosIESITS
MASONS HILL BROMLEY, KENT.

EXPORT OFFICE : 11/11, FENICHIURCH STREET, E.C.11.

Please Mention " A.W." When Corresponding with Adv?rti7crs

JANUARY 29, 1933
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A weekly review of new components and tests of apparatus conducted by J. H. Reyner, B.Sc., A.M.1.E.E.
VARLEY POTENTIOMETER
THE word Varley is usually taken
as a synonym for reliability, and we
imagine this fact was in the mind of the
designer of the new potentiometer which
has recently been placed on the market.
In construction this is of conventional
form but attention has been paid to small
details in order to give smooth operation

beginning of the scale and increases rapidly cover in a threaded end which enables the
thereafter. The contact is smooth and potentiometer to be linked up with other
silent; while a further useful point is that controls, if this is considered desirable.
the operating spindle projects through the Altogether the component is a workmanlike product.

The instrument is rather larger than

some time we have been accustomed to the
use of special types of cross or star shaped

W.B. JUNIOR SPEAKER
THE W.B. Junior Speaker is an interesting example of. the way in which
loud -speaker research has progressed. For

and mechanical robustness.

usual, being 2I/2 ins. diameter and r % ins.

magnets cast in one piece and requiring

deep. The wire is wound round a fibre

somewhat special machinery to magnetise
them. In this W.B. speaker this form of
construction is abandoned altogether and a

strip housed inside a bakelite moulding,
contact being made by a simple slider of
springy material. By the use of the
fairly large size it is possible to use robust
.

wire and there is reasonable prospect of a
long life.
The resistance element is graded, as will

The Varley potentiometer with the cover

be seen from the attached curve, so that
the change in resistance is small at the

removed to sh3w 1112 construction. These
potentiometers can be ganged

built-up structure is used having a Ushaped bar magnet. This is bolted on to
a baseplate carrying the gap in which the
coil moves. The magnet would seem to
be extra strong, since the sensitivity of
(Continued on page 162)

THE OBVIOUS CHOICE!

I

',7.feRee

CA()
WDASSY

The Bowyer -Lowe Mark

"EM

III

Pick-up, as standard in many
first-class Radiograms, is now

CABINET

offered by the famous Mail Order

House of E. J. Heratid, Ltd. on
the simplest monthly tenon.

SEND FOR IT ON 7 DAYS' TRIAL

7(7177 THE

This Pick-up has been designed on the soundest
technical lines to avoid the shortcomings of the

MELODY
ANGER
A strikingly handsome cabinet, chos
y the designers for

average small moving -coil speaker. By employing
a newprincip!e of MATCHED R ESPONSE it gives
a natural effect not before obtainable. Moreover,
the frequency response is from 25 to 6,000 cycles,

the "

Melody Ranger " because of its graceful design and
general utility. Takes up ve,ry_littje space. Strong shelf for
batteries or eliminators, with ifaci for speaker.
Supplied
already drilled for the .4 Melody Ranger."

thus it faithfally raprofaces the entire nags of Vie mnsical scale.

---

The British -made

I WATER

METER

The VOLUME CONTROL situated in the

base and operated by a knob on top of
the pivot, is of log -law type, giving equal
Increase or decrease. Being wire

UNIVERSAL
Is the only

popular -priced

ment testing resistances
as well as batteries,
I valves, circuit, and all

I coroliTel inatis ; -4 readings

1/6

When a substitute is offered, refuse same-and send your order

or composition type, retain its efficiency
unimpaired, indefinitely. The revolving
head facilitates needle -changing. Sup-

1

SEND ONLY

Price : Oak, 35/-; Mahogany, 43/...

wound it will, unlike the usual carbon

instru-

0

ei

14,
"C..,.i0

1 for 7 days' trial. If satinIfled, complete purchase
by 5 monthly payments of 2'6 (rash 12,6)

I

plied in Florentine Bronze finish with
tone -arm rest, firing screws, and full
instructions. Send only 2/8 for 7 days
trial, if satisfied pay further 2/6 at once,
then complete purchase by 7:monthly
payments Of 6/, (Cash, 361-). Illustrated folder with full technical details,
post free.

E. J. HERAUD, Ltd., Dept. AW.17, NUMBER ONE, EDMONTON, LONDON, N.18

Branches: 78/82 Fore St., Edmonton; 77 West Green lid., Tottenham;
34 St. James St., Walthamstow ; and 139 Hertford Bd., Enfield Wash.

direct.
FREE.-Send for free Cameo Cabinet Catalogue giving
particulars of this and other cabinets, or see them all in our
showrooms, open 9.15-5.45. (Sat., 1234

Carrington Mnfg.
Co., Ltd.
Showrooms : 24

Hatton Garden,
London, E.C.I.
'Phone :
Holborn 8232.
Works :
South Croydon.

Post in Id. envelope.
NAME
ADDRESS

14 A.W.
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Graham Farish says :

VOU MUST SEE MY
LATEST ACHIEVEMENT
The production of a Screened Choke became a- vital necessity by the use of H.F.
Chokes in conjunction with Screened Grid Valves in the modern circuits.
I deliberately °set, out to make the most efficient choke yet produced-the L.M.S. This
combines.the advantages of the expensive Binocular choke and the effieiency of the
Screened Choke, but at a price within the reach of every constructor.
Independent technical experts confirm that this latest Graham Farish product achieves
a higher degree of perfection than ever before
attained.

Go to your dealer and ask him to show you the
L.M.S. -Choke.

The L.M.S. is silk wound and has a
consistent high inductance on all wavelengths, whilst its capacity,is negligible.
Particularly suitable for 11. F. Circuit
where high efficient), 'is the first consideration.

EACH

EACH
A. very carefully constructed instru-

ment, compact in size and efficient in
design, with accurately gauged bakelite dielecArks and solid -brass pigtail connection to moving
vanes. MUde in all capacities up to .0005 mfd. in
tuning, straight line capacity and differential types. Used
by many leading manufacturers and specified in sets by
S2UED9

famous designers. One hole fixing ; supplied complete with
terminals.

Td Ott THE BEST FROM YOUR

SET - EARTH IT WITH FILT

90 41

F.:periolly suitable for the'` Melody
Ranger one .0003 required

rid/ MIP

GRAHAM
COMPONENTS
!MASONS HIM BROMLEY, HEW.

EXPORT OFFICE:

FENCIIIILIRCH STREET, E.C.3.

Don't Forget to Say That You Saw it in "A.W."

JANUARY 28, 1933
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Messrs. Wates Radio Ltd. The essential
of success in a device of this kind is simand this new component certainly
the instrument is quite up to standard. plicity
with this requirement. A small
A cone of special "dead" paper is em.- complies
solenoid
attracts
plunger when the
ployed., suspended at the outer edge in the current is applied. the
On the end of this is
customary manner in a pressed steel a pawl which pulls round
a ratchet as the
housing, round the periphery of which is a
moves past. On the return stroke
felt ring for effecting a good airtight con- plunger
the pawl slips over the ratchet and does
tact to the baffle.
An output transformer is mounted on not move the wheel at all. Consequently
" WE TEST FOR :1!013 "

(Continued from page 16o)

switched a mains set on and off a number
of times without any trace of arcing or burning. The device, therefore, can be used with

any type of set whether mains or battery

and is comparatively simple to install.

the chassis, this covering a range of imped- every time the current is applied the ratchet
ance suitable for all the usual output valves wheel is moved round one notch.
There are four notches on the wheel and
including pentodes.
attached to it is a commutator having

alternately a contact and an. insulator.

50,000

Two brushes rest on opposite sides of this

wheel so that there is alternatively a
circuit through the commutator and a

40,000

disconnection.

50,000

In operation, therefore, it is only necessary to pass the current through the wind
ing when the circuit will be changed either
from contact to no contact or vice versa,
dependinn.c'upon its existing position. An

50,000

10.000

One of the new W.B. Mansfield Speakeri
-the Junior model

RESISTANCE KITS FOR THE
" MELODY RANGER "
required to operate the device. The cur- Fir HE Radio Resistor Company of r,
This curve shows the grading of the Var:ey
" pot " tested
rent taken is actually 11/2 amps, but as this I Golden Square, London, W.', are
flm7vs for a short time the bittery putting up a special kit of the five hand The reproduction was good and free from only
should
for quite a long period.
tested Erie resistors 'specified for the
any serious resonances and if mounted on . The last
mechanism though "Melody,Ranger."
A feature of this kit is
a baffle of suitable dimensions the bass simple commutator
appears to be quite effective. We the inclusion of three hard brass links of
was well in evidence. Altogether it can
very small dimensions to enable leads to
be considered a very creditable production,
be attached to these wire -ended resistances
having regard to the low price of 27s. 6d.
AMAZING PERFORMANCE,
without the trouble of soldering. The
WATES REMOTE CONTROL
BUT SIMPLE TO BUILD
complete kit in a neatly labelled carton
THOSE readers who like the use of
costs 5s. 3d. and each 'can be obtained from
"A.W.'s " sensational new receiver,
remote control will be interested in the
any retailer or direct from the manufacthe
"
Melody
Ranger
"
distance switch recently marketed by
turers.
00

50

40

GO

80

100

120

AO

ordinary flashlamp battery is all that is

180

180

IT HAD TO BE GOOD
EVERY SIGNAL
RECEIVED BY THE
"MELODY RANGER"
HAS TO PASS

out of the

THROUGH THIS

HEAYBERD,
HANDBOOK;
Do you want to know how to
build a Mains Unit, a Battery

Charger or a Unit for ener-

gising the field of a moving coil speaker? Full details are given in the

Heayberd Handbook of kits for many
purposes.

Seventeen different circuit

diagrams. Hints and tips on serviceing.
And . . . complete details of the many
Mains Units, Chargers, Transformers,
Chokes, etc., available.

Whatever your

need in mains working-Heayberd the
mains specialists can help you.

GREATEST SET
Sovereign manufacture a full range
of components including Fixed Condensers, H.F. Chokes, Transformers,

etc., suitable for use in
the "Melody Ranger." If you do not
Resistances,

Sovereign Catalogue before building
this set.

POST COUPON

electric supply.

SO SOVEREIGN IS
OFFICIALLY RECOMMENDED
It is essential that the pre-set
condenser in this set be accurate
FOR ffA.W.'s" 'and
s ble, or the whole perfor-

know the full range, send for the

Remember-lreayberd components have been consistently
specified by "A. W." and contemporary set designers.

I enclose 3d. stamps for fully illustrated and
informative Handbook- Mains 5Power for
Your Radio," packed with useful hints, tips
and diagrams for running the radio from the

COMPONENT

I

10 FINSBURY STREEt,

Address
A.W.5

LONDON, E.C.Z.
One minute from Moorgate
Station.

"Melody Ranger" is

: Ey using a Sovereign

ser (.00017 mfd.)

eliminate all risk
t the designer's

ow
ndation, and save
you ri
ney, without sacrifice
to efficiency.
The Sovereign Pre-set Condenser
as recommended

for the " Melody
Ranger " is obtainable from all
Radio

Dealers,
and costs only ...

YBER

111111111111111111Iiiiii

MONAR:11 OF THE
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rnan
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r

timmumunuonl,
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llimulliminnim

1/3

In cases of difficulty send
direct ; also for Catalogue
to Dept. A.W.1.

SOVEREIGN PRODUCTS LIMITED,
Sovereign House, Rosebery Avenue,
LONDON
E.C.I.
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Matt
LAYOUT PLAN AND WIRING DIAGRAM OF THE " MELODY RANGER "-"Amateur Wireless," January 28, 1933.
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Wire No. 49.-First take it round the high -tension -

foil.

the resistance will not short on to the foil.

No. 46 goes, and then bent up at right angles to the baseboard,

Wire No. 36.-If the sleeving of, this wire is taken under
the soldering tag . of the L.F. valve holder to which wire

shaped before being fixed finally to the tapping blocks of the
tuning coils.
The resistances held by the wiring must be kept clear of the
metal foil of the baseboard. -

The pairs of wires No. 6 and 7, and 17 and 18 must be

three-point switch.

negative terminal and then on round the fixing bush of the

THE NUMBERS ON THESE WIRES CORRESPOND WITH THOSE ON THE BLUEPRINT

shaping the ends of the wires. The U-shaped wires are fixed

U-shaped Loops.-Wires No. 2, 5, 43, 46, 47, 48 and 5o
are not fully looped, as- the connections are made by U -

sleeving lengths vary according to the size of the loops to be
made-roughly between % in. and r in.
All the wire shown outside the sleeving forms the actual
loop-there is no spare wire.

Round Loops.-The wire ends extending beyond the

ABOVE we show all the wires needed for the wiring up of
the components of the "Melody Ranger." In addition,
you will see that the exact lengths of sleeving for these wires
are also given.
The wire to use is No. 20 round -tinned -copper, and with
this use i-millimetre insulated sleeving.

.

=p.1....

diagrams

size

these
actual -

direct
from

your
wires

Measure

--=37 =mismovenewalow

29

=110, 01= 26

20
22
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RANGER"
WIRES (ACTUAL SIZE) for the "MELODY
by the baseboard screws between the components and the
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Home construction may not appeal
to everyone. You may well prefer
the finest Radio results ready for use
without any trouble. In Columbia
Radio you have perfection of melody,
range, and absolute reliability.
Here, then, is a model many consider the
ideal - the outstanding Columbia All -

Electric Four. A luxury model in both
performance and appearance, yet quite
modest in price. An examination of the

rrrre

*Pleas
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dlock
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.1114-e send

415 el,7e Cate"e

*C ross

Name
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...
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cut th
IQ and
Col Post i

to meet the most exacting demands of
the radio enthusiast. A demonstration-

af

67Thhia Vie °f
° 9° Gns.)°cIels
our if

Address

brief description given proves its power

e'151474.)

irdhome,
WilPfSet
demo
ur nblig1.5.5,_freae-

.... ......

.....

ATr 2

aiZ)bian an tin

......
98/108sealed e
ClerkeniZelooe
be

ell

freely arranged-will convince you. It is
a model well, worth knowing better-fill
in the coupcm NOW.

Columbia

ALL -ELECTRIC FOUR
You will Help Yourself and Help Us By Mentior'stg "A. W." to Advertisers
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DEN
IN MY WIR-E
ESS
7 4r&THEORETICAL
WEEKLY HINTS -

tode, it is easily overloaded and the tendency seems nearly always to be to overrun it.
The same circuit arrangement, but having a less effective valve, or one having a

lower impedance, may turn out to be much
safer. I know how one tries to obtain the
BY
maximum magnification from a given number of valves, but in practice it is not always
to do this. If the low -frequency, side is
Thus the mains cord has three insulated wise
USING A MAINS AERIAL
arranged to provide only a moderate
wires.
Two
of
them
are
used
to
connect
ANY commercial sets have a mains the mains plug and the set, while the third amplification, the average results may be
better than when a high amplification
aerial. This may take the form of a
one end joined to the first tuned circuit much
is obtained.
connection from the aerial coil through a has
and
the
distant
end
is
not
connected.
fixed condenser to one side of the primary This form of aerial is fair and may provide
A MATTER OF CONTROL
winding of the power transformer.
that is needed. You can easily try it
The condenser used must be capable of all
THE volume control in many sets is
it may be good enough.
standing the relatively high voltage to and
actually a potentiometer or resistance
A third type of aerial consists of a few
which it is subjected arid a r,000- or_1,5oo- feet
of wire arranged around the inside of connected to one or more of the valves.
volt D.C. test is usually applied to the type the cabinet
of the set. One end is joined to It may have a straight winding,
advised.
the
first
tuned
circuit and the other end is winding of resistance wire being uni orm
A capacity of from .000i to .00r, accordThis small aerial is also satisfac- along the length of the former which
ing to the aerial tuning coil; is used and the insulated,.
carries it.
condenser must be a specially selected one tory on occasions and is easily tried.
Some types have a different winding,
and not an ordinary type.
GETTING MORE AMPLIFICATION however,
and are referred to as a graded
The results vary according to the local
conditions. In my own case, the results are IT is possible to obtain very considerable pattern. The object of varying the winding
amplification from the stage comprising is merely to obtain a more uniform variaquite good when the set is connected to one

CoNSTRLICSIONAL

JAMES

of the lighting points and poor when the plug the detector and its coupling to the grid
is fitted in a power point. ResUlts are found circuit of the power valve.

tion in the output of sound from the set,

due, I suppose, to differences in the wiring.

Thus some controls have a logarithmic
winding and a satisfactory uniform varia-

to vary widely even in the same district,

Another form of aerial consists of an
insulated wire arranged with the wires of

the flexible connecting cord joining the set
and the electric point.
One end of this aerial wire is connected to

the first tuned circuit of the set and the
other end is, of course, left free.

I am not sure whether it is worth trying
to obtain the maximum, however, as a circuit which- is being pushed to the limit is
usually not very stable and, further, may
not give good quality.
You can use a detector valve having a
steep slope and a medium impedance resistance -transformer coupled to the power
valve.- If the power valve is a small pen -

PREH

by adjusting the magnification in a certain
way.

tion in the strength is obtained. It is
necessary to connect the component the
right way round or the right results will
not be obtained, the decrease being too
rapid instead of steadily falling off as the
knob is turned.

THE

POTENTIOMETERS
MEET EVERY KNOWN NEED
The new range of variable resistances has been designed to meet
the demand for a component with a particularly silent and smooth
movement.

The curve of the potentiometer is arranged " straight line," which
gives a straight-line ratio between angular movement and resistance
variation.
The resistances can be supplied with straight line " or logarithmic
curves according to requirements.
In resistances of a value more than 50,000 ohms, the guaranteed
tolerances are- 15 per cent. and +30 per cent. of the rated values.
In the case of low -value resistances the corresponding guaranteed

tolerances are -- or - 10 per cent.
These components are also supplied with a combined switch,
making an extremely neat and robust unit. The switch has a quick
make -and -break movement and will handle 1.2 amperes at 250 volts

without arcing.

Prices for your special requirements on application

NOW REDUCED TO 101
Increased demand, enlarged turnover enables us to offer this popular tuning

unit at this remarkable price. Cuts out coils.
Covers all wave -lengths from 200 to 2,000
metres. Easy fixing ; simple tuning. Free

wiring diagrams supplied.
From all dealers or direct : ,

BRITISH GENERAL MANUFACTURING CO. LTD.,
Brockley Works, Lon clOti, S.E.4.

BUILT TO LA -ST A LI FE -TI ME

S. IR

RADIO

19R2E TNS
,,,

CiAlirri

Model No. 234.-Beautiful Queen Amin style Radio -gram Cabinet,
3 ft. 3 in, high by 2 ft. 6 in0. R. 6 in. deep. Takes Panel
19 in. by 12 in. or smaller.
for any type of Gramophone
Motor, including Garrard Automatic Record Changer and the largest
H.T. and L.T. Batteries made. Accommodates 35 Records each side of
set. If desired, you can have a Panel

27 in. long by omitting Records

Osborn Super Acoustic

Machined ready to assemble. Oak, 0210 0; Mahogany.

Any sire hole cut free

ready to polish. Oak, 24 10 0 ; Ma-

24 in. by
30 in. by

Storage. Height between baseboard
and motor board, 121 in.
PRICES.

POTENTIOMETERS AND RHEOSTATS
Preh Manufacturing Co., Ltd., Broadwater Road, Welwyn Garden City.

Manufacturers and Wholesalers only supplied.

Sole Sales Organisation: Harwell, Ltd., The Sessions House, Clerkenwell Green, E.C.I.
Phone: Clerkenwell 6905-6.

dap

Baffle Board prevents 90
per cent. speaker worry

23 15 0; Walnut, 2410 0. Assembled

Guaranteed no vibration
18 in: by 18 in:, 3/-

hogany, 24 15 0; Walnut, 65 100.
Assembled and polished.
Oak,

36 in. by 36 in., Lvs.

!b. 10 0 ; Iffahoganv, 2135 0 ;Walnut,
27 5 0, AU Models Carriage Paid.

24

51-

30 in., /1/-

Carriage
Paid V.N.
Send for Free Sample.

CHAS. A. OSBORN, Dept. A.W.,
REGENT WORKS,

ARLINGTON STREET, LONDON,

N.1.

Telephone : Clerkenwell 8095. Showrooms : 21 Essex Road,
Islington, N.1. Telephone : Clerkenwell 5634.
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the NEW
0051iAMBDik"
that brings
'fie140%kci to your
Ps

le

kOgerti
COMPLETE WITH

BATTERIES AND
ACCUMULATOR,
THREE VALVES
AND MOVING COIL SPEAKER
HERE'S the very Set you
have been waiting for. The
Set that brings you a completely

new thrill of power and purity.
Station after station from all

and 12 monthly Payments of
17/6 each

over the world rolls in on the

turn of a single knob-clear-cut, tone -true, and full-strength. The phenomenal performance and clear, crisp moving coil reproduction make the

ATLAS "LAMBDA" a set you'll be intensely proud to own. The H.T.

consumption is only 6/7 milliamps, which doubles the life of H.T. Batteries.
Refinements include Selectivity Adjustment, Provision for Pick-up and
External Speaker, and matchless Walnut Cabinet.
Guaranteed for twelve months you must test the ATLAS "LAMBDA" for
yourself. Ask your dealer for a demonstration to -day and insist on hearing it
and also the "ATLAS TWO " for Mains and Battery operation. If your
dealer cannot supply write direct to us.

THE ",.TEAS TWO"

A.C. and M. . Mains Models
£10i 10r9d. Fkr 20/- DOWN.
BA1TEarY 11ADEL £6 10s.
or .2ts...;.. LLCM& without
battenies.

rlicn,mgzmoo

L`

Messrs. H. Clarke & Co., (M(cr.), Ltd.,

George Street, Patricroft, Manchester.
Please send full details of "ATLAS"
Receivers and Mains Units.

RECEIVERS AND MAINS UNITS

_FAME

ADDRESS

H. CLARKE Sc CO., (M/CR.), LTD., PATRICROFT, MANCHESTER.
London : BUSH HOUSE, W.0 2. Glasgow : G.E.S. Co., Ltd., 38 OSWALD STREET.

20/4/2

Mention of

"Amateur Wireless

to

Advertisers

will

Ensure Prompt Attention
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NOW-for

most brilliant set

till'FfEL,SEN
Full size Blueprint, with complete
building and operating instructions

supplied FREE with every kit!
THE Ultra Selective TELSEN 'ASTRAL 3' smashes all
existing standards of kit set value and design. It costs
less to buy and less to run. It is easier to build and
easier to operate. It is up-to-the-minute in design and
ahead of all the rest in performance. Its selectivity is simply
astounding, its range enormous, its reproduction superb. Yet

every component you require for building it, together with
full size blueprint and detailed instructions, is contained

"complete in the box" for 39/ 6 ! You may already have some

of the components by you, in which case you can obtain the
blueprint and full building and operating instructions post

free for 1/.. Whichever you do, you can be sure that in
building the TELSEN 'ASTRAL 3' you are building the
finest set from every point of view. Go to your dealer now.
Complete kit of parts,
including panel, base.

board, terminals,

battery cords, and all
accessories

39r6
RADIO COMPONENTS
ANNOUNCEMENT

OF

THE

TELSEN

ELECTRIC

CO.,

Obtainable from all
radio dealers.

LTD.,

ASTON, BIRMINGHAM

You will Help Yourself and Help Us by Mentioning "A.W." to Advertisers
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you can build the
ever designed ..

ST AL

Skewing the dignified
'commercial' appearance

imparted by the handsilver oxidised
escutcheon of the T risen
313 Disc Drive.
some

Illustration of the com-

pletely assembled Telsen

'Astral 3' Kit

additional).

(valves

g

The TEL EN 'ASTRAL 3' embodies every ultra -modern
refinement, including slow-motion disc drive control, air spaced logarithmic condensers,decoupling in circuit, separator

control and handsome silver oxidised escutcheon plate.
Mention of "Amateur Wireless " to Advertisers will En5are Pr orn't Attention

envaiturWireks5
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The Editor does not necessarily agree with
the views expressed by readers anddoes not
accept responsibility for the letters published. Letters cannot be published which do
not bear the sender's full name and address

A Speaker Hint
SIR,-Like many other wireless enthusiasts,, I have now substituted my old

cone speaker, which hasgiven mesuch good
service, for one of the latest moving -coils.

My set is installed in a large cabinet, and

a note of a certain frequency Y, will show tion of Workmen Radio Amateurs), the
Socialist radio broadcasting association, one
side -band frequencies X+ Y and X-Y.
of the many parties that make use of either
G. F. (Glasgow).
Hilversum or Huizen (at present using the
Huizen 'station with the " A.V.R.O.," but
Valve Standards
SIR.-We read with considerable interest, called HilVersum in order to avoid mix-ups).
THERMION'S note entitled " Valve The " V.A.R.A:" seems to have a number
Standards" on page 46 of your issue of of records of the various hours chimed by
Big Ben and these are run off now and
January 14.
As, however, we consider the paragraph again according to Dutch time.- What
is likely to give listeners an erroneous A. 0. heard was the sound of traffic around
impression of the effect of reasonable Big Ben-this can be plainly distinguished.

the speaker was put on a baffle and screwed departure from the published average The" V.A.R.A. " operates on fixed days, such
behind the fret.
characteristics of modern valves, we are as Wednesday,. .8 a.m. to 12 p.m.; Friday

I was not at all pleased with the results.

Certainly I

heard notes that were not

tempted to comment at some length.

from 8 to,12 a.m.; 4 to 8 p.m., and i i to

In the first place we admit that the 12 p.m.; Saturday, 8 a.m.--t6 12 p.m., and

noticed before, but I seemed to have lost values of mutual conductance quoted by on Sundays generally from 8.3o to Jo a.m.
that " brilliancy " of tone which I was THERMION all fall within our standard and 5 to 8 p.m. All other days and hours
"with the excepaccustomed to get from my old Celestion. manufacturing tolerances, but as the result are used by the "
After many experiments I am now getting of considerable research and investigation, tion of Mondays, on which day a'so-called
reception which to my mind is as good as we have satisfied ourselves that no material general programme of "neutral" colour is
any I have heard. Perhaps other readers advantage is gained by adhering to closer broadcast, alternately with the " V.A.R.A. "
and " A.V.R.O."
will be interested to know how I obtained tolerances.
The " Avro " always commences during
it.
It is possible to compute mathematically
My cabinet is placed across the corner and to confirm by experiment the difference the weekdays with the record " Happy
of the room, and about 2 ft. away. I have in performance between two screen -grid Days are Here Again" and closes with the

removed the back and suspended the valves of the same make and type, but Dutch National anthem, "-Wilhelmus."
baffle and speaker from the shelf at the having mutual conductances representing The " V.A.R.A. " generally closes with some
rear with rubber cable, speaker pointing respectively the upper and lower limits of "red" music, hence A. 0.'s remark on
towards the wall. Results are now extremely

the manufacturing tolerances as represented
good, and " boominess" and " resonance ' by the figures which THERMION quotes.
have completely disappeared. The sound If two such valves were operated in conis nicely diffused through the room, and junction with reasonably efficient tuned
this is undoubtedly caused by the sound circuits, of the order of too,000 ohms
waves being thrown back by the angle of impedance, the difference in stage gain
the wall.
would be extremely small and would be of
J. K. (Birmingham).
the order of 1 decibel only-an amount
which cannot be distinguished by the ear.
In spite of the special precautions taken
Re " This Side -band Business "
to
uniform physical dimensions of
IR,-Your correspondent E. H. (West themaintain
electrodes of modern valves, a range
Norwood) has tried to make it clear of variation
characteristics inevitably
that the B.B.C. experts are all wrong with occurs duringinmanufacture,
but we assure
regard to side bands. He states that you that the working tolerances
permitted
"modulation is produced essentially by in the final tests of all Mullard valves
are
varying the intensity of the carrier wave.'
I may be wrong, but I think this should sufficiently restricted to ensure no sensible
read, " modulation 'is prOduced by adding difference between the performances of any
an audible frequency or frequencies to valves falling within these limits.
The Mullard Wireless Service Co. Ltd.
that of the carrier wave."
Light consists of a number of frequencies (London).
which can be split up into their respective

S

bands by means of a quartz prism or
spectroscope.

These frequencies gradually mingle into
one another.

similarity to Moscovv.

By the way, "P.H.O.H.I," Philips' shortwave station, closed down on June 1, 1930,
and re -commenced operations on December

24, 1932, but I don't think it is still on the
old wavelength.
J. F. (The Hague, Holland).

Another -Smash
IR,-Here is an incident similar to that
reported by "Puzzled" (Blackburn),

S
" A.W." December 31, 1932.

About two years ago an acquaintance

arrived -at our house about 11.30 p.m. with
a four -valve portable. As our set was a

modeSt two-Valver he started to demonstrate his set. When he had had it going

full strength for a few minutes, a loud

crack was heard from the glass cupboard.
Upon investig
glass cake' stand

was found with

g snapped off.
Mystified, we trie
-..how it had
broken, but nothing
fallen and the
Hilversum Chimes
SIR,-Reading two letters printed on stand was still in its usual place.
J.G.C.(Hull).
page' 22 of " A.W.'! .of January 7,
' The Chimes from Hilversum," I can

Take the light emanating from burning inform you that these are sent out at
A popular Midland item is the miscellany
sodium and add to it (or modulate it with) various times by the " V.A.R. A. "-Vereenig- entitled " Etc.. . . Etc." The new one-to
a light IrOm .which -.all yellow has. been . mg van Arbeiders Radie'.Amateurs (Associa- be broadcast from the Midland Regional
extracted.
Pass this modulated light
on February 18-consists of three items,:
through Ate :spectroscope and the other
negro spirituals from the Midland Studio
The
EditoVinvites
letters
from
readers
on
bands will be seen' on either side of the
Chorus, under the direction of Edgar
all interesting radio subjects.
For
the
sodium bands.
Morgan; John Overton's "The Valley of
most interesting letter published each
In the same way the electro-magnetic
Enchantment," presented by Edgar Lane,
week a general-purpose valve or other

vibrations of a wireless transmitter on a
definite frequency X, when modulated by

component to the same value will be given.

and a skit " Knocked 'em in the Charing
Cross Road."
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"MELODY,

FOR TM Wireless Rilittlir
In practically every popular circuit which has appeared you will

find Bulgin Products incorporated, a sure indication that set

designers have every confidence in recommending them. This
splendid new receiver, "The Melody Ranger," incorporates a
Bulgin Volume Control, specially chosen for lasting efficiency and

compactness, and one of the famous Bulgin range of switches,
which are renowned for their positive action and reliability.

FIRST MENTIONED AND DEFINITELY INCORPORATED

List No.

VC. 36

Price

VOLUME CONTROL 50,000 ohm

4/ -

Complete with K.6 Bakelite Knob and Insulated Bush

S.39

JUNIOR 3 -POINT SWITCH
Insist on Burgin you get the Best

IMMEDIATE

1/-

FROM ALL

DELIVERY

DEALERS

BLILGIN
Telephone:
Grangettood 3266

Telephone:
Grungetvood 3267

A. F. BULGIN & CO. LTD., ABBEY RD., BARKING, ESSEX

Recommended for the
For this wonderful set the designer has
recommended two Utility .0005 Condensers

and two Utility Slow-motion Dials.

Utility Condensers are as good as any
available. The Utility S.M. Dials are the
very best made and are absolutely essential

'MELODY
RANGER'

for the set if you wish to get the full
benefit of the short-wave side; ask any
short-wave expert-they all use Utility
Normally one would expect to
pay a little more for the finest slowmotion dial made, but in this special
S.M. dials.

instance we are making a special price
for the dials and condensers. We offer
the complete kit of two .0005 condensers
(I85G) and two slow-motion dials (WI81)
for one pound.

PAIR OF EACH FOR

20

Post free from us if your dealer cannot supply.

WILKINS & WRIGHT, LIMITED
Utility Works, Holyhead Road, Birmingham.
LONDON AGENTS:

112

E.

R. Morton, Ltd., 22 Bartlett's Buildings, Holborn
Circus, E.C.4.

Relmont

To Ensure Soeedy Delivery, Mention "A.W." to Advertisers
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SETS OF THE SEASON

ATLAS LAM
BATTERY
A NOTABLE addition to the growing

IA, range of worth -while battery sets is

this Atlas three-valver, which I have. just
had the pleasure of trying out for an evening at my home in south-west London.

without any trace of overloaded power Situated, as I am-, some twenty miles valve distortion.
from Brookmans Park with ai normal
Driving this admirable little speaker is

6o -ft. aerial and efficient earth, I am in a one of the most efficient three -valve chassis
good position to test such a set being I have tried this season. The circuit is
sufficiently near to try the selectivity of conventional, being a screen -grid of the
the set and yet far enough outside the variable -mu type, followed by a detector
swamp area to get plenty of foreigners clear and a transformer -coupled power output.
of the locals.
High-efficienty aerial and inter -valve
There must be thousands of listeners in coils are used, and these are tuned by a
much the same position as I am in relation two -gang condenser with a trimmer superto a B.B.C. regional. From tests of the imposed on the main control knob.
On the front of the cabinet are fitted the

controls, which are remarkably easy to
operate and few in number. The wave change switch knob is on the left and the
reaction on the right. Between these is the
tuning knob and just above it is the tuning
scale, which is marked in wavelengths.
Medium waves extend from 190 metres

to 56o metres in graduated steps of zo
metres. This is an exceptionally wide
tuning range and gives some idea of the
efficiency of the tuning -coil design.

long waves go from 900 metres to

The

2,000

" Melody
Ranger " stakes his reputation on

Metres in steps of ioo metres.

its success and chooses a Regentone
" I have officially
Mains Unit.
specified your Mains Unit type

connections. In addition, there are connections for a gramophone pick-up. Then, to

W./.C.," he writes. Type W.I.C.
10s.
Other Regentone
costs
Mains Units (there's one for every
battery set,,to fit inside any portable) from 39s. 6d. or 7 6 down.

between foreigners uncomfortably close to
each other.

The

designer

of the

At the back of the metal chassis inside
the cabinet we find the aerial and earth
one side is an aerial -coupling control, which
comes in very useful in obtaining separation

Economical Running
Now for the results of my tests : Firstly,

I measured the anode current, having
The Atlas Lambda is of metal chassis construction and provision is made for a
gramophone pick-up

Atlas set I can now add -that there must
also be thousands who would find this an

.-...

^tlnuY

FILL IN THIS COUPON NOW
Please send rne, FREE and POST FREE, full details of
Regentone Mains Units.
Name
Address

A.W.5.

REGENTONE LTD., Regentone House, 21 Bartlett's
Buildings, Holborn Circus, London, E.C.4.

Telephone: Central 8745 (5 lines).
W. E. Beardsall & Co., Victoria Bridge,

Northern Distributors

Manchester.

read the makers' claim about economical
running. Believe me, the makers do not
exaggerate. The total anode current is only
7 milliamperes. This, ftitsnch an efficient
three-valver, is remarkable.
The output valti-K%an VP% which, with
4 1/2

volts grid lJ and 120 volts high

tension, provides amAllt volume. Of course,
ideal investment.
The set is of the table -cabinet type, with the -volume you get froth a set depends not
self-contained loud -speaker and batteries, only on the amount of power developed
needing only an aerial and an earth to by the power valve, but on the sound output

complete the installation.

The walnut obtained from the speaker with a given
power. That is where the Atlas speaker

cabinet is pleasingly designed with an open
back to permit the bass notes to be brought
out without " boom."
The loud -Speaker is exceptionally good
for such an inexpensive set, being the wellknown Atlas moving -coil with permanent

makes such a difference. The LP2 and the
Atlas moving coil make an admirable
combination.
The quality .at the. maximum permissible
volume is good. There is a pleasing degree
magnet. The sensitivity of this speaker is of bass and the top -note response is quite
above the average, and accounts no doubt definite. The locals come through with a
for the ample volume that is obtained
(Continued on page 174).
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THE AERIAL WHICH MADE BROADCASTING POPULAR

We have sold our

Vittitiott0111111

Aerial

The B.B.C. recently announced that the 5,000,000th
licence had been issued. Our sales exceed 7,000,000
Aerials. This difference is accounted for by our

exports to all parts of the world.
ANOTHER BRITISH RECORD FOR AN ALL BRITISH WORKS

This is equivalent to an express train travelling at sixty
miles an hour for 55.'2 days, pounding its way from

dawn to dawn, eating up miles represented by the
7,000,000 ELECTRON AERIALS sold. Seven million
lengths, insulated with vulcanised rubber, covered

with the finest quality braiding, heavily waxed and
compounded.
Proof against exposure, PROOF
AGAINST LIGHTNING. The finest Aerial ever
offered to the wireless enthusiast; no better Aerial
has ever been produced. Ask your dealer for it.
................
111111111111111

1111E1111H

...... ....

Replace your Aerial with the New SUPERIAL and

GET
COVERED NOW
FOR THE 1100 GUARANTEE AGAINST
BQXED

ATTRACTIVELNE
T

I

IN

FOLLOWING

THE

1; 4NGTHS

100 ft. '3/6
SO ft. 119

75 ft. 216
25 ft. II -

ON SALE EVERYWHERE
Satisfaction

Guaranteed -or

Cash

Refunded

Telegrams

Fill in this form and post it wit') your empty SUPERIAL carton and our
official cover note will be sent immadiataly.
NAM'S (block letters)
ADDRESS

Where did you purchase SLINERIAL?
(Retailer's name and address).

by

Uhe KEW LONDON ELECTRON WORKS Ltd.
89, EAST HAM LONDON.E.6
7'',phtm'& : (rangewood, 1408-0, 13113.

DAMAGE TO YOUR RECEIVER BY LIGHTNING

"Staamum,- Loadoa

This Guarantee covers you for a period of 2 years from date of purchase.
Date purchased

Length

THE NEW LONDON ELECTRON WORKS, LTD., 8) East Ham, London, E.6

To Ensure Speedy Delivery mention "A.147." with Order
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"ATLAS LAMBDA BATTERY 3'

BUY THE
ilp4/;
RESISTANCE,m..

(Continued from page 172)

realism all too rare in battery sets.

O s.v4

The next point that impressed me when
testing this set was the wide spacing of the
stations. Again I point to the good design
of the coils. There is no doubt that the
makers have achieved something out of the
ordinary in these coils.

OF

PROVED

The selectivity is well under control.
You can, by suitable adjustment of the

DUBILIER

PERFORMANCE

input condenser, obtain Strasbourab clear
of London Regional, and Scottish Regional
came in absolutely without a trace of the

TESTS Noil

LOAD

local.

This unusual selectivity was obtained by

reducing the input and increasing the
reaction nearly to the maximum. The

CHARACTERISTICS
.

reaction is very smooth and you can go
right up to the oscillation point without
any " overlap" or " plopping."
The trimmer on the tuning knob works

100,600 onias

well, and keeps the condenser "in gang"

1

over the whole of the wavelength ranges.
The volume from the local stations with

rr
0.5

i:i

i

0

WK,2

2.0

,.5

BRIEF SPECIFICATION.
,--,

Makers : H. Clarke & Co., Ltd.
Price : 9 15s., complete with valves and
batteries.
Valve Combination : Screen -grid variable mu (Osram VS2), detector (Osram HLz),
and power (Osram LPz).
Power Supply : Self-contained batteries,

'1

1.0 MEG BM

pa

v.. rrs

o

3

a

es

comprising i2o-volt high-tension, 4F

volt grid -bias, and 2 -volt accumulator.
Power Consumption : 7 milliamperes total

anode current with maximum high

tension and grid bias.
Type : Table -cabinet set with permanent magnet moving -coil loud -speaker.
Remarks : A fine value -for -money battery
set giving exceptional performance in
range and tone.

When tested with the rated load applied for 16 hours each day,
the resistance value always comes back to the initial value after
cooling. The "hot" resistance also remains constant over long periods.

You can ill afford to incorporate inferior Resistances in your set!
Besides,

it's

not worth the risk when you can buy Dubilier

the reaction at zero overloaded the power

Metallized Resistances and
be certain of getting infinitely
better results; results that
leave no room for complaints
or regrets, because Dubilier
Resistances are subject to the
most exacting tests be!ore
being released for sale.

valve, but this was put right when the
input condenser control was set towards its
minimum. With maximum input and
maximum reaction such stations as Brussels
No. 2 fully loaded the- L132 power valve,

with the result that

full volume was
obtained from a large number of foreign

stations.
On the long waxes there are also plenty

of stations, Radio Paris being almost as
strong as the locals, and quite clear of all
trace of Daventry National.
SET TESTER.

Therefore when you are
buying

your

Resistances

for the " Melody Ranger "
specify Dubilier.

They

are unive sally stocked by
all Dealers.
I

watt type,11.2

2

wall type, 2;..

John Foulds,
Birmingham on

-,1zo

9otaposer,

visits

uftryn38, to conduct

the Philharmonic Sig ,Orchestra in a

new suite of his ow , en,tit ed " Hellas."
The Welsh Interlude fbr West Regional
listeners will be given by the Rev. Gwilym
Owen on January 3o.
The Cathedral Quartet gives seven songs

3 watt type, 3/c.

UBILIE

from the Midland studio on February 1.
This quartet was among the first artistes

to appear before
Birmingham.

METALLISED RESISTANCES

the microphone in

R.9

DUBILIER CONDENSER CO., (1925) LTD.
Ducon Works, Victoria Road, North Acton, London, W.3

Owing to the special demand of the "Melody
Ranger" upon our space in this issue we regret
that we have been compelled to curtail some of
our regular features.
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Why it

is SPECIFIED
for the

NOTES
By SHORT -WAVER

`MELODY
RANGER'

LI HORT-WAVE reception in the north of
"3 England appears to be infinitely better
than that to which I have been accustomed
in the south. I was most surprised to find
that in Glasgow, Zeesen could be received

at full loud -speaker strength with the
reaction set at zero. This does not indicate very much, but really, the signal

strength was excellent, though the tuning
was inclined to spread. I noticed during
the course of the week that Zeesen was
coming in at enormous strength in Scotland and the north of England, whereas

in London the signal strength has been
R7 or 8, which is just about normal.

The new

San Sebastian.
A new station I have not heard before on
a wavelength of 43 metres is San Sebastian
EAR262, which was using the wavelength
of Madrid, 'so. Here again signal strength

MANSFIELD

MAGNETIC

was abnormal, being R9 without any
difficulty. For the first half of the week

conditions have not been too satisfactory,
some of the usual familiar stations could
be heard, but towards the end of the week
I found it possible to receive at least seven
stations on the 50 -metre band, which is
distinctly good for this time Of the year.
On Sunday afternoon, Bucharest could

be heard testing on 5o metres, signal

strength was about R7 and the reproduction excellent. I am given to understand
that the 13.97 Empire transmitter is not
yet in operation, but I should be glad" to

SYSTEM
a momentous thing-it gives greater power
from a smaller magnet. It makes possible in a
moderate priced moving -coil speaker a performance at least equal to very high priced
instruments. It allows the use of a heavy steel

" Mansfield Senior " PM4
Chassis 42/-, complete with
tapped transformer.
Handsome Cabinet in Oak

to suit, 25/-.

framework without magnetic loss; the " Mansfield " magnet cannot lose its magnetism. The
magnetic flux is concentrated where the work

know if any readers have heard some of the
preliminary tests.
The Atlantic 'phone stations are coming

is done instead of being diffused over the whole .

in usually well and I have heard quite a
number of French commercial telephony

system. The magnet is 30 per cent. more
efficient than good cobalt steel of same weight and

stations which are apparently testing with
South America. The English amateurs

10 per cent. more efficient than chrome steel of
Write for leaflets and
HEAR it at your dealer's; you will be AMAZED

on both the 4o- and 8o -metre bands do
not appear to be very active; in contrast

three, times the weight.

to this one can hear at least a dozen French
amateurs without any difficulty.

I have noticed during the course of the
last ten days or so during my wanderings
around the country that the average reader
takes little or no interest in the length and

IIIIMMIZION116,310.101.2

"MANS F1 EL D"
Permanent Magnet

efficiency of the aerial. It seems to be quite

Moving -Coil

general for those living near a powerful
station not to use an ester I aerial in any
way, but to erect 'ff°?ery' or substitute
around the
of perhaps 15 or 24EftYdf
convert their
ag
picture rail. Usygt
receiver to short-wav Rvorking and are
very disappointed with the results. In a
lot of cases the detector grid circuit is so
heavily damped because of the inefficient

aerial that the receiver refuses to oscillate,
-even should they be able to obtain results
of a kind they are disappointed because
American and other long-distance stations
cannot be received on the loud -speaker.
It is absolutely essential that the aerial
on short waves be reasonably efficient and
if an external aerial cannot be erected, then
by all means use one indoors, but see that
it is kept away from the wall.

SPEAKERS

PM4 Cabinet.

Iry
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White ey Electrical Radio Co., Ltd., Dept. A, Radio Works, Mansfield, Notts.
Irish Free State Distributors : Kelly and Shiel, Ltd., 47 Fleet Street Dublin,

emaisitr Wireie.$)
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R.I. DI -FEED
TRANSFORMER
THE fact that new and imr roved L.F.
transformers are still being produced
proves that one cannot yet write finis to

ARE NOT ORDINARY

MOVING COIL

transformer design.
A very interesting new L.F. transformer
has been produced by Radio Instruments,
Ltd. This is known as the Di -feed. It

t(OVAttkli,
footiE
MELODY

SPEAKERS

ONCIER

Backed by years of experience and
research, ahead of other makes, each
model of Epoch Speakers is definitely
superior to others in its price class.

PEI

Witst I

Take another example,
the

P01114
this year

Super Junior Model
P. M. M. C.

ER

LOUDSPEAKER
The new R.I. Di -feed transformer,

suitable for the "Meloly Ranger"

is small and neatly constructed, and has
an excellent performance factor. It is
quite suitable for incorporation in the new

in
Our policy
specialise, and
is to
of all
Potentiometers
Controls
VolumeYou can, therevihen
types.
certainVVatmel
fore, be
a
that you
purchasing
very
Potentiometer, thethat
is
are obtaining
a firm
on this
best from
concentrating
component.

(Typel)
°METER former,
shrinkable
P o-re Krt

type of

-Irmo_ on a special points:
Note the
A.W." receiver the "Melody Ranger," I He WA is wo9nd
contact.
resistance
perfect knob
and builders of this fine set may care to TIfis
with
which gives

incorporate the Di -feed advantages in their
new outfit.

I.C.S. WIRELESS COURSES
It looks almost identical with many
others, but examine it more closely.
Note that it has a high content cobalt

RADIO enthusiasts who want to widen
their wireless knowledge have an
excellent opportunity to do so in the wireless courses conducted by the International

or tungsten steel) magnet, a heavy

the I.C.S. range are courses dealing with

steel (not low content cobalt or chrome

Correspondence Schools, Ltd.

gauge frame, an 8i in. diaphragm (not
71 in. or 6 in. or 5 in.), a specially impregnated coil system (not just shellacked or varnished wire), a specially
moulded cone (not ordinary paper or
buckram), an input transformer with 5
scientifically graded ratios-altogether
a superior specification. Now compare
its performance, not only with speakers

the installation and servicing of sets.
There is an operating course and also a

note a perfection far above its own class

N.B.--The
3. Large.

contact
stop.

in

plate,

resulting

bronze. bush

4. Positve finger.. Phosphor bearing
5, Contact
-hole fixingwinding.
beari g.
6. One
panel.
perfect
case's, protects
contact. spindle from
7. Bakelite
silt -cleaning insulate
516
bush to
B. Back
ohrns,
of winding.
9. Insulating
up to 50000
at end
10. Stops resistance
Any

InclUded in

------"'"1;.,-----l_._.3-----4i
5----_.---

--'...---

--

Western Region on "The Caves of Mendip"
on February 8.

A MASTER

"Amateur Wireless and Railiovision." Price

SPEAKER AT

Threepence. Published on Wednesdays and bearing the date of Saturday immediately following.
Post free to any part of the world i 3 months,

ITS PRICE
Or

in

40: -

4s. 6d.; 6 months; 8s. 9d.; 12 months, 17s. 6d.
Postal Orders, Post Office Orders, or Cheques
should be made payable to " Bernard Jones
Publications, Ltd.'

ASK YOUR DEALER FOR IT

General Correspondence is to be brief and
written on one side of the paper only. All

Write for full particulars or call for a demonstration.

sketches and drawings to be on separate sheets.

EPOCH RADIO MANUFACTURING Co. Ltd.,
Exmouth House, Exmouth St., London, E.C.I.

promptly considered, and if used will be paid for.
Communications should be addressed, accord.

(at the junction of Rosebery Avenue and Farringdon Road).

'Phone : Clerkenwell 6666.

pointer
former.

sNlRof.,;tancotts.compound
Wirwound
resistance 'wire

Mr. H. E. Balch will have something of
interest to say when he gives a talk to the

for tone, accuracy and sensitivity-

with S -ratio Transformer.
handsome, polished, solid oak cabinet,

2.

course of wireless salesmanship. Further
details can be obtained free on mention of
"A.W." from International Correspondence
Schools, Ltd., Department 36, International
Buildings, Kingsway, W.C.2.

near its own price, but with those
costing pounds more, and you will

Complete

I. Polished

Contributions are

always welcome,

will be

ing to their nature, to The Editor, The Advertisement Manager, or The Publisher, "Amateur
Wireless," 58-61 Fetter Lane, London, E.C.4.

GET IVO.

BEST

our local
from your
component send what you

cannot get land we will
Write for Catalogue.
write to us
24 hours.
dealer,
Imperial Works,
require within Wireless Co., Ltd.,
Edgware.
If you

Viauriet

High Street,

Telephone:

Edgware

0323.

(ILEA)
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BETTER VALUE IS IMPOSSIBLE
CABINETS for WIRELESS or RADIO - GRAM

This handsome cabinet is fit to grace any room. If is constructed from first quality
oak for front and top, with best quality birch for the sides. Standing on shaped legs

C"`at"r Whales,

wibut

TRIABLE?

TH

and fitted with hinged lid supported by strong stay -joint, it has ample accommodation for
batteries and accumulators.
No. 506 for WIRELESS only, 39 in. high by 21 in. wide by 12 in.
deep: Takes a panel 20.in. by 8 in. Loud -speaker compartment,
20 in. by 18. in.
R.T.A., 19(6. Completely finished and polished
... 29/6
No. 506k for RADIO -GRAM, 39 in. high by 21 in. wide by 15 in.
deep. Takes a panel 20 in. by 8 in. Loud -speaker compartment,
20 in. by 18 in.
R.T.A., 25/-. Completely finished and polished ...
35/ -

Fitted mask-cut to your special sizes, 1/6 extra.

13.ithzr of the above may be fitted fret front as illustrated or two
doors. State which you require when ordering;
Cash tv:M order. Carriage paid anywhere in England ,tn,1 Wdes,
add 1/- extra fir Scotland and Ireland.

(Dept. A17), A. H. FOSTER & CO.,

TE

11, HIGH STREET, ERDINGTON, BIRMINGHAM.

II

Record reproduction to

AFELY

satisfy the most critical

E_Si#1

es

304

The reproduction of records
by the Bowyer -Lowe
Mark III Pick-up will
satisfy the most critical of music lovers.

ti

MARK HI

Whatever trouble de-

velops in any radio
set, it cannot elude

an "All -in -One"

Every tone is given its correct value without coloration

resulting in a faithful reproduction of the original reccrding.
Send (or BOWYER-LOWE & A.E.D. LTD.,
DIAMOND WORKS, BRIGHTON.
Catalogue

Radiometer. Simply

connect each component in turn to the
" AU -in -One" Radiometer and INSTANTLY the

sensitive finger of this wonderful instrument
points where the fault lies,

ti

With its aid you can keep your set in 100%
condition.

NEW 1933 PERMANENT MAGNET SPEAKER No.
3 he

The new " Blue Spot " 100U is
an ideal speaker for the amateur
constructor. It is mounted to
chassis and
Reduced
need's

Price,

no

matching

'di /6.

transform-

Send
2/6 for 7
days' trial.
If satisfied,
further 3/6,
er:

then

6

99PPA.

chassis is an outstanding

example of first-class workmanship
and the unit, with its heavy

permanent magnet containing a

cobalt, is
wonderfully sensitive. From any
act, all -electric of battery, the new
" Blue Spot " 99PM will reproduce
ey'ry detail of speech or music to
perfection. Send only 2/6 deposit
for 7 days' trial. If satisfied, pay
further 3/6 at once, then 8 monthly
payments of 7;6. (Cash in 7 days,
high percentage

5116),

-

of

Ask to see it demonstrated at any, radio dealer's
or electrician's, and buy one-it will save you
money and much worry. If in any difficulty,
send P.O. to :PIFGO LTD., HIGH STREET, MANCHESTER,
or GRAY HOUSE, 150 Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2.

Standard Model.

"A Illin-One " Radiometer for Battery Sets

only, as
shown here.

l'rice

12/6

De Luxe Model for
Electric Receivers,
Mains Units
Battery
Sets.
1'r ice

and

E2-2-0

-

mon ally For further details of this speaker
payments

see the," Blue Spot" advertisement

of
on page iii.
(Cash 32/6)

E. LBERAUD, LTD.,DEFT.A.W.113, NUMBER ONE, EDMONTON, LONDON, N.13
and at Tottenham. Waltharnstour and Enfield Wash.

The "LANG)}

Established 33 years.

No. G.10

binet G10 is well
d will, house most
one arm, turntable,
aker, and batteries.
pick-up, motor, etc., wilds
Agin. wide, 16 in. deep.
Size Overall: 3 ft. 7M.
Gramophone Compartment : 41 in. high, 19 in. wide,

The " Langmore
and attractively canal
sets, giving ample accom

14 in. deep.

Set Compartment :12 in. high, 18 in. wide, 14 in. deep.
Speaker Compartment : 18 in. high, 18 in. wide, 14 int
deep.

The back is enclosed by double doors, so that all parts arc
easily accessible, and all are fitted With hinged lid and stay,
motor beard, baseboard, etc. In oak, beautifully finished
mediuM shade, with overlay finished slightly lighter shade.
Beautifully Finished Jaeolcan
New Illustrated Catalogue Free:

THE MISCELLANEOUS 'TRADING

CO., LTD.,

13 and 17 NEW OXFORD STREET, LONDON, W.C.1.
Trade Inquiries Invited
'Phone : Holborn 4894
Cacriage paid to any address! n Great Britain.

,f> 3

alickelval
Mr
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EASY TERMS BROADCAS ING S A IONS
Everything Wireless supplied on lowest terms
Prompt Delivery Guaranteed,
Price List Free on request.

5/.

25.28 / /,865

LOUD SPEAKERS UNITS

NEW BLUE SPOT 99 P.M. MOVING -COIL With order
Cash Price 22119/6.
And 11 monthly payments of 5/6.
NEW EPOCH 20c PERMANENT MAGNET With order
UNIT.

5/6

Cash or C.O.D., 211151,
And G monthly payments of 516.

ACCESSORIES
12 ERODE W.H. HIGH-TENSION ACCUMULATORS. 1120 volts, 0,000 .25101. The With order
cheapest and hest high-tension supply

7/.

where mains are not available.

Cash Price 63/16/ -

Ana 11 monthly payments of 7/-.

With order
Cash Price 21,4;0.
And 4 monthly payments of 5/8.
ATLAS ELIMINATOR. A.C.244. Three H.T. With order
tappings. 20 25/A output.
Cash Price 22/19/S.
And 11 monthly payments of 5/8.
SET OF THREE NEW VALVES, Mazda, Cassor With order
or Mallard. 1 0.0., 1 Det. and 1 Power,
Cash Price 21;12/3
12D VOLTS SUPER DRYDEX H.T. BATTERY

5/.

5/Q

2

8 monthly payments of 5/2.

Kilo -

Metres cycles
13.97 21,470
16.88 17,770
19.737 15,200
19.82 15,140

NEW LISSEN " SKYSCRAPER " KIT, With order
'minding Valves. Cash Price 2419/4.
And 11 monthly payments of SRI.

MOVING -COIL UNIT.

Broadcasting Stations classified in order of wavelengths. For the purpose cf better comparison, the power
indicated is that of the carrier wave.

Rola Speakers supplied on similar tetras.
All above carriage paid.
To avoid delay, will customers kindly send first
payment with order.

25.4 11,810
25.53 11,750
31.25 9,598
9,585
31.3
31.31 9,580
31.38 9,560
31.51 9,520
31.55 9,510
32.26 9,300
40.3
7,464

43.75 6,865

49.59 6,050

can build the

"MELODY RANGER f9
without this essential cabinet

which includes the battery shelf
and combined baseboard panel
ready drilled to specification

52
207.3

1,447
207.5 1,445
209.7 1,430
211.3 1,420
212.8 1,410
214.3 1,400
214.3 1,400
215.5 1,392
217.1 1,382
217.1 1,382
1,373
218
219.9 1,364
223.2 1,344
224.4 1,337

256.7
259
261.6

1,175
1,168
1,157
1,147

226653..78

11;113297

267.1

1,123
1,120
1,118
1,112
1,112
1,106
1,105
1,096
1,085

255

RECOMMENDED
111 " AMATEUR,

WIIIELLSS "

The "Whitehall" Console Cabinet
is made of Solid Figured Oak.

botrap

Cash Price 33/- carr. paid or C.O.D.

MYERS -HUNT
CABINET CO.,

7 AUSTIN STREET, LONDON,
Telephone: Bishopsgate 3037

LET "A.W." SOLVE
YOUR WIRELESS
PROBLEMS

(Kw.)

Metres

15.0
15.0

283
283

Skamleback

Daventry (GSB)
Rabat

Prague
Seraing
Pecz

Magyarovar
Newcastle

Antwerp

8.0
15.0

20.0
15.0

20.0
2.0
20.0
20.0
8.0
0.5
20.0
0.5

Radio Nations
Vitus/Paris
Moscow
Rome (tests)
Vienna (UOR2)
Daventry (GSA)
Moscow

20.0
0.3
12.0
15.0

2.0
20.0
20.0
0.5
0.2
3.0
3.0

..

Aberdeen

Warsaw (2)
Chatelineau (EL)
Konigsberg
Brussels (Conf.)
Salzburg
Beziers
Swedish Relays

Cork (6CK)

Toulouse (PTT)
Horby
Frankfurt -a -M

Valencia

1,058
1,058

Innsbruck
Berlin (E)

Kilocycles
1,058
1,058
284.7 1,053
286
1,049
288.5 1,040
288.5 1,040
288.5 1.040
291

1,031

293

1,022

301.5
304.3
306.8
307.5
308.1

309.9
212.8
313.9
315.8
318.8
318.8

325

1.0
1.9
2#0

328.2
331.8
334.8
338.2
341.7
345.2
348.2
348.6

-

1.0

10.0
17.0

8.0
6.0
0.3
20.0
1.0

0.3
1.3

7.0

60.0
14.0

0.75

2.0
0.5
0.5

(Kw.)

995
986
978
975.8
973.4
968
959
955.6
950
941
941

352.1

355.8
360.5
363.4
365.5
366.3
368.1
368.1

369
369.3
372.2
376.4
381.7
385
385
388.5
389.6
392
394
398.9

403.8
403.7
413.8
416.4
419.5
425.5
425.5
430.4
431

435.4
441.2
447.1

449.7
453
453

453.2
453.2
455.9
459
465.8
472

936
932
923
914
904
897
887
878
869
861.5
860.5
852
843
832
825.5
820.7
819
815
815
813
812.1
806
797
788
779
779
772
770
768
761

472.4
480

635
625

Radio Lyons

1.0

Montpellier
Bournemouth

433

621.1

0.8
614

60.0
60.0
50.0

488.6
495.8
501.7
509
509
511.8
518.6
525.3
532.9
537.6
542
550
559.7
559.7
559.7
563
566
572.6
574.7
575.2
680
720
742.6
743
759.5

1.9

779.2

Stettin

1.0

Plymouth
0.12
Scottish National 50.0

Viipuri

13.0

2.5
1.0

20.0
11.0

North National... 50.0
Bordeaux (PTT)
Zagreb (Agram)

13.0

0.75
0.5

Fal un

Vitus -Paris

1.0
1.0
1.5

Cardiff
Cracow
Genoa (Genova)

10.0

Marseilles

1.6

Naples (Napoli)
Sofia (Rodno

1.5

Dresden

1.0

0.25

Goteborg

10.0

Breslau
Poste Parisien
Milan

.

Poznan

Brussels (No. 2) 15.0
Brunn (Brno)
35.0
Strasbourg (PTT) 11.5
Leningrad (RV70)I 5.0
Barcelona (EAJI)
8.0
Graz
7.0
London Regional 53.0
Muhlacker
60.0
Algiers (PTT)
16.0
Bergen

1.0

Fredriksstad
0.7
Bolzano
1.0
Helsinki
13.2
Seville (EA15) ...
1.5
Radio LL (Paris)
1.0
Hamburg
1.5

Scottish Regional 50.0
Lvov
Radio

16.0

Toulouse 60.0

Stalino (RV26)... 10.0
Archangel
Leipzig
Archangel
Bucharest

10.0

75.0

752
Midland Regional
743
Sottens
734
Katowice
725
Athlone
720.5 Radio Maroc

715
705
705
697
'696
689
680

Berlin
Madrid

10.0
12.0

25.0
25.0
12.0

80.0

837.1

882
937.5
967.9

000

277
271.2
260
257
252
250

,I91
,200
,200
,229.5
,237
,260.5
,304
,348
,380

,41I.8

1.5

,445.7

,48I.5

' 662.2 Agen

1.0

Madona

Klagenfurt

35.0
0.5

San Sebastian
(EA18) 3.0
653
Beromuenster
60.0
644
Lyons (PTT)
1.6
635.6 Tiraspoli
10.0

IvanovoVosnesensk 20.0

,533
,554.4
,603
,620
,634.9
,675
,725
,796
,875

1935
2,000
2,625
2,650
2,903

Heston Airport
Budapest (2)

36.0
5.0
3.0
20.0
100.0

353.4 Rostov (RVI2)
350
Leningrad
340
20.0
Saratov (RV3)
Kharkov (RV4)... 20.0
323
310
Alma Ata (RV60) 10.0
300
Moscow

,083
,106
,153.8
,168

071.4

6.0

1.5

(Kw.)
60.0

North Regional... 50.0

363.6 Sverdlovsk
360.1
355

290
287.6
283

2.0
3.0
2.8

Belgrade
Parede (CTIGL)

Power

120.0
Prague
605
1.2
Trondheim
20.0
598
Florence
590
Brussels (No. I) 15.0
590
Astrakhan (RV35) 10.0
0.5
586
Tartu
578.5 Vienna
15.0
571.1 Riga
15.0
600
563
Munich
3.0
557.9 Palermo
554
Sundsvall
10.0
545
18.5
Budapest (I)
Kaiserslautern ... 1.5
536
536
0.3
Augsburg
536
1.0
Tampere
16.0
533
Wil no
530
0.3
Hanover
523.9 Grenoble (PTT) 2.0
522
5.2
Ljubljana
521.4 Freiburg
0.25
0.6
442
Lausanne
416.6 Moscow (RV2) ... 20.0
6.0
494
Novosibizsk
401 ' Ostersund
0.6
395
1.25
Geneva
335
Petrozavodsk

,034.5
,043

(Rabat)

Madrid (EA17)...

Station and
Call Sign
Langenberg

(RV29) 20.0
825
833
845
848.7

(Espan.)

Stockholm
55.0
Rome (Roma)
60.0
671
Paris (PTT)
7.0
667
Danzig
0.5
666.5 Odessa (RW37) 20.0
662
662
658

KiloMetres cycles

0.5
0.5

Radio)

0.4

1.2

Power

Kosice
1,021.5 Limoges (PTT)
296.1 1,013 Huizen
298.8 1,004 Tallin

319.7
321.9

0.9
0.25
0.5
0.5

Station and
Call Sign
Magdeburg

293.7

1.0

London National 50.0
Morayska-Ostrava 11.0
Lille (PTT)
1.3

Nyiregyhaza
267.8
268.3
Bremen
Bari
269.4
Salonica
270
Cointe-Leige
271.2
Rennes
271.4
Turin (Torino)
273.7
276.5
Heilsberg
279.7 1,072.4 Bratislava
1,067 Copenhagen
281
282.2 1,063 Lisbon (CTIAA)
283
283

ilEtrir fogsr ionnoentt yyopuary.doeonrts

6,000
5,769

50.0

Power

252.2 1,331 7 Fecamp .......
10.0
227.4 1,319 Flensburg
0.5
Malmo
1.2
230.6 1,301
232.2 1,293 Kiel
0.25
233.4 1,285 Lodz
2.2
1,270.9 Kristianssand
236
0.5
2.0
236.2 1,270 Bordeaux (5.0.)
237.9 1,261 Nimes
0.6
2.0
238.9 1.256 Nurnberg
240.1 1,249 Stavanger
0.5
241.3 1,243 Liege
0.3
1,238 Belfast
242
1.0
244.1 1,229 Basle
0.5
245.9 1,220 Berne
0.5
245.9 1,220 Cassel
0.25
245.9 1,223 Linz
0.5
0.12
245.9 1,220 Swansea
10.0
247.7 1,211 Trieste
1,205 Prague (Strasnice) 5.0
249
249.5 1,202.6 Juan-les-Pins
1.0
1,200 Radio Schaerbeek 0.3
250
251.2 1,194 Barcelona (EA1I5) 6.0
253.4 1,184 Gleiwitz
5.0

NO ONE

111

6,438
6,202
6,070

46.6
48.2
49.4

Station and
Call Sign

Daventry (GSH)
Daventry (GSG)
Zeesen (DJB)
Daventry (GSF)
Daventry (051)
Rome (2R0)
Daventry (GSD)
Lisbon (CTIAA)
Daventry (GSC)
Radio Nations
Zeesen (DJA)

250
244
242.5
238
230
222.5

(Old Kom.) 100.0
Kiev (RV9)
100.0
Tiflis (RV7)
100.0
Scheveningen -

Haven 10.0
Oslo
60.0
Minsk (RVIO)
35.0
Kalundborg
7.5
Taschkent (RV I I ) 25.0
Luxemburg
100.0
Istanbul
5,0
Reyjavik
16.0
Boden

Vienna Exp
Bakou

0.6
3.0
35.0

Moscow (T.U.)...I00.0
Motala

30.0

2/7.4 Novosibirsk
(RV6) 100.0
212.5 Warsaw
120.0
207.5 Eiffel Tower
13.5
202.5 Moscow (RVI) 500.0
195
Ankara
7.0
193
Daventry (Nat.) 30.0
185

Irkutsk (RVI4) .. 10.0
Ncrddeich (KVA) 10.0

183.5

Zeesen

179
174
167
160
155
ISO
119

Kharkov

187.5

Radio
Lahti

Paris

60.0
25.0
75.0
54.0

Hilversum

8.5

Kaunas

7.0

Craciunelu
1.0
KonigswusterHausen (press) 20.0
113
Eiffel Tower
15.0
103.5 KonigswusterHausen (press) 15.0

The Sunday afternoon concert for MidMabel France has written a St. Valenland listeners on February iz is by the tine's Day play for Midland Children's

Studio Orchestra, directed by Frank Hour. It will be heard on February 14.
Cantell.
On the Mid
R
al transmitter a
The Palmer Trio of Leicester instrumen- coming big musAel ev
is the relay from
talists joins forces with Bertram Newstead Birmingham Tietft I-1.01 ion February 16, of.
in a recital from the Midland Regional the City of Birmingham Orchestra's con-

studio on February 15.

cert, with Albert Sammons as the "star."

WHEN SUBMITTING QUERIES
Please write concisely, giving essential par.
Ureters. A Fee of One Shilling (postal order),
r stamped addressed envelope, and the coupon as
ti.e last page must accompany all letters. The
following points should be noted.

Not more than two questions should be snob
Stith any one letter.
The designing of apparatus or receivers cannot
Le undertaken.

Modifications of a straightforward nature can he
made to blueprints, but we reserve to ourselves
tLe right to determine the extent of an alteration
to come within the scope oi a query. Modifications

to proprietary receivers and design; nublished by
contemporary journals cannot be undertaken.
Readers' sets and components cannot be testel
t t this office. Readers desiring specitic inforrna
lion upon any problem should not ask for it to be
published in a forthcoming issue, as only queries
cf general interest are published and these only at
our discretion. Queries cannot bd auswerod, by
telephone or personally.
Readers ordering blueprints and requiring
technical information in addition, should address

a separate letter to the Query Department and

conform with the rules.
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Clinzazor Wrete!)

New Times Sales Co
MELODY RANGER

insist on

ERIE
HAND -TESTED

RESISTORS
for the

" MELODY RANGER"
and incidentally

SAVE MONEY

CONSTRUCTOR KIT

GET THESE CATALOGUES FREE

liere"Observer" reviews the latest bookietsaits
folders issued by well-known rn nitufactu re rs. lj
you want copies of any or all of them FREE OF
CHAIM: E,just send a postcard giving the lades
numbers of the catalogues required (shown at
site end of each paragraph) to Postcard Itadia
. Literature," "AAIA'VE UR IVIRELESS," 58/61.

Fetter Lane, E.C.4. "Observer" will See that
get all the literature you desire. Pleats
write your ilatIld anti address In bloc!: letters.

Osborn Baffles
HAVE just had details of the Osborn

5/3

SPECIFIED
for "Amateur Wireless"

MELODY RANG ER
II Belling -Lee "Midget"
Wander Plugs

2d. each

2 Belling -Lee "R" type
VA. each
Terminals
-

speaker to a baffle having the correct
opening. Details and a sample through

932

my catalogue service.

Preh " Pots "

Eric Resistors are GUARANTEED against
breakdown. They are safe, silent and constant under load. Use them with confidence.
Obtainable from all radio dealers or from the.
RADIO RESISTOR CO., x Golden Square,
Piccadilly Circus, London, W.I.

4 Sockets

up to 36 in. by 36 in. Any hole will be
cut free, so you can definitely fit your

-

I d. each

2 Spade Terminals 2d. each

the new Preh potentiometers. These handy

little "pots" are arranged so that there is
straight-line ratio between angular movement and resistance variation. They are
made in all sizes, and special " pots" can
be made up for special requirements.

933

The W.B's.
Both the large and small W.B. speakers
with the new magnet system seem to be
very popular. A cabinet

model,

the

Mansfield Junior, of the smaller chassis,
has just been produced. Full details free
through my catalogue service.

934

For the "Ranger "
Are you interested in a new mains unit?

I see that the designer of the "Melody
Ranger" has definitely specified the Regen-

tone W.I.C. unit for the new set. This
is only one of the wide Regentone range,
and through my catalogue service you can
get details of all the units, A.C. and D.C.

OBSERVER 935

hmurl oc.

Write for

GRIPIO
MIDGET

Connection5"

(I /11\ A Mid

" MELODY RANGER " Kll
Contains these fully Guaranteed Parts

2 LISSEN " Universal Four Range" coils com-

plete with two couplers and extension rods.... 1 10

2 BELLING -LEE marked spade terminals
...
I C.E.C.
fixed condenlersDUBILIER 1-infd. fixed condenser, type 920o
1 GOLTONE .0001-mfil. fixed condenser
1 GOLTONE .002-n1W. fixed condenser...
5 ERIE resistances as specified
1
GRAHAM FARISH resistance holder
...
2 IGRANIC Indigraph
tTpe VINIL
KEYSTONE .0003-mfd. variable conden-er...
1 KEYSTONE 4andard H.F. dioke
I KEYSTONE .diort-wave
choke ...

BATTERY -12 TITLES
EACH

Advert. of Belling & Lee, Ltd., Cambridge Arterial Rood,
.

Enfield, Middlesex.

4
0

4

2

10

9
5
5
0
6
0

3

0

3

6

2

0
0

5

KEYSTONE :1-1,16:111 swib

I

0

1

LEWCOS al,000:01t1a POteutionteler
I LEWCOS B.F. choke, type N.C.
1 LISSEN .006-mfd. fixed condenser
1 N.T:S. ready
panel, 18 in.

0

3
2

I

1

6
0

4

6

1 N.T.S. baseboard 18 in. by 10 In., and (hO for

same

1

...

...

...

...

...

2

0

2

0

3

0

READY RADIO low -loss 4 -pin valveholder

1

3

SLEKTUN Colt type L.P. 3-1 transformer

4

9

1

0

specification
...
...
...
...
1 READY RADIO .0003-mfd. (Micadi)
1

...

N.T.S. aluminium screen, 91 in.,lis; 6 hr., to

...

con -

terminal blocks ...
WAVEMASTER .0005-mfd. var.condenser ...
1 W.B. screen -grid valve holder...
2 4 -pin valve holders
...
1 Pair panel brackets
2 Complete extension ecptiondits and brackets
....
Marked terminals
2

SOVEREIGN

9

0

1

0
0
0

1

2

2

11 Marked wander -plugs

0
4
4

1

1 Ebonite terminal strip,: 2 in. by 2 in....
1 Pair coil tap plug moUnts with.SCreWS and
ebonite distance pieces
6 Yards flex, connecting wire, screws, ete....
EASIBILT KIT Caslyor C.O.D.

3

£5

jet 7 . 4

1

3

2

0

5

II

:3

KIT AS ABOVE but. with 1,-ari-es
less Cabinet. Cash or C.O.D. die
Or 12 monthly payments of 13,3
KIT AS ABOVE but with Valves JD 7 . 19.
Cabinet. Cash or C.O.D. did'
1.11.1
Or 12 monthly payments of 14/6
Separate items in this Kit sent Cash or C.O.D. Part

3

Kits value over 40:- on Easy Terms. Orders over 10/s:nt Carriage and. C.O.D. Charges Paid. Send for
latest lists.

WANDER. PLUG
STRONGLY GRIPS ANY SIZE

FOR EVERY RADIO CONNECTION

IIIIII11141

I

EASIBILT

THE PATENT Sun SPRING

BELLING -LEE

I

\

1

Have you had the latest literature on

'ialooklet
"Radio

9/6

OR YOURS
FOR

gns.
(('ash or C.O.P. \
\ Carriage Paid /

are available in various sizes : 18 in by 18 ill.

with special connecting links

Complete Kit as listed less Valves and Cabinet

you

Super Acoustic baffle boards. Certainly
Ia very
good idea for speakers. The boards

COMPLETE KIT
of 5 as recommended

WITH LISSEN COILS

THE GRIP$O COY.
28 VICTORIA MONSON, SYCL

TO NEW TIMES SALES CO

56 Ludgate Hill,
London, E.C.4.

Please send me EASIBILT " MELODY RANGER"
d. Cash Deposit
s.
l(IT for which I encbste £

At_

TAYLEX WET H.T. BATTERIES
Very economical.
Give long service, improved volume and Nine.

Replacements for Tayles or Standard batteries at low prices;
Also 13argain List; Radio Kits and parts at
details Po=t free.
A.

lowest prices
TAYLOR, 87 STUDLEY. ROAD, STOCENTELL, LONDON.

i

II

i /33

I EVERYTHING CARRIAGE PAID

JANUARY 28, 1933

180
CHARGE YOUR H.T. FROM YOUR L.T. AT HOME. Combination trickle. Charges efficiently 1 to 12 H.T.

PREPAID ADVERTISEMENTS

Advertisements under

10 -volt accumulators, 10/6. Postage 6d. Diagram only, 1/6.

-R. Fox, 188 Camberwell Grove, S.E.5.
INVENTORS' POCKET -BOOK. --How to patent: Invaluable aid to selling your ideas. Expert advice. Copies free.
-Edwin 0. Axe. A.T.M.E.. 27 Chancery Lane, London.

Get a GENEROMETER
11 Pr

e Ctr

charged

As the publishers cannot accept responsibility for the bona
fees of advertisers in this publication, they have introduced
a system of deposit which it is recommended should be
cdripted by readers when dealing with persons with whom
they are unacquainted.
The amount of the Deposit and Fee must be remitted by
Postal Order or Registered Letter !Cheques cannot be
accepted), addressed to

58/61 FETTER LANE. LONDON, E.C.4

B.T.H. R.K. MOVING -COIL SPEAKERS. Guaranteed
Manufacturers' surplus. Original price,
new, unused.
6 guineas. Highly sensitive and wonderful tone response.

UPERbt

Eliminate
'box res-

Will handle up to 10 watts output.

Available for 6 v.,

100 v., 200 v., 30/-. Also A.C. models, £2/10/-. Carriage

onance"

paid, C.O.D. or cash with order. Send for list of other

from your

BATTERY SUPERSEDER. -No H.T. Batteries needed for
your set even ii you are not on the mains.- An H.T. Battery

unused bargains.-Seekamp, 46 Farringdon Street, London,

by the

tun down to 30 volts is useless and has to be thrown away.
you pay for th' wasted volts.

method

battery, rectified and smoothed. Gives three

THE DEMAND for Qualified Radio Service Engineers and
Technical Assistants is increasing rapidly. We are fitted
with many receivers and testing instruments of the latest
type for tuition purposes. Day and Evening Classes.

speaker

same

Yet

The GENEROMETER makes H.T. from your L.T. 2 -volt
tappings, and lasts indefinitely. A toss
and blessing to all using H.T. Reduced
from £3 15s. New and Guaranteed.

the B.B.C.

You need no
technical knowledge
to build a box baffle
uses.

PARCELS. -

Fur the Experimental Amateur
who wants a useful junk -box of oddineuts, our
famous Bargain Parcels of Electrical and Radio

with the Weedon Baffle Former. With
this ingenious device, the conversion is
cheaply, quickly and easily effected. The
standard model fits any size speaker box, but a
special shape is supplied for speakers requiring
shelf for mounting. A Weedon Baffle will be the
means of doubling your Radio pleasure. Price Eb6
post free. (Patents pending.) Write for leaflet.

Iii

El ECTRADIX RADIOS, 218, Upper Thames St., E.C.4

TTY

CONVERT YOUR BA ALL
AER
SET TO

aid of the wonderful

Phone: Maryland
4344.

STA -GANZ)
UNIVERSAL HIGH VOLTAGE MAINS VALVES

G.P., Det., Power, 17/6. Super Power, 18/-, Rectifying 50 MA., 14/6. 125 MA., 15/3. 40 MA. Voltage
Doubler, 29/-. 45 MA. Full Wave, 42,'-.
All Voltages. State voltage only when ordering.

All Mains Receiver and Amplifier Kits available.
Prices on application.

Mains energized Loud -speaker Kit with Ostar-Ganz
valves, 22:5s.

THE MOST POPULAR

RADIO -GRAM CABINET
ON THE MARKET
Reduced 39/g
to

carriage

EIJGEN FoRRAT. Sole Rep. for G. B., cIo NIVALIGHT, LTD.,
1 Rosebery Avenue, London, E.C.1
Tel. Clerk 1227

* REPAIRS

to Loudspeakers 4/-, Blue Spots 5/-,
Transformers 4/-. Moving Coils, etc.

u Paid! ! !

Quality Guaranteed Improved
Soundly constructed in select,d

quoted for. Prompt. Service, 12 tnootlu
guarantee. Trade Invited. Streatham

oak, etc., and hand polished.

Loud -speaker Repair Co.,

SPECIFICATION. -3' 3" high,

2 SHIPKA ROAD, Balham, London

1.10" wide. 1'6" deep To take pan-

els up to 13" x 7". Panel openinr
to suit set. These cabinets allow
ample room for the following: Pick -up, Motor, Speaker, Battet ies, etc., all for the reduced

Famous

Oiler I Z0 Radio -Gram 0.5/.
7 CABINET for

7 DAYS' FREE TRIAL

price of 39/6.

(OR 101- MONTHLY.)

Catalogue Post Free. Prom men/ the
Largest Mail Order Works in England:

Tolished Oak I and Piano built! The
acoustic Tone brings a fine thrill. Makers
to Radio -Cress, B.B.C., 3,000 elicatele.

W. S. WILKIN, Cabinet Menu -

Other Models 35/- to £15.

lecturer, 12-26 Nelson Mews, Guernsey Depot: Messrs. Leale

Southend-on-Sea, Essex.

Photographs and List FREE.

Ltd.. 7, Bondage. Guernsey.

PICKET TS Panbc;

Albion Real, Ecklerheata.

ANNOUNCEMENT 4
TO TRADERS ..
You will obtain courteous 05

For "MELODY RANGER"

PICKETTS CABINETS
Recommended for Best Results

service,, painstaking

RI PSO

your enquiries for
Kits and Cont.
panents and all
other trade re Cash frith order or
C.0.1). at f tell

recognised discount.
(to bona -fide traders
only, retail enquiries ignored.)

MELODY RANGER 9
NEW
CENTURY SUPER CIP
S.T. 300,

S.T. 400

dri
Telsen, Ready Radio, etc.

mite for details of our splendid trade service.

LEONARD HEYS, FARADAY HOUSE CO
HENRY STREET
- BLACKPOOL 0

RADIO SUPPLIES

fend your list of Radio needs for our quotation. Kits, Parts,
Everything in Radio stocked. Prompt delivery;
Sets. etc.
seven days' approi el. Catalogue free. Taylex and Standard
Wet OLT. replacements stocked.

TAYLOR, 57 SruDLRY ROAD, STOCEWELL, LONDON,

PAT E NT

NAMED PLUGS

PLAIN Oft

NAMED

Er SPADES

to.utni Gramo-motors from Stock.....

Big Cash DiscountAllowed !
loose

ceding, but 325-0-325 at 85 ma., 12/6. Condensers, 8 mfd.
Polymet electrolitics, 435 v. working, 3/-; 2 mfd, 500 test,
1/0; 4 mfd. 500 test, 2/9. Chokes, heavy-duty 50 h. 50 ma.
smoothing, output, or tapped pentode, 4/6. Good 20m.
Eliminator, 2/3. H.M.V. screened H.F.; 9d. Westinghouse
Rectifiers, 180 v. 30 ma., 6/-. Cadmium plated Chassis,
9 by 14 by 2 in., 3/6. Ormond Balanced Armature Unit,
mounted 12 -in, baffle, with 10 -in. cone, half price, 10/6.

-Gilbert Industries, 519 London Road, Westeliff-on-Sea.
BEFORE BUYING COMPONENTS, KITS, write for keen
quotation. -Childs, Radio Factors, 29 Moray Road,

London, N.4.
ENGINEERS. -Lewis increased his salary to £468 p.a. in

seven months, Creaves increased his to £400 p.a. and
Summers his to £437 p.a., both after five months tuition.

In each case we secured the jobs for these students through
our Employment Department. Greaves, Summers, and
Lewis are not better men than you. You can do equally as

well, if you know the right road to follow. The first step
is to send for our 250 -page handbook, " Engineering
Opportunities." Among other things this handbook gives
particulars of B.Sc., A.M.I.C.E., A.M.I.Mech.E., I.E.E.,
A.M.I.A.E., M.I.M.T., G.P.O., and all other Exams., outlines Home -study Courses in all branches of Civil, Mech.,

Elec., Motor, Aero., Radio, and " Talkie " Engineering,
and explains the unique advantage of our Employments
Department. Whether you be novice or expert, we urge
you not to neglect this opportunity. Send for your copy of
Engineering Opportunities " at once -free of cost. British Institute of Engineering Technology, 109 Shakespeare House, 29-31 Oxford Street, W.1.

.

ELIMINATORS AND MAINS TRANSFORMERS REPAIRED. -Prompt service. Moderate charges.-Tho
Sturdy Electric Co., Derwent Viow, Dipton, Newcastle on -Tyne.

" UNIVERSAL "
RADIO
BARGAINS. -Resistance coupled 3 -valve Kits of well-known make, including Oak
Dome -shaped Cabinet, Speaker Unit and Cone, 32/6.
Permanent -magnet Moving -coil Speakers with Transformer,
18/6. B.T.H. Bakelite Cone Speakers, 19/11. S.G.3 Kits
with Valves, 74/-. S.T.300, 41/6. S.T.400, 56/6. New
Century Super, alternative Kit, £5/12/-. Geared Dials,
1/, Illuminated Disc Drives, 2/-. Disc Chokes, 1/-.
Sines, 1/6. Valve Holders, 4d. Leaks, 5d. Variable
Condensers, 1/11; Fixed, 5d. Duffs, 1/7. Pre-sets, 11d.

Mansbridge, 1-mfd., 1/4; 2-mfd., 1/11. Pick-ups, 5/11;
with Arm, 7/11. Bakelite cased Transformers, 2/9. 6 -pin
B.B.C. Coils, 1/6; Dual, 2/9. Baseboard Dual with Switch,
2/11. S.T.400 Coils, 6/9; Screened Coils, 5/8. Speaker
Units, 2/11. Switches, 6d.; 3 -point, 10d. Trickle Chargers,
13/9. Volume Controls, 2/6. Voltmeters, 2/11. Valves,

Accumulators, Batteries, Eliminators, everything Radio,
from a Crystal to a Super -het in stock. All Components
for the " Melody Ranger " Kit. Build it, it's It ! Thousands
of Radio Bargains, Listnirocith Blueprints Free I-" Universal," 20 Victoria Itecl,_Wham, S.E.15.
SEND FOR COMPL4MRADIb CATALOGUE, 128 pages,
1/3 post free. OakittiatneitgrHilutifully finished, hinged
lid, 14 by 7 by TO in., 81- 3:&3T1.7 or 8 by 10 in., 8/6;

18 by I by 10 in., 0/-aseboard, 9d. C.P. Hundreds
Other sizes ny de. Cabinet lists free. Speaker
Cabinets from 7/6; Stand, 30/-. Radio -gram, in oak, 37/-.
Ainsdale, Lancs.

23 VICTORIA ST..1.0140004.S.W.I.

Make a Gramophone or Radiogram.

GILBERT INDUSTRIES. -Special New Year Otter. Alt
post free and guaranteed. Constructor's pattern heavy
Mains Transformer, boxed, 350-0-350 at 60 ma., 4 v. 4 to
6 A.C.T., 4 v. 2 A rect., 10/6. Standard pattern, as pre-

State nearest station. -F. S. Gibson, 99 Burnley Road,

GRIP7SHA COY"

EACH

Home Study Course followed, if desired, by a short practical
course. Prospectus free. -Northern Counties Wireless
School, Preston.

sold.

LISTS FROM MAKERS

is

E.C.4.

Inclusive terms quoted for boarders. We have also a
from us Only.

Sundries from diomantlei W.D. seta, surplus stocks,
114111
etc., with Switches, Wire, Chokes, Condensers, and
c dls, and a hoot of useful parts, post free, 10th. 7,', OM. 5/...

WEEDON POWER LINK RADIO CO.,
185 Ear:ham Grove, London, F.7.

A.

are

" ARIA"! hUR WIRELESS ' ' ADVERTISEMENT DEPARTMENT,

---1144,1 BATTERY
"-Fkom-

this head

THREEPENCE PER WORD, minimum charge
THREE SHILLINGS. DEPOSIT SYSTEM.

Order

kits and assemt le them at home.

(jet for 2d. our new 64 -page .ratalogue
ith scale maw ingti and instructions

Low to make cabinets, gramophones or
adlograms, and what parts to choose. We
still:nouns from 7/5, tone -arms, soundboxes,
1/0, pick -tips. Lig volume horns, loud.
speakers, radio kits, complete receivin^

iota, gramophones, radiograms and parts.
Established IN:I.-The Regent Fittings

CO,. A.W., 12U Old /Amt., Load. 10,0,

BANKRUPT BARGAINS. -List free with 3 -vale -c d agram.
Thousands of satisfied customers. Evirithing radio at
leeriest prices. Part exeliarge. Three -valve Kit, 22/6;

S.T.400 Mt, 50/-; S.T.300, 42/-. Get my piIm for the
Melody Ranger Kit. Quotations for anything per r ru.
All parts supplied are conitrart
type. Monty r t r ied

if unsatisfied. Local buyers should hear a Lumophon D.C.
mains set and get my part exchange offer. Lumophon
mains D.C. MX., 17/8; P.M., 20/.-.-A.C. Eliminators, 20 ma.,
Westinghouse, with one variable, 30/-; I).C., 20/-. Cue
only new Spencer S.G.4 Portable, 1933 tyre, complete,
£7/10/-.
R.A.P. Mains Sets, two S.G. pentode, M.C.,
£71101-. S.T.400 Coils, 5/6. Stal Transformers, 2/11. Polar
Itninob two -gang, 11/8. All the smaller parts chttap.Putlin, 143b Preston Road, Brighton. 'Phone : Brighton
4030.
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'The name that mp_ans'EXC E L LE NC E '

..."THEY ARE RELIABLE
FIRST-CLASS PRODUCTS"
"A life -test reveals the fact that their capacities well exceed those laid down as being the minimum for high-grade

standard cells, and the cells discharge with consistent
evenness."
says the TECHNICAL EDITOR of "MODERN WIRELESS"

zs

perfectly

Test hole enables
a com pieta
voila:go
t,t to be made withOjt brea!,inz seals

REPRODUCED
is a genuine
Nobody ever
heard music really well

SPECIAL
Cuttproof &
.

Short-circuitproof cover

99 P.M.

Now- H.T. Battery worries

marvel.

Guarantee
The Edison Swan Electric Co. Ltd.

it
reproduced
until
And as for
arrived.

guarantees that El iswanBatteries are
of bill voltage and capacity. Shoold
any Ecliswan Battery fail to give satisfactors service, we undertake to deal
with customer's complaint within 24

speech and singing-to
say that every word and

hours of rzceipt of the defective

note is crystal clear, alive

battery.

and real, is to tell only
half the story.

BRITISH MADE

But it's probably the reproduction of music that will
amaze you most-the wonderful purity of each individual

note, thq,ivett rendering of intricate music, the

amazing /angel& gives to every note its exact tonal
value. Make a point of hearing
P.M.-it is the finest
moving -coil speaker the indus-

rt,

STANDARD CAPACITY

STANDARD CAPACITY

60 ez
%P., 120 y
VOLTS

1

incorporating

9V. grid bias 11.

are things of the past, for this
is the battery you've always
looked for; the battery which
you can buy with absolute con-

fidence, the battery which is
GUARANTEED to give you a
good long life ar.d the bes
of service. Every single cell
in every Ediswan battery must
successfully

pass

numerous

te:ts before it leaves the factory, and special precautions
a: e taken to ensure perfect internal insulation between cells.

it:99

try has ever produced. Write
fo Catalogue No. A.W.63S.

Price, 5916
In cabinet form -32 P.M. Price, 87/6

THE 1311111/11 131.4JE /101 COMPANY LIE
lisuE SPOT hOuSt 94196 ROSONVVI STREET ROSEBERY AVENUE LONDON - E CI

Telephone: Clerkemeell 3570.

LIE11101147,A1111
Guaranteed

RADIO H.T. BATTERIES
The Edison Swan Electric Co. Ltd

Ponders End, Middlesex

Telegrams: " Bluospot, Isling, London"

Distributors for Northern England. Scotland, and Wales : H. C.

RAWSON (Sheffield and London), Ltd., 100 London Road, Sheffield;
-46 High Bridge, Newcastle;
22 St. Mary's Parsonage, Manchester;
37, 38, 39 Clyde Place, Glasgow.

Please Mention " A.W." When Corresponding with Advertisers
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An EKCO Power Unit will run the
" Melody Ranger " for one shilling
annually !* Batteries would cost you
at least fifty shillings a year! See how

much you save as the years go by!
And you get pure constant H.T.-no
gradual voltage -drop as with batteries.

Provided you have electric light or
power all you have to do is to connect

the EKCO Unit suitable for your set
in place of your battery and switch on

-that's all.

No alterations to set,

valves or wiring. Prices as low as 39 6.
Or you can purchase by Easy Payments

if you wish. Consult your dealer or
post coupon below.
* Based on 3 hours daily

use

of an

average 3v. set.

Prices from

39/6
or by Easy Payments
All models are similar in external appearance.

Size :

9 in. by 5

in. by 31 in.

armare.11a.b

RADIO
POWER UNIT'

To E. K. CoL., Ltd.
(Dept. K.1.)
EKCO Works

Southend-on-Sea.
Please

trated

send
FREE

of EKCO
Radio.

me

NAME

ADDRESS

illus-

literature

All -Electric
m.=

11111=
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WIRELESS
EASY
MADEj/SUPPLEMENT \

Is Your Set at Concert Pitch?
HIS is an article for idealists

up to that pitch of perfection

ping, thus maintaining something like a constant value of
undistorted volume during the
whole of the useful life of the

sets in use to -clay are very much
below concert pitch, even assum-

quality is to keep your eye on

-for those who would like
to know how to keep their sets

obtained when the set was first
installed.
Sad, but true, to relate, most

battery. With ro8 volts you can
get very nearly as much undistorted output as with 120 volts.
Another way to maintain the

ing they were properly "tuned
up" when first installed.
Yet it is not difficult to keep

the grid -bias plugs.

grid -bias requirement will be
less. Drop down r 1/, to 3 volts
after, say, six week's use.

your set working week after
week, even month after month,

at a pitch that will give you

Grid -bias Batteries Wear Out !

constant satisfaction.
The Secret Revealed

The secret is in paying attention
points in the wireless

to the

installation that deteriorate from
the moment the set is put in.
If we go through these points
you will at least know what you

There is a quite mistaken idea
among non -technical listeners that
the grid -bias battery lasts for ever.
The heart of your set is the valve of each stage. Here you see how a
valve gets its anode voltage from a high-tension battery and its grid bias voltage, which Is intimately connected with the high-tension supply,
from a smaller battery called the grid -bias battery. When the positive
voltage of the high tension drops with battery age you must remember
to reduce the negative bias on the grid

are neglecting. And you will

we suggest, then have sufficient
knowledge to keep your set up

to concert pitch. Which is an
ideal we can all aim at, even
though the majority inevitably
fail to attain it
!

KEEP THESE INSULATORS CLEAN

high-tension battery that
battery's days are numbered.

To some extent it depends on
how many hours a day you use

the battery how long it lasts.

vice for more than two months.
Adjusting the High Tension

Meanwhile, it will be necessary

to make certain adjustments if

you are to maintain the set's
performance. If you have a
r2o-volt high-tension battery
you might try running it at
108 volts and adjusting the grid
bias accordingly.
When the battery has dropped

in voltage you can increase the
maximum to the r2o-volt tap -

But if you leave any dry -cell

battery on a shelf doing nothing

-delivering no current-it will
run down of its own accord
Although the grid -bias battery

literally living a shelf life

when installed in your set, its

LOUD

life is nevertheless limited. Renew

SPEAKER

the grid bias at least once a year
and for safety every six months.
Many sets run down the hightension battery sooner than need

be just because the grid -bias
battery is worn out and is not,
therefore, restricting the anode
current of each valve.

The plugs on the ends of battery

EXAMINE LEADS AT THIS POINT

KEEP THIS CONTACT
BRIGHTLY CLEAN

Vulneroble points in the externally -connected accessories of the
receiving installation are indicated in this diagram. Watch the aerial
system for leakage and inspect the earth for faulty contact every few
months. Beware of worn loud -speaker leads-they cause crackles !

For the usual two or three hours

a day, with say a three-valver,
the standard -capacity type will
not give really satisfactory ser-

takes no current. True enough.

is

for renewing the high-tension
battery. Yet there is no doubt
that this business of keeping in
use a run-down high-tension

new

The idea is due to the know-

ledge that this little battery

within, say, nine months.

Possibly you will be annoyed
if we once again stress the need

battery is the most frequent and
the most widespread source of
sets working below concert
pitch.
From the moment you put in a

As the

maximum voltage drops the

THIS WEEK'S SPECIAL ARTICLES
Page Six
" I N SERIES " AND " I N PARALLEL "
HINTS ON THE VARIABLE -MU VALVE
Being a further instalment of the " Build As
You Learn " series, by Percy W. Harris.

Pages Two and Three

WHAT QUALITY REALLY MEANS
Being this week's instalment of the Elementary
Wireless Course, by J. H. Reyner and the
Pages Four, Five, and Six
"A.W." Staff.

leads are another very frequent

cause of sets falling below concert
pitch. This is particularly true
of accumulator lead connections,

which tend with time to become

corroded.
Checking Valve Life

Next to batteries the valves
of your set are most likely to
cause indifferent results. The
trouble is, of course, that there
is no well-defined point at which

you can appreciate that the
efficiency

of the

deteriorated.

valves has

The best plan is to mark the

valve bulbs with a little slip

telling you the date of purchase.
Then you can check up roughly
how many hours the valves have
been in action when you come to

track down the cause of lost
efficiency.
(Continued on page three)
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PERCY W. HARRIS'S

BU LD A-,54
THIS week I do not propose to give
you any constructional work to do.
There are two reasons for this. Firstly,
almost every week recently you have
had some expenditure on the set, and
after all, ever small sums add up !
Secondly, there ate a number of matters
about which I think you require
information, although the constructional
work concerned has already been done.

of the new r-microfarad condenser in

the lead coming from the second coil to
the switch.

This is not a question I expect all

readers of this series to be able to answer

right away, as to do so requires the

conveniently, the bottom of each of the

GRID
COIL

two coils is joined to the same wire
(the negative filament and earth lead),

we need have three leads instead of

four when we wish simultaneously to
switch or short-circuit the long -wave
windings on both coils.
This fortunate state of affairs enables

us to use a simple three-point switch,
thereby saving both complication and

For example, last week I left you

querying the reason for the introduction

LEARN"
-LONG-

REACTION
COIL

WAVE
COIL

expense.

The Best -laid Plans-!
When I started

to plan out the

In

arrangement for the insertion of the

when using the variable -mu type of

coil and the filament, I intended to
insert it next to the negative filament

this week's instalment of his
series PERCY W. HARRIS deals
with practical points to watch

grid bias between the lower end of the

screen -grid valve for high -frequency
ability to read a circuit diagram and to
amplification. Particular attention
trace out theoretical as well as practical
is drawn to the circuit of the potenconnections. Do not think, then, that
tiometer needed to vary the grid
if you cannot answer this question after
bias of this valve.
puzzling over it that you have not paid
full attention to my previous lessons !
to the introduction of the- special grid

of the screen -grid valve, shunting it as
explained last week with a -microfarad
condenser. Naturally before doing any

bias).
Read All The Supplement
In the second coil the top has been
You should, however, be able to joined
the grid condenser of the
answer it if you have studied the rest of detectortovalve
the bottom to
the supplement each week, for in the filament. Each and
coil has consisted of
other portions dealing more with theor-

switching scheme tended to upset my

constructional work in changing over

the receiver, I checked over the diagram
to see if anything else required attention.
I

then observed that our simple

It was easy to see that
inserted grid bias between the
bottom of the coil and the negative
calculations.
if I

filament, there would

be

a complete

parts joined together-the medium - short circuit of the grid -bias battery
etical matters, conventional diagrams two
whenever we short-circuited the two long and circuits have been dealt with much and the long -wave winding.
wave windings.
more fully than I, personally, have been When the Waveband is Changed
If we consider the positive of the
In order to switch the set from the
able to do in what is primarily a
constructional series.

I will first try to explain the problem
without recourse to diagrams, simply
by considering fundamental principles.
You will remember that we have two
tuned circuits, each consisting of a coil

long to the medium waveband, we have grid -bias battery to be connected to the
short-circuited the long -wave winding, negative of the screen -grid valve and

and similarly whenever we have been the negative of the bias battery to the

listening on the long waveband we bottom of the coil, we shall see that
have disconnected the short circuit.
To short-circuit this winding we must

there is a path from the negative of the
bias battery up through the long -wave

and a condenser, the top of the first take out a lead from the top of the portion of the coil, along the switch
coil being joined to the grid of the long -wave winding and another lead lead to the switch and down to negative
screen -grid valve and the bottom of the from the bottom and bring these two again.
first coil to its filament (that is, prior leads together in the switch. As, very
From the Junction Point
From this point of junction at the

switch contact another lead goes along
to the second coil, through the long -wave

winding to negative. Thus there is a
direct metallic path from the negative

of the grid -bias battery through the
coils and switch round to the positive
of the grid -bias battery connected to
negative low-tension.

Finally, I overcame the difficulty by
making the connections as shown this
week, inserting a i-microfarad condenser

to the lead coming from the switch of
the second coil. This condenser gives
a negligible opposition to high -frequency

currents, but is a complete barrier to
direct current.

'

While it gives a short circuit for

high -frequency
Here is the complete theoretical circuit diagram of the latest version of the " Build As You
Learn" screen -grid three-valver. Note specially the modifications in the high frequency part
of the circuit to take the variable -mu type of screen -grid valve

PAGE TWO

current or an easy

alternative path through it instead of
through the long -wave winding, it
prevents the short-circuiting of the
battery to which I have referred.

NEXT WEEK! PERCY W. HARRIS SOLVES READERS' PROBLEMS
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Practical Hints on the "Variable -mu"
There is in theory a disadvantage in
this arrangement, as a slight coupling

between the first two circuits is thereby
given, but in practice its effect is
negligible. Of course, in a commercial
set it is usual to build the coil switching
into each coil separately and to operate
the two switches by some ganged
control, so that
could not arise.

j0

3 -POINT
SWITCH

our present trouble

Problems of Set Design

1MFD.

1MFD.

It is, however, a useful and illumi-

nating example of the problems arising

set design when it is desired to
change from one circuit to another.
in

It also teaches the lesson that a circuit
change which may be good in one set
may be thoroughly bad in another 1

3 -POINT SWITC.Vi

/VVV-0 A, 0

50,00011

ti T -

-76-- GRID BIAS (9 VOLTS)

with many of the letters I have received

From this detailed circuit diagram of the high frequency and detector portions of the screen grid three-valver you should be able to understand how the three-point switch is used to cut out
the grid -bias battery when the set is not in action. Note carefully the 1-microfarad fixed
condenser between one point on the three-point switch and the wave -change switch point of the
detector grid coil

this receiver in its several modifications.

these lessons have been the means of find that a large number of readers who

Next week I want to deal in detail

from readers who have been building

May I say at once how much I am starting on set construction many who have already built many sets have
gratified by the letters of appreciation have not hitherto tried their hand at it? found the articles of value to them in
It has also been very gratifying to their work.
and how delighted I am to hear that
THOSE PICK-UP
TERMI NALS

knob of the set actually works
on two separate controls inside
the set, one acting when the set
is used for radio and the other
coming into action only when

pick-up is in use.
MANY of the latest sets, in theThis
arrangement, while very
fact nearly all the factory - convenient,
perhaps, more
built jobs, provide two terminals the exceptionis,than
If
at the back of the instrument the volume controltheofrule.
set
marked " Pick-up." Sometimes works only for the radiothe
functhey are marked " Gram," but tion, it will usually be essential
whichever it is their function is to connect some form of external
the same, namely, to enable you volume control to the pick-up.
to make use of the amplifying This can be a potentiometer
portion of the set to amplify the
a resistance not less than
voltages set up in an electric with
that of the pick-up.
sound -box or pick-up.
Usually, in conjunction with
these two terminals or sockets
there is a radio -gram switch on
A POINT ABOUT
the front of the set. Often the
gramophone facility of the set is

switched in by the same knob
that changes the wave -band

SELECTIVITY

1

IS YOUR SET AT

I

(Continued from page one)

I

the valves we have already
mentioned. One point should

be carefully watched-the gang

CONCERT PITCH?

About 1,000 hours is given by
most valve makers as the really
useful life. Often this is greatly
exceeded, but it is more luck than
judgment that this should be so.

condensers.

Often weakness in reception,
noticed some time after the set
has

can be

been installed,

traced to mis-ganging of the
tuning.

Small changes in the aerial's
characteristics may
The power valve is the one electrical
easily upset the load conditions
that seems most prone to "go of the aerial -tuning circuit and
off."

Certainly this is the valve this will entail slight re -trimming

that affects the quality most.
on a gang condenser.
Next on the list of sources of

deterioration we would place
the aerial and earth system.

The

Watch that Loud -speaker !

aerial tends to become such a

The loud -speaker, when it is
fixture that you are apt to an external one, can often cause
overlook the fact that its elec- loss of efficiency. The magnetrical efficiency is being attacked

all the time.

How Aerials Lose Efficiency
IN the old days of wireless the
question of selectivity used
The most frequent causes of
fore, is to adjust the combina- always to imply the cutting out indifferent aerial are dirty insula-

ranges of the tuning coils.
What you have to do, there-

tism may be

weakened,
causing loss of volume.

so

The connections between the
set and the loud -speaker should
be inspected from time to time,
as the constant friction between

the leads and the terminals to
tors and worn lead-in wires.
which they are connected often
" gram " position and then the more distant station could be
Look at both every three to leads to faulty or indifferent
two terminals at the back heard without interference from six months.
contact.
tion switch knob until it is at the of the local station so that a

become operative.
The Detector Amplifier
If you then connect a pick-up
to these terminals it is probable
that the detector valve of the set

the local.
Nowadays selectivity has come

Similarly with the

earth.

Many listeners seem to think

to mean a much greater ability that because they use an indoor
on the part of the tuning cir- earth, that is an earth made to a
cuits. They must be capable not main water pipe, there is no
merely of cutting out the locals need to attend to its contact.
will amplify the voltages developed when a foreign station is wanted,
Actually, there are probably
in the pick-up.
but of cutting out the foreigners as many poor indoor earths as
The reason for this is that in when the locals are wanted.
buried earths.
moving the combination switch
The listener with a buried
This change in the selectivity
knob to the gram position you problem is due to the very great earth is more likely to attend to
alter the detector connections, increase in the power of the it than the listener with the
cutting out the high -frequency broadcasting stations.
After water -pipe earth. Keep the
stages, if any are included, and dark many of the foreigners contact between the clip and the
at the same time applying produce in this country field pipe efficient by rubbing them
negative bias to the grid of the strengths as great as, if not both with a piece of emery
detector, so that it acts as a low - greater than, the strength of paper.
frequency amplifier.
Inside the set there is not
some of the B.B.C. stations in
Sometimes the volume -control our own country.
much to deteriorate apart from

Next Week :
AERIAL AND EARTH
EXPERIMENTS YOU
CAN TRY.

W HAT MAKES A SET A
" RANGER "?
Two articles specially written for
beginners which will be include I
in next week's Wireless -Made -Easy
Supplement.
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ELEMENTARY

WIRELESS_
What is this talk about quality?

At the transmitting studio we have
air vibrations-sound waves-picked up

CO L

U RS E

FOR BEGINNERS

by the microphone and transformed into
electric currents. These in their turn
generate wireless waves, which are

For one thing, the "s" sounds are
lost, and all the "p" and "t" sounds

finally set up air vibrations.

So, you see, we want both bass and

picked up by the receiver, where the
speech currents "dismount" and hurry
along to the loud -speaker, where they

become mixed up. Consequently the
speech is very difficult to understand,
particularly if it is in a foreign tongue.

currents have had

treble to be faithfully reproduced if the
result is to sound natural.

These

a long

journey, and they may, and often do,
arrive rather the worse for wear I If
this is so; the sound waves 'produced
by the loud -speaker are not quite the
same as the original sound waves in the

What about music?
The problem here is even more
difficult. The vibrations from a double
bass or an organ go down to well below

CONE

studio. We say that the reproduction
is unnatural or that the quality is poor

Surely if you leave some of the vibrations
or distorted.
out the speech will not be intelligible?
I don't quite see why there should be any
That depends on how much you leave
distortion.
out. Unless you leave out a really
Probably not, because so far we have large proportion, the speech will be
neglected this aspect of the question reasonably intelligible, although it will
altogether. In actual practice distortion

creeps in at every stage of the journey
from the microphone to the loud-

speaker, and the subject is a most
important one.

There are two ways in which the

quality may be spoilt.

The first is by

losing, on the journey, some of the
vibrations which were present in the

original sound waves. The second is

the exact opposite, that is, the intro-

WHAT LOUD -SPEAKER

QUALITY REALLY MEANS
This week J.

H. Reyner and the

" A.W." Staff explain in simple language just what quality of reproduction
Many unsuspected sources of
means.
signal distortion occur in the average
wireless set, as you will appreciate after
reading this article.

5o vibrations a second, while it

is

obtain the
distinctive quality of violins or woodwind instruments, such as clarinets and
oboes, to reproduce frequencies of
necessary

in

order

to

5,000 vibrations per second and even
more. This is really a very wide
frequency range, and it is only within
the last few years that we have been
able to reproduce all the frequencies
satisfactorily.

Is that due to improvements in loudspeakers?

Partly, but the loud -speaker is not

the only source of distortion.

Another

considerable source of loss is to be
found in the unequal amplification of

duction of extra vibrations which were not have the rich quality of the original a valve at different frequencies.
not present in the original.
voice.
For the present we will confine our speaker's
It
will,
in fact, sound as if somebody Why should the frequency affect the
attention to the first effect only, and quite different
amplification?
was speaking to us, so
one of the chief offenders in this direction

that although we have been able to

is the load -speaker itself.

To answer that question we must

the process of amplification more
Take the horn -type of speaker, for understand we cannot claim to have discuss
closely. Suppose we consider a simple
example. As I told you last week this reproduced the voice faithfully.
valve circuit. We apply our voltage
will not reproduce the bass frequencies Is only bass affected?
across the grid and filament, and in
satisfactorily (unless it is made very
By no means ! There is an equal
large) so that our reproduction is tendency to lose the upper frequencies the anode circuit of the valve we have
either a resistance or a transformer or
lacking at once.

if we do not take care.

What do you mean by bass?
The low -frequency vibrations in music

A serious
loss of these frequencies above about
2,000 vibrations per second affects the
intelligibility of the speech even more

that is, the deep tones, are called the than a loss of bass.

RESISTANCE OF VALVE
(REALLY INSIDE THE. VALVE ITSELF)

Then what happens if you leave out the
bass?

The quality sounds thin or high-

';NAAAAANV,

Suppose you consider a man
who has a deep resonant voice. His
pitched.

speech will be made up of a mixture
of various frequencies, but there will be

a large proportion of vibrations in the
region of too to zoo cycles per second.
If we reproduce this through a loud-

Now let us work out just how much
magnification we get.

while the

high notes (upper
frequencies) are called treble.
bass,

some device of this nature, across which
we develop magnified voltages because
of the amplification factor of the valve.

4,

VOLTAGE ;

"V" HERE ;

VOLTAGE

---

mxV

PART OF VOLTAGE

HERE

LOST HERE'

EXTERNAL
LOAD

speaker which does not amplify or
radiate the bass frequencies properly,
then all we shall hear is the middle and
upper frequencies.

PAGE FOUR

This simple theoretical diagram may help you to understand the action of a valve when it is
actually working in the set. Note that the voltage is applied across the grid and filament and
appears in an amplified form across the anode and filament

NEXT WEEK : HOW A 1 RANSFORMER IS MADE
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We show above the effect produced when treble and bass notes are lost in the broadcasting process. On the left you see how the matt, shown faintly
indicates loss of bass notes. At the centre you see how the woman, shown faintly, indicates loss of treble notes. On the right ',of see how, when

both man and woman are in full outline, a " balanced" reproduction is obtained

Is it not equal to the amplification factor circuit, we only obtain 7 % volts across
of the valve?
our load resistance ready to pass on to

small its impedance to an oscillating

current may be quite large.
No, because we are unable to use all the next valve.
I am afraid I do not quite 'follow that.
the voltage developed. There is a very
simple way of looking at a valve. If That seems rather a lot to lose.
It is a point of view which we have
we have a certain voltage applied across
It is a little more than necessary, but not stressed before, but it is really quite
the grid and filament, then inside the we rarely get more than 70 or 8o per simple. If you apply a varying voltage
valve itself we have m times this voltage, cent. out of the valve under average across an inductance coil, the current
m being the amplification factor of the conditions, and quite often we obtain which flows will also be varying, and
valve.
considerably less. We can of course this will cause rapid variations of the
For example, if we apply r volt across increase the effective amplification magnetic field.
the grid to filament of a valve having slightly by increasing the value of the
As you know, a magnetic field objects
an amplification factor of 15, then in load resistance, but this can only be to being pushed about, and it will do
the anode circuit we have 15 volts carried out up to a point, because its best to check the current.
developed.
resistance in the anode circuit has the
You remember we discussed this
effect of reducing the high-tension point when we considered H.F. chokes.
That is what I meant.
voltage applied to the valve.
We saw there that if the oscillations
were of really high frequency, the choke
Not so fast ! This voltage is used
acted as an almost complete barrier
up in driving current round the whole Why should it do that?
Because the steady anode current .because the back e.m.f. developed in
anode circuit which includes the valve
itself. Now the valve, as you know, which is flowing through the valve has opposition to the applied voltage was
behaves like a resistance, so that we also to flow through the resistance, and so large.
have really an oscillating voltage forcing in doing so produces a voltage drop.
current first through the valve resistance Suppose for example that the valve That is what you mean by the impedance
of the choke?
and then through the externalresistance, passes a current of 2 milliamps and that

or impedance, whatever it may be.
What do you `mean by impedance?

It is a term we use to refer to circuits

containing inductance or capacity as

well as resistance. If you try and force

the resistance in the anode circuit is
Yes. You see, therefore, that a choke
30,000 ohms, then we shall obtain a may only have a small resistance, but

voltage drop of
3o,000 x 2/rood= 6o volts.
(We divide the 2 milliamps by r,000,
you remember, to convert it to amperes.)
If the high-tension voltage originally
was 120 volts we have thus only 6o volts

a current through a resistance, it resists
the movement of the electrons. Hence
actually on the valve, and this is one
the name.
As you know, a coil also opposes the of the limitations of the resistance

it can have quite a large impedance to
the oscillating current which the valve
is amplifying.

In fact, we can quite easily arrange
that its impedance is several times as
large as the internal resistance of the
valve, so that practically the whole of
the voltage developed in the valve
circuit is applied across the external

movement of electrons and so does a coupling method.
load.
condenser. Consequently a circuit conalternative is there to resistance
taining a coil or a condenser impedes What
coupling?
We can obtain the full amplification
the flow of current, and we therefore
We can use either choke or transfactor?
call it an impedance to distinguish it former
A
very large percentage of it, someSuppose
we
consider
coupling.
from a simple resistance.
In
place
of
the
thing
between 90 and 95 per cent.
choke
coupling
first.
For the sake of simplicity, let us
we have an . inductance.
consider a resistance in the anode circuit. resistance
Surely
that makes the system much
resistance of an inductance coil
You will see that the total voltage we The
better?
will
only
be
quite
small,
perhaps
a
few
develop is split across the valve hundred ohms, so that practically the
We certainly obtain more amplifiresistance and the external resistance, whole of the high-tension voltage is cation, and we can go one step farther.
so that we are only able to use a portion.
We often do not use the voltage
applied to the valve itself.
Some voltage is lost in the valve?
But surely that won't give any amplification?
The voltage we use is
Yes.
'You mean because there is only 200
directly proportional to the ratio of the
external resistance to the total resistance. ohms resistance in the anode circuit as
For example, if the valve resistance compared with several thousand in the

developed across the choke as it stands,

but place another coil of wire on the
same former and use the voltage
developed across this secondary coil.
This gives us the conventional L.F.
transformer which we have already
and the external resistance are equal, valve. I agree it looks like it at first considered briefly, and by this means
then the external or load resistance is sight, but you must remember that we can obtain a total amplification
half the total resistance, and we develop when we are amplifying we are dealing three or four times as great as that of
half the theoretical voltage. Thus if with oscillating currents, and although the valve itself.
(Continued on page six)
we have 15 volts developed in the anode the resistance of . the choke is quite
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"In Series" and "In Parallel"
These two expressions are constantly cropping up in the conversation of wireless enthusiasts.
The article below helps to show the beginner the essential difference between two components

in series and in parallel, the examples being condensers and resistances

So in our example we get that
When resistances are conAlways, when condensers are
used expressions in wireless connected in series, the total C, the total capacity, equals nected in series the total resistance
.00r
multiplied
by
.002,
which
is
is the sum of the separate resisara"in series" and " in parallel." capacity of the series arrangement

TWO of the most commonly

Do you know the difference is less than the capacity of the .000002, divided by .00r plus tances.
.002, which is .003, making the
As in our diagram you will see
smallest individual capacity.
between the two?
answer .000002 divided by .003, that the total resistance of the
There is all the difference in
Before Working It Out!
which is .00i divided by 3, roo,000-ohm resistance and the
the world in a wireless sense,
So, before you even trouble to' which is approximately .0007 50,00o -ohm resistance is 250,00o
as we hope tpahow in this short
work the capacity out, you know microfarad.
ohms, which is all very simple,
article.
You will see that this final isn't it ?
Let us take two simple con- that the total capacity of the
densers as an example of con- two condensers shown connected total capacity is less than the When Resistance Is Lowered
nection in series and in parallel. in series is less than .00r micro - capacity of the smaller of the
Now what happens when
We might as well choose two farad, less, that is to say, than two capacities-smaller than
resistances are connected in
condensers of the fixed capacity the capacity of the smaller of the .001 microfarad.
You very seldom come across parallel? Just the opposite of
type, such as are commonly used two condensers.
condensers its, parallel; in fact,
in many parts of the average
just the same as condensers in
wireless set.
series. That is, the total resisOne of these condensers, for

tance of resistances in parallel

the sake of argument, has a
capacity of .00r microfarad.
The other has a capacity of

.002 microfarad.
Connected " In Parallel "
Now let us connect these two
condensers in what is called
parallel.
This means that, assuming one
terminal of each is called A and
the two remaining terminals are

is less than the resistance of the
smallest of the resistances.

In a way, this is easy to see.

Take the point of view of a

called B, the two As are joined

together and the two Bs are

similarly connected.
A, then, forms one end of the
parallel arrangement and B
forms the other end. The dia-

gram makes all this perfectly
clear.

current arriving at the point A

.0(12

.001

of the parallel -resistance arrangement. This current has two

paths to go through instead of
one. In fact the current divides,
some going through one amt
some through the other.
Obviously, it is less difficult

B

for this total current to go

IN PARALLEL

On the left you see two condensers connected in parallel. As later
explained, this means that the total capacity across .4B is the sum of
the two capacities. On the right you see these same condensers connected in series. Here the capacity across AB is less than the capacity
across either of the two condensers

The point of interest now is

How, then, do we find just
the capacity of the parallel what
is the capacity of this series
arrangement of the two con- arrangement?
It is not so
densers. Is it now more or less simple as for the parallel idea
than the capacity of the separate although for just two condensers
condensers?
is a fairly easy sum that
Always it is more when two there
even the beginner can work out.
condensers are connected in
Here it is The total capacity
parallel. In fact, the total capacity of the parallel arrangement
100,000 OHMS
is the sum of the individual
:

more than two condensers con-

divided by roo,000 plus 50,000,
which is 250,000, making the

50,000 OHMS

answer 5,000,000 divided by 150,

which is roo,000 divided by 3,
which is approximately 33,000

in

B

C
50,000 OHMS

Elementary
WIRELESS COURSE

I

0
B

condensers we may connectthe total of the capacity is the

sum of the separate capacities.
Now look at the arrangement
of these same condensers con-

ohms.

I Pi SERIES

100,000 OHMS

parallel therefore enables us to
increase the total capacity. It
does not matter how many such

resistance effect must be lower
when there are two resistances
offering a " through -way " for the
current.

roo,000 multiplied by
you will see that connecting equals
50,000, which is 5,000,000,000

In this particular arrangement the total capacity is
.003 microfarad.
Increasing the Capacity
Connecting condensers

tance of one may be the total

nected in series, so for the
Finding the Total Resistance
present we will not bother with
The formula for just two
the more complicated formula. resistances
in parallel is as for
Consider now the question of two condensers
in series.
resistances in series and parallel.
That is, the total resistance R
-Referring to the lower diagram,

capacities.

therefore .00r plus .002 micro farad, which is, of course,

through two paths than through
one. However high the resis-

Continued from page five.

I suppose a transformer is
always used?

It is very popular, but it is

IN PARALLEL

not employed universally be-

cause it has one serious defect.
The impedance of a choke or a
primary coil of a transformer is
not always the same. It varies

A and B as before, B of one is

Resistances are often connected either in series or in parallel.
At the top of this diagram you see two resistances in series, which
means that the total resistance across AB is the sum of the two
resistances. At the bottom of the diagram you see the same two
resistances in parallel, which means that the total resistance across
AB is less than the resistance of either of the two resistances

according to the frequency of the

connections of the series arrangement.
Is the total capacity now
more or less than the capacity of
either of the condensers?

of two condensers in series is resistances in series means the
found by first multiplying the same physical relation between
two capacities together, and then the two units as for condensers
dividing this by the sum of the but it is important to understand
two capacities.
the electrical result is opposite.

the valve to vary, as I mentioned

nected in series.

This means that, with ends

connected to A of the next,
leaving an A and a B for the

PAGE SIX

currents being amplified, and

this causes the amplification of

at the beginning of the article.

However, I think we must

leave the discussion

of this

transformer till next week.
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Using Your Batteries Correctly
batteries, and serves as a
Readings with a high -resistChoosing the "H.T.B."
to replace G.B. bat- ance voltmeter when the cells
AHIGH-TENSION battery reminder
teries periodically.
or battery are disconnected from
composed of standard -sized
the set, or the latter is switched
dry cells is only suitable for sets in
Checking Accumulator

which the total anode current
taken by the valves does not
exceed about

6

milliamperes.

small quantity of acid. Careful testing with a hydrometer
is necessary to ensure that the
off, are likely to give a very mis- electrolyte is brought up to the

Discharge

If you are in any doubt as to
whether your accumulator is
being charged properly, it is a
good plan to check up the discharge occasionally by keeping

leading indication of voltage.
correct specific gravity.
An exception to this rule may
A Safeguard Against Acid
occur, however, in the case of a
As there are often traces of
cheap voltmeter (having a comparatively low resistance) when acid on the exterior of an
used for testing H.T. batteries. accumulator when it is returned

For bigger currents-say up to
15 milliamps.-a battery composed of double -capacity cells
should be used. If the total a record of the number of hours If the resistance of a meter is
anode current consumed is even
accumulator will work the low, it takes a heavy current
greater than this, a treble - the
on one charge.
from the battery, and this may
capacity type of battery is setYou
can then compare the be equal to or greater than the
needed.
the theoretical load imposed on the battery
Beginners should remember result with
of hours' working that when the set is actually working.
that the current -delivering capa- number
cells should give when
A reading " off load ", may
city of the battery depends on the
charged. This number conceivably, in these circumthe size of the individual cells, correctly
easily be worked out by stances, give a truer indication
while the total voltage depends can
up the filament current of the actual state of the battery
on the number of these cells adding
in amperes consumed by each under working conditions than a
connected in series.
in the set, and dividing reading " on load," because the
Thus a 6o -volt dry battery of valve
total into the ampere -hour heavy current taken by the
the big capacity or " super- the
capacity of the accumulator.
meter, plus that taken by the
power type (as it is sometimes
called) is of much bigger dimen-

sions than a 6o -volt battery of
the standard -capacity type;
the number of cells is the same,
but their size and current
capacity are greater.

A double -capacity

20 MILLE

b MAX.

1O-14

CAPACITY

Date Your Batteries!

H.T. and G.B. batteries the
date that they were put into
use. The idea is a good one,
as it helps you to judge whether
you are getting a proper span
of useful life from your H.T.

+ I* 3 45 6 IS sLGgiet"Pl.&g'

BATTERY
111111111111E11111

Here are the three batteries needed
for operating a wireless set. (Top)
A high-tension battery consisting of
dry cells in series. (Left) A smaller
edition of the high-tension is the
grid -bias battery. (Right) The lowtension accumulator, a two -volt cell
for heating the valve filaments

that may be accidentally spilt

when handling accumulators.
Testing for H.T. Lealcage
Very few listeners nowadays

slightest need to do so,' because

TREBLE
CAPACITY

DOUBLE
CAPACITY

switching off the L.T. current
stops the electron emission from

CELL

the valve filament and con-

sequently interrupts the flow
of anode current also.
Provided that there is no
accidental leakage, therefore, it
is quite unnecessary to dis-

OCT.

SMALL

5.G.

POWER

DET.

EMAU.
POWER

5.6

DET.

LARGE
POWER

replace-

Some listeners make a point
of marking on the labels of new

In view of the destructive

nature of accumulator acid,
it is a good plan to keep a little
ammonia or soda handy to
neutralise any of the electrolyte

ally, of course, there is not the
STAI1DARD

A standard -capacity battery
will deliver currents greatly in
excess of ro milliamps., but
when the cells are subjected to

tionately that constant
ments are necessary.

topped or rubber tray.

tension
wander -plugs
after
switching off a set; and theoretic-

the set takes a fairly big current.

this heavy strain their useful life
is shortened so dispropor-

from the charging station, the
cell or battery should never be
placed directly on a polished
table or other delicate surface.
A simple safeguard is to stand
the accumulator on 'a thick
sheet of glass, or on a glass -

trouble to pull out the high-

MILLiAMP5 MAX.
MILLIAMPb MAX.

battery

costs more than a standard capacity one at the outset, of
course, but it is far more
economical in the long run, if

its correct strength by adding a

There are three different sizes of high-tension battery for use with
wireless sets. This diagram is reproduced to remind beginners that
a set taking much more than six milliamperes of anode current
cannot be run from the small standard -capacity battery

connect any of the H.T. leads
when " closing down " the set
for the night.
On the other hand, if there is
any serious leakage (due to faulty
by-pass condensers, etc.) the

current drain from the H.T.

battery when' the set is not
a strain on the battery that its in use may be quite appreciable.
To ascertain whether any
might drop temporarily
be kept clean and free from voltage
such leakage is occurring it is
corrosion. If sulphate forms, to a rather misleading extent.
necessary to connect a sensitive
it must be scraped off, the ter" Topping -up "
'
low -reading milliammeter in
minals wiped with a rag dipped
If you charge your own accumof the H.T. positive leads
in ammonia, and then the metal ulators at home, remember to each
turn when the set is switched
surfaces smeared with a trace top -up the acid solution when in
off. If the meter needle indiof vaseline. Do not overdo evaporation has caused it to fall cates any perceptible flow of
the vaseline, however, or it below the correct level. Tap current, steps must be taken to
may prevent proper metal -to - water should never be used for trace the fault.
metal contact being obtained.
this purpose; only distilled water
A "G.B." Warning
Lead -coated spade tags are is suitable.
useful for L.T. leads, as they
Most listeners know that the
Even if you do not do your
resist the corroding effect of own charging, you may find it grid -bias
plugs should on
creeping acid. Crackling or loud necessary to top -up the cells no account be removed from the
" sizzling " noises in reception occasionally if that has been battery sockets while the set is
are often traceable to poor con- inadvertently overlooked at the in operation; it should always
Keep Terminals Clean
Accumulator terminals should

set, would be likely to place such

tact between the L.T. leads and charging station, or if the
accumulator terminals, usually accumulator has been ,standing
due to corrosion; hence the for a long time in a hot room.
importance of keeping the conTo make up for the loss due
nections " clean."
to ordinary evaporation, only
distilled water should be added;
Load Voltage Readings
new acid is not required. But if
As a general rule the voltage the gassing of the cells causes a'
of accumulators and batteries slight leakage or spray of acid
should always be measured when solution through the vent -hole,
the cells are " on load "-that is, a small amount of acid is lost
connected up to the set and in course of time.
In that case it may be necesactually delivering current to
the valves.

sary to restore the solution to

be switched off first, as the great
increase in
anode current
(especially in the case of a large
power valve) consequent on

disconnecting the grid -bias is
highly detrimental to the hightension battery, and also to the
valve itself.
However carefully one remem-

bers this rule in regard to the

actual G.B. plugs, it is easy, in
forgetful moments, to overlook
the fact that any disconnection
(Continued on page Eight)
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Hints and Tips
AERIAL
The symbol for an aerial is shown

on the left, and a typical single wire aerial is pictured on the
right

PROTECT THE LEADS

THE small wires which are
1 fitted beneath the base of

many speakers to make contact
with the coil windings or with
the input transformer may fray
against the metal edges of the
chassis. Protect them by slipping short lengths of insulated
tubing (as used for set wiring)
over the wires.

TUNING IN

NOTHING

very

that.

to rotate and break the fine wire

difficult

results in the reproduction of a

station you have tuned it in.
On the other hand when you
lose a station you have tuned
it out !
LIGHTLY -DAMPED
AERIAL
DOES not refer to an aerial

that has kept out of most

of the rain ! Damping has elec-

trical meaning, Like a high resistance in series with the aerial

or a low resistance across it.

Both cause a draining of energy
-damping. An efficient aerial

by a fixed resistance.

and to the aerial terminal of the

usually connected to L.T. negative to complete the grid return

then connected to the two poles

circuit, but if you want to put
extra negative bias on the S.G.
valve, you will find it very easy

by making. a simple alteration to
this part of the wiring. Instead

RISK OF BREAKAGE

exercised in making connections to the terminals of
high -frequency chokes, wire wound
potentiometers
and
volume controls, and other

similar components which con-

tain a winding of

fine wire.

Some manufacturers join the

ends of this fine wire direct to the

terminals and one may easily
break the wire in tightening up
the terminal head, unless great
care is taken. Even when the
ends of the windings are con -

JOINED

WIRES

POSITIVE
(RED)
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WIRES
CROSSING

NEGATIVE

(BLACK)

set.

The outer terminals are

of a double -pole low -loss switch,

the moving contact of which is
connected to the aerial. In this

way, at the touch of a switch,
the series aerial capacity, and

therefore the selectivity, can be

of connecting the end of this regulated.
resistance to low-tension nega- SHORT-WAVE REACTION
tive, take it to the negative terminal of the bias battery. The
positive terminal of the battery
is of course connected to L.T.
negative. This will not upset the

IN a short-wave set, the value

of the detector voltage is

generally very critical. In fact,
if you have a variable voltage

control for this tapping on a
mains unit (or if a potentiometer

EARTI1
The earth connection is shown in
symbol form on the left and as a
water pipe contact on the right

find

it worth while making

delicate alteration of the detector voltage.
LABELLING LEADS
HAVE you ever wanted a set
of battery -cord labels in a
hurry? Here is a speedy way of

labelling. Obtain a few blank
labels from the chemist, cut into
strips about 1/4 in. long and 1/4 in.
wide. Stick these on the flex and

print the appropriate letters on

with ink. Now give them a coat
of cellulose varnish and you have
a set of labels nearly as good as

the real thing.
PUTTING ON PLUGS
HOW do you put your plugs
on? The correct method is
as follows. Undo the coloured
top and loosen the locking ring.
Now bare the ends of a piece of

flex and slip the top over it.

Bend the flex at right angles for
into the
about 1/4

barrel of the plug and through the

is used for the detector tapping
EASIER TUNING
provided at the side. Now
IN a straight set you can on an H.T. battery), delicate hole
screw down the locking ring with

always si mplify the tuning control of reaction can be
without actually ganging the effected. This is a reaction

circuits together. If the knpbs
of the various tuning circuits are
with little damping is "lightly made concentric, by using one
damped."
of the special dials, such as the
PARTICULAR care should be

SWITCH

when the terminal -heads are
FOR big sets it is worth while
subsequently screwed home in
having two values of series
wiring the set.
aerial. condenser "on tap." In
this way the set can be rapidly
H.F. BIAS
the ordinary link band-pass adjusted for local or distant
INcircuit there is a large fixed reception, the selectivity varying
condenser of (as a rule) .o5 accordingly. The best plan is to
microfarad on the earth side of have two values of series aerial
the circuit, and this is shunted condenser connected together
One end of this resistance is

It means
what it says. By adjusting a
knob on the set you alter
the tuning. When this action
about

netted to soldering tags on the Lissen tuning control dial, very
stems of the terminals, breakage rapid adjustment is possible. If
may occur through the tag you have an aerial and H.F. cirrotating a little as the terminal - cuit, for instance, a concentric
head is tightened up. It is dial can be used so that there is
advisable, therefore, prior to no need to have trimming conmounting such components in densers, for. any correction can
the set, to tighten up the ter- be made, by individual adjustminal nuts or screws very care- ment of the two knobs.
fully, so that they will not tend
LOCAL -DISTANCE

control which

is

absolutely

devoid of hand capacity, and if
you are troubled with threshold
howl in a short -waver you will

a pair of pliers and cut off the
ends of the flex. The braiding

should be pulled down over the
outside of the plug and the top
screwed down. Plugs put on

like this will last a long time

without fraying.
DRILLING TERMINAL
BLOCKS
USING YOUR BATTERIES CORRECTLY
IF you drill your own terminal
(Continued from page seven)
blocks, make sure that you
do not get the screw holes too
near to the lower edge. They
in the grid circuit of a valve is judge, by the spark, how much should be arranged so that the
liable to have the same effect as ' juice " is left in the battery I screws come more or less in the
Don't forget that an accumu- centre of the plywood when the
pulling one of the bias plugs out.
For example, when the grid lator, in spite of its somewhat terminal block is screwed to the
of a power valve is connected to misleadingly robust appearance, baseboard. If the holes are too
the slider of a potentiometer is really a delicate appliance in low or too high they will perhaps
volume control connected across some respects, and should be cause the plywood to be split
the transformer secondary, the treated carefully.
when the screws are inserted.
grid -bias is applied to the valve
Mind the Damp!
by way of the potentiometer
resistance and the slider.
Don't leave H.T. dry batteries
If, therefore, the slider fails in a position where they are
to make proper contact with the exposed to heat or damp; if
resistance, due to a fault in the possible, arrange them so that
volume control, the grid -bias air can circulate freely around
may be interrupted, causing an their outer cases.
excessive flow of H.T. current
Don't connect a new H.T.
in the anode circuit.
battery in series with an old one
that is causing crackling noises
FIXED CONDENSER
Dont's for Battery Users
and has a high internal
Here on the left you see the
Don't allow an accumulator resistance.

to stand for long periods in a
discharged condition.

Don't expect a small -capacity

high tension battery to work a

Don't short-circuit a battery set that takes more than six
with a piece of wire in order to milliamperes of anode current.

symbol for a fixed condenser. A
typical fixed condenser is shown

on the right

